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PREFACE 

~o American prose fiction the critical controv 0 rsy over realism 

meant the substitution·of n dark-skirted symbo l of truth for the 

white- winged dreams of ro;nanticism. But to its historian tnis battle 

of the critias m~ant the tedious tracing of skirmishes and the la

bored chronicling of victories, during musty days in the library, 

when it rained, and nights when the sky was -pur.:,le and the candle

flies thick. These were lon5 hours, but tney were not enough . The 

history would never have been written , as now, incredibly;_ it is, i"f 

no one but the historian had been interested. To these she offers 

her gratitude: Dr. L. U. Ellison, who first· made the controversy 

seem exciting enJugh for investigation, and who appeared not to 

doubt, on April 15, 1933, when no word of the history had been writ

ten, that it would be COC!lpleted within the ,nonth; :,tiiss Hamie !lalker, 

wt10 said, "Finish it by June. Think how hot it is in August. 11 ; Miss 

Edith Kern, who erased the typographical mistakes; and Mrs . Emory 

G. Hor1ser, who typ~d the ten pages on which no ,nistakes occur . 

• I 
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'PI~ CEUTICAL R..~CEPTION 

OF T:I:S RK\LISTIG NOVZL ·IN AM~RIGA 



Chapter I 

THE MARCH OF REALISM INTO FICTION 

Realism in fiction is a romantic tendency toward the factual, 

and romanticism is the realistic interpretation of the fanciful. It 

is only when one accepts this paradox that the conflicting defini

tions straighten into line. Pellissier, in Le R6alisme. 1es Roman

tigues, thought to establish romanticism as a basically realistic 

form of art: 

• . • la litt drature romanti que compar , e avec celles des deux 
si cles prec edents s'y oppose presque · sur tousles points 
comme r aaliste . 

This brought Victor Hugo, the godhead of the romanticists, within 

the realistic pa.le and repudiated the realists a.s vain revolters 

against their own flesh . Nevertheless, the movement of prose fic

tion which stirred in Mada.me Bovary ~urned manifestly away from 

Notre- Dame de Paris . In Le Realisme et le Na.tura.lisme , David-Sauva--------- - . -----'--- - -
geot tried to halt its advance, calling it 

••• le syst me qui reproduit de la r~a.lite ce qui releve 1~ 
plus directement de la sensation , c ' est- -dire le c6te ex
t erieur et matefriel des hommes et des choses. 
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By implication he left to romanticism the differentiating "int~rieur 11 

and "immat~riel ''. Vithout the paradox , there is the imperious con

fusion of opposites. 

These are, however , the definitions of French critics looking 

backward to the overt tracks that realism set in French fiction. The 

first realists themselves, sensible of end as well as means, of fu

ture instead of past, interpreted the new movement less absolutely. 

Flaubert, the first of the conscious realists, drew the paradox of 

realism and romanticis:n from his ovm dual nature, in a let ter of Jan

uary in 1852, with 1vfadame Bovary yet · five years in the distance : 

... Il y a -en moi deux bonshommes distincts, un qui est e
pris de gueulades, de lyrisme, de granda vols d'aigle, de 
toutes les sonorites de la phrase et des sommets de l'idee; 
un autre qui creuse et qui fouille le vrai tant qu 'il peut, 
qui aime accuser le petit fait aussi puissamment que le 
grand, qui v,Judrait vous faire -sentir presque materielle-
ment les choses qu'il r~produit~ 1 · 

Zola fitted a definition of impersonal form to the realistic resict·ue 

which he called naturalism, and which he believed to be " ' la formule 

de la science apJliqu la li tt 6rature . • 112 To elucidate and account 

for the writer of realistic fiction he gave the definition a personal 

consciousness, expanding it: 

... Le romancier est fait d ' un observateur et d ' un experimen
tateur. L'observateur, chez lui, donne les faits tels qu'il 
les a observe's·, pose le ~oint de depart, 6tablit le terrain 
solide sur lequel vont marcher les personnages et se divel-

lcorrespondance , p. 13 
2Kathleen T: Butler, A History cl French Liter~ture, Vol. II, 

Bo ok III, part I, chapter II, p . 2o7 



opper les phinomenes. Puis l ' experimentateur parait et in
stitue l'experience, je veux dire fait ,nouvoir les personnages 
dans une histoire particuliere pour y .,.10ntrer que la suc
ces sion des faits y sera telle que l ' exige le d~terminisme 
des ph~nomenes mis l 'etude.3 

3 

He placed the "observateur" on f ounda.tion level, but it was the method 

of the "expirimentateur" that in his eyes r~ised the structure to the 

dignity of true scientific accomplish~ent: 

. .. nous devons [lie said of the "exp 6rimentateurs "] operer sur les 
caract r es, sur les passions , sur lee fa.its humains et sociaux, 
comme le chimiste et le physicien op rent sur les corps bruts, 
comme le physiologiste opere sur les corps vivants. Le deter
minisme do mine tout. C' est l' investigation scientifique, c ' est 

·. le -raisonnement exp6rirnental qui combat une a une les hypo-
th ses des id~alistes4 et qui rernplace les romans d ' obs ervation 
et d ' exp(frimentation • . 

Thus Zola brought realism into the laboratory and dissected it for 

its factual content . The gesture is· romantic in that it is. free , 

in that it would without scruple break traditional form . 

The other French realist s fell back into the vague interpre

tations that realism had known before its definitive level of de

velopment. The brothers Goncourt, by choice better art i sts than 

scientists , labeled realism simply "la vie vraie". '1uy de ?.aupas

sant learned from Flaubert 11 raconter en cent lignes ce qu ' il avait 

vu'' . Their combined definitions make realism, then, the relation of 

"the true life that one has seen" . This in its largeness is yet ro

mant ic, with its qualifying adjective which set•s "the true life" a -

3Le Roman Expefrimental, I, p . 3 · 
4Jbid., I, pp . · 3- 4 
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part from the accepted novelist's- view of life . It is a march toward 

the factual in that the realist must interpret what is to him fact, 

what with his own ey~s and apart from theory, he has seen . 

'I'he Russian realists defined this "truth" of realis;:n as 11 und er

standing0. 5 

}eorge Moore, for whom Zola became a staff, took the discoveries 

of the naturalist (observation and experimentation) and gave them back 

to nature. "A novel," he said, "i s the story of a man ' s life, and I 

think we shall find that Nature provides ends for lives mo r e strangely 

significant than any invented by storytellers ... Nature does not stint 

her literary activities to ends .. • she undertakes the entire composi

tion. ••6 

Thus the definition of realism runs through the cycle from a 

specific "observation ~nd experimenta tion" to a general "life", 

through life to truth, through truth to und erstanding, throur.,h under

standing to an unclouded vision of the natur-al world. The realists 

themselves said little more than this. 

The critics fartnest away from the source of realism , however, 

began to believe themselves enough re.noved to see more . The defini

tion, they ~aid, that made r ealists see and record was not restrict

ing realism to its self - i tnposed boundaries . Realists are both ac

curate and impersonal, Thomas S. Per ry sai d in America in 1874, and 

Turgenev "is a realist in the sense of hiding himself, and in the 

5c . . E. Bechhofer , ! Russian Anthol~ l!! English (Tolstoi, "Mau
passent as Artist"), pp . 224- 243 

Hail and Farewell, Vol. I, pp . ix-xi 
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painstaking accuracy he shows with regard to everything hi s pen 

touches."7 None of th ese definit i ons , said a cont ributor to the At

lantic Monthly i n 1878, is conclusive . 

.. . it would not be easy to eet from a convention of fiction
writer s a.ny definition of "realism"which would prove satis
factory to more than one or two of the reali sts themselves. 

This critic, therefore, evolved his own def i nition from a system of 

classific at i on of the div er~ent realistic methods. Real i sm , in his 

classification, is of three ki nds: (1 ) r ealism wh ich records, of whi ch 

Daudet is the exponent ; ( 2; "artist ic" realism, which combines "graphic 

d eta.il s and skillful art"; and ( 3) negative realism, "in which the lo

calities are r eal a.nd the names of the people exceedingly probable in 

their commonness , and the characters ordinary and without individual-
. b 

ity, so t hat they may be sur e not to be accused of unr eality." 

Writing earli er in the Atlant ic Monthly, G. P. Lathrop had main

tained that, 

. . . Realism sets it self at work to consid er charact ers and 
event s which a.r e apparently the mo st ordinary and uninter
esting, in o0dEr to extra.ct f rom these their full value 
and meaning . Cl 

Edmond Goncourt , in the preface to Les Fr ~res Zemganno, in 1879, re

pudiat ed this doc t rine of the "ordinary and uninteresting" as a facile 

111Ivan Turgenev", Ai- ) o., 33, p. 569 (May, 1874 ) 
811Contributor 's Club", At . Mo., 41, pp . 394- 395 (March, 1878) 
9 •1The Novel and Its Future" , At. lflo . , 34, p. 321 (Sept ., 1874) 
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path which realism had followed through indolence. 11 ' Realism'," he 

said, "' .. . has not for its sole mission the description of what is 

low , revolting, and unsavory; it c~me into the world to define in ar

tistic writing what is lofty, attractive, agr eeabl e , and to r epr esent 

more or less distinctly refined beings and costly things . But this 

it has to do by means of persistent, rigorous , unconv entional work, 

such as of lat e years has been given to ugly things. ' ,.lO Here the 

paradox emerges definitely to as sert itself, f or "refined beings and 

co st ly things" were old properties of the romantici sts. 

This difference between realism and romanticism is, summarily, 

not one of spirit or subject or ultimate design, but one of iri:mediate 

method . Th e method of the romanticists turns the light of imagination 

and experience inward toward the human individual. It attempts a su b

limation of id eals. The method of the r ealists is the presentation 

of the facts of external sensat ion in concrete and connected fashion, 

to r ealize the truth of the human type . It encompasses a leveling of 

i deals. Both methods are experimental and enci r cling . If Pellissier 

drowned the ori:;in of realism in romanticism , Frank Norris acclaimed 

Zola "the very head of the romanticists" . 11 The contention stands 

to thwart an arbitrary definition. Within th e paradox, beyond the 

differences of method, both se ek the essentials of truth. That is 

what Zola the r ealii!'t irnpli:ed when he said to the romanticists: 

l O"Recent Literature", At . Mo ., 44, p . 80.9 (Dec., 1879) 
llThe Responsibilities of the Noveli st and Other Literary Essays , 

p . 21~ - ----



••• "Romanticism was nothing else than a rebellion: it r e
mains for us now to use the victory •. . we bor r ow your soul, 
but we do not wish your rhetoric . " 12 . 

7 

In this way the French realists took up the banner of the French 

romanticists. 

The first who knew his direct i on was Flaubert. Before him 

Stendhal had recognized that in objective observation lay a new way, 

and his pre cise documentation in Le Rouge n le Noir (1831) gave evi

dence that he knew. But Stendhal, in spite of this, remained an in

d ividuali stic romanticist: 

.. . Je m'occupe trop 
voir les autres . 13 

me regarder pour avoir le temps de 

Balzac, too, in his va st Comedie Humaine, worked with the precision 

of analysis that the realists coveted and ultimately grasped . His 

"analytic display of character" makes him in some opinions the first 

realist . His fusion of observation with a powerful imagination gave 

his novels a sharpness that his successors imitated as an approach 

to life. "He had .• . an extra.ordinary gift of swift observation , of 

equally swift assimilation, and a prodigious memory , so that where 

to others, had t ney wished to do his 'work , a prolonged survey would 

have been indispensable, for him a mere glance sufficed, and his vig

orous imagination did the rest. For Balzac ' s. imag;ination was coupled 

12 c. B. Martin, "Emile Zola as a Critic", At. Mo. , 43, p . 650 (1foy, 
1879) 

13Journal, p. 253 
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with such a strong sense of r eality, that it may be said without ex

aggeration that he intuitively divined the realities of the life that 

was going on around him. 1114 This life that he glimpsed was a hard 

a nd brutal thing , and he patterned his "galerie de monstres" after 

the vision. Perhaps it was Balzac who chained the later realists to 

observation of the sordid. He lacked, however, an obj ectivity in 

h is pretentious style and a dispassionat e observation of his charac

ters . 

These Flaubert exhibited in '{adam~ Bovary, which he published 

in 1857. This break with romanticism was startling in that he bared 

realistically the soul of an incurable roman.tic, a woman who 

.•• aurait voulu vivre dans guelque vieux manoir, com ne ces ch§
t el a ines au lon8 corsage, qui sous le trefle des ogivesJ passaient 
lc-1::;:!'$ j ours , le coude sur la pi ~ re et le menton dans la main , 

r egwder venir du fond de la campagnr~un cavalier a plume 
blanche qui galope sur un cheval noir . 

1:!ith this central figure, he cast in sharp detail a novel of provin:.. 

cial adultery . The impersonal recountal which amazed the cr.iti cs 

was not the impersonal science that Zola was to adopt . It was r a~her 

a new, artist ' s restraint: "L'artiste," Flaubert said, "doit s'arran-

ger de fa '( on faire croire 'a la _posterite qu'il n ' a pas v ~cu. ••16 

Flaubert, the historical critics pronounce , was a CfJ mpro10ise between 

art and truth .17 

.L'-l-
15 Kathl een T. Butler , .Q.:Q. • cit., ~ol. II, pp. 135- 136 
16.,~adame, Bovary, p. 109 

7correspondance, p. 40 
1 E. Abry, C. Audie, P. Crouzet, Histoire Illustr~e de la Lit

t E!rature Fran aise, p. 621 
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Edmond and .:ules de Goncourt, also , with their glimpses of "la 

vie vraie", never broke the mold of artistry, in spite of t heir vivid 

portrayal s in Ren tefe Uauperin (1864), Ger~:'lin i e Lace!_'teux(1865) , and 

Manette Salomon (1867) . Their contributi on to the realistic movement 

was their recognition of the i mp ortance of documentation . The fir st 

duty of the novelist, they foretold, is to collect facts : 

. • . Le roman actuel se fait avec des documents racont e s ou re
lev efs d'apr s nature, comme l'histoire se fait avec des docu
ments t!crits . Les historiens sont 'des raconteurs du pass ef, 
1 es roma ciers des raconteurs du pre'sent ,18 

over these facts the ,}oncourt let play a literary light and shadow . 

~eal ism they recognized, but never for the sake of realism did they 

renounce art . 

~ola we.s never the artist , and ·_he was the first to proclaim the 

fact. '.,Vith the later naturalists , he traced his literary descent 

through Ealzac rather than Flaubert . It was &ala who tried rather 

prematurely to establish in his work a psychology based on physiology. 

!-ie determined to trace "l ' histoire naturelle et sociale" of a family 

of the lower class . The Com E!die Iiumaine of Bal zac he would bring 

scientifically to its conclusion; Thus with his tools of observa

tion and experimentation he began his history of the Rougon- Mac

quart. He meant "to _illustrate the pr inciples of heredity , environ

ment , and the ruling passion ••• to follow the fortunes of the various 

18 Journe.l, de_s Goncourt, p . 307 
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members, legitimate and illegitimate , of a single family in al l the 

environments, trades, and professions in which, through force of cir

cums t ances, they are placed .. . in politics (Son Excellence Eug ne Rou

rn), in the financial world. (L ' Argent), in the Church (La Faute de 

1 'Abbe Mour et ) , in the army (La Dl b'acle ) , in artistic hnd scientific 

circles (L' Oeuvre, Le Docteur Pascal ) . Less fortunate members of the 

f amily are to be found a rno ng the shopkeeping class (Au Bonheur des - - -
))_ames ) , a mong ordinary workingmen (L ' Asso1mn,J ir) , railwaymen (L~ B te 

Humaine ) , do mestic servants (Pot - Bouillef,), peasants (La Terre) , and 

miners (Germinal) . 1119 His characters bore the succeeding sins of 

g enerations; all of them w8re the debased or cruel or downtrodden of 

the world of the "miserables" . Along a dark path his rea lism made its 

way . 

Alphonse Daudet also led his attention down this via dolorosa 

in his novels of Parisian life: ie Petit Chose (1868) , Fromont Jeune 

et_ Risler A! nE! ( 1874 ) , and Sapho ( 1884) . He had not the complete de

tachment of the scientist, however, for he knew both to pity and to 

laugh at the desti ni ·es he unraveled . 

Guy de Maupassant turned more passionately to the f i rst r ealist , 

and learned of Flaubert the strength ,of s i ncere obser vation. His was 

a detachment even more steady than that of Zola, who had a theor y of 

heredity always to tend. All that broke the luc id sur face of de Mau

passant ' s style was an inevitable pessimism. 

This pessimism the Russi ans , following closely on the Fr ench , 

l 9 
- Katnleen T. Butler, .Q.:Q.• cit ., pp . 251- 252 
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took to themselves. J.ogol, "the C:8stroyer of Russian romanticism, 

the inaugur ator of Russian rE:,a. lis ra1120 , was writing Dead Souls, a rich-

ly obs ervant Odyssey of Russia, when he died in 1852 . The poet 

Pushkin, who read the first cha ,;,ter , loo ked away, saying: '"God, what 

a sad country Russia is ! • 11 21 So powerfully did the first Russian 

realist "d escr ibe what he saw vri t nout flattery and without exag,.;eration, 

but with the masterly touch, the instinctive economy ... " 44 And then 

he reno unced the art he had libera ted~ 

Tur gen v, who began IJUblishing prose in the yea r Gogol died, res

cued the cause. In a p1:;r iod of eleven years he fashion ed a ·ful,~sia 

s o near "the image in his heart" that in f'•ance Fl aubert "was astounded 

23 
by him ." His Rudin appeared in 1856; three years later he publish-

ed Th e Nest .21. G-entlefolk ; 1862 brou~ht Fathers and Sons; 1867 , Smoke. 

Fathers~ Sons , which in its impersonal delineation of revolution

ary Russia beat down his rising Russian popularity, drew the real- . 

ists of ~estern Europe to his side . He had made of a dark bro oding 

nation a simple people that one need not be a Russian to understand; 

in diaphanous language he had shovm the Russian soul. If with 

·:olstoi and Dostoievski a sterner realistic fibre replaced his own, 

1:, rgenev had made honest efforts toward the truth. 

Tolstoi ' s was the voice of a reality more intense than even th.e 

French had succeeded in realizing . Tolstoi began with nothing, 

2(1 . . . 
2iMaurice Baring, 
n-:Ibid ., ,. 135 
2~·, p. 138 

Ibid . , p . 162 

An Outline .£f. Russian Literature, p. 141 



taking no part of life as established and barred against ques tion. 

His works are a record of his long search for truth. Childhood , 

Boyhoog_, Yout h (1852-1855) , :u..e, Morning tl g_ Land ow .f!2'.r ( 1852- 1859) , 

The Cossacks (l862), and Dome utic Happiness ( 1859) trace his foot -

12 

steps in the search t'o the ti a:e of 1lis marri&.ge . Nar aud Peace, pub

lished in 1865, gave the real istic ~ovement its first greut his-

torical novel. " • .. it has all Stendhal ' s reality , and all lola ' s 

power of dealin8 'Nith crowds and mass es ... ~4 In 1875- 1876 Tolstoi 

published Anna Kar6'nina, and realism applied it s te st to the upper 

clas ses . Th en Tolstoi, like Gogol, turned his back on the work that 

he had done, repudiating all art as well as establ ished r eligion. 

The realism that he had de serted reclaimed him at last , however , in 

Resur rection(l899). 

'" Tolstoi , '" Dostoievski wrote in 1877 , '" is one of tlwse Rus-

sian minds which ses only that which is right before their eyes , . 

and thus press towardG that point . They have not the power of turn

ing their necks to the ri ght or to the left to see what lies on one 

side; to do this , they would have to turn with their whole bodi es . 

If they do turn , they will quite probably mainta in the exact oppo

site of what they have been hitherto pro fessing; for they are rigid 

ly honest. ' 1125 If Tolstoi was thus inconsistent in spite of his 

unflinching realism, it was bec~use truth wa::. to him either this 

or that, and never both anci i nseparable . 

24Ib. d . 2r.4 25 __ i_. ' p . '..) 
Ibid • , :p . 200 
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To Dostoievski , in all ways his opposite, truth had a larger 

meaning . Dostoievski was the first great r ealist who lived his 

r eali sm . ~7olstoi led an even, uneventful life , spending the great 

er part o f it in his own country house, in the midst of a large 

f a:"li ly . Do s toievski was cond emn ed to death, served a sentence of 

f our year s ' hard labour in a convict settlement in Siber ia , and be

sides thi s spent six years in exile ; wh en he returned and started a 

n ev:sp'.lpe r , i t wa s prohi bited by the Censorship; a s econd newspaper 

which he started came to gri ef; he undervrnnt financial ruin; his 

fir s t wi f e, his brother, and his best f rienti aied; he was driv en 

abroad by debt, harassed by the authorities on the on e h and , and 

a tt a cked by the liberals on the other; a bus ed and misund erstood , 

almost st a rvine; and never well , wo r k.ing under over wh el ming dif fi-

26 
cul t i es , always pressed for time , and ill requited for his toil ." 

For all this , he worked wi th a realism that brought the abuormal 

with in the comprehension of the normal mind . His first book , ? oor 

l oll (1846) , shows th e influence of the first Russian r eai i st , 

J.oGol. Crime and Puni shment (1866 ) , was the pr ecursor of a l ater 

development of realism, the "p sychological novel" . The Idiot came 

after , in 1868, and The fiossessed in 1871- 1872 . The Brothers Kara-

L:Jazov ne never finished. In their int erpretations of the individual 

a bnorm.'.11 to th e individ ual normal, of the fact unl in terms of the 

working of the individual mind, Dostoievski ' s novels released again 

26Ibid . , p . 211 
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the parad ox of "romantic rei:i.lism". This does not mean tha t they were 

not truly realistic, even in the loos e definition of r ealism as "life", 

for dark as was the temper of the Russian realists, i t was no dark er 

than the life of early r evolutionary Russia . 

English rea li sm , in like manner, assumed a native bright - and

dull in its "truth to lif e". By 1850 , the year of the death of Balzac , 

the Engli sh noveli sts had caught the torch . They were cautious enou6h, 

h oweVer, to light their own fires from a timber gr own in England. Ear

ly in its dev elopment English prose fiction had outlined i n i ts own 

right 1:1.n elementary realism. Defoe was a sober transcriber of detail 

in its atomic part s . The Journal .Q.[ the Plague Year(17 22) , Ro bi n.E..Q.!! 

Crusoe (1719), and Roxana (17 24) are load ed with t hat enumeration 

which is the b eginning of rea lism. Fielding was by int ention a "faith

ful historian". Scott, before the professed real ist s s poke, h ad 

2'/ p l e.nted rect l men and women in an unr eal past . Scott also had hail ed 

Jane Aust en as t h e lady '" of the exquisi t e t ouch, which rend ers or

dinary, c ommonplac e things and characters interesting .•tt~d Jane Austen 

had indeed , before the r ealists, found a truth to her time and her lo -

20 
cality. ;, 

Fy 1850 , then, the early r ·o:uantic a;ovement in England had lon g 

been winding away from the wildernes s. Dicken s , wh o rd ght fir s t have 

felt the French influenc e , had written seven novels be fore t hat dat e: 

The Posthumous Papers 21.. the Pickwick. Club (1837), · The Advent ures of 

27 
~ rlii.claand n.urton , ::asters .Q.[ the :n ·lish iJovel, p . 115 
• 0 quoted in Blis s Perry, A Study 2i_ Prose Fiction, p . 236' 
29 P t ·t 17-5 ,ur on , 2.12.· ..2l:._., p . 
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Oliver Twist (1838), :lficholas Nickleby (1839) , Barnaby i1udge (1840-

1841), !:~artin Chuzzlewit (1844), a.nd Dombey and Son (1848 ) . He pub

lished another, David Copperfield , in 1850. Dickens never mocieled 

his novels on impersonalism; he identified his characters with him

self in a flowing sympathy . Also , he drew his characters as types , 

with heavier accents than life would have given them . " It must be 

e;ranted , " said a critic looking back a gen eration on Dickens , " that 

Dickens does not make his characters ta.lk as their prototypes in 

1 if e . !'10 body would f or a moment assert that Mrs. Gamp , Peck sniff, 

and }licawber could be literally duplica.t .ed from t he actual world . " 

Then he added thoughtfully~Prick any typical creation of Dickens 
30 

and it runs blood , not sawdust . 11 Dickens worked after th e manner of 

of r ealism, but he drew types and was true to the characteristi c s 

in life which hei ghten rather than J.evel. In this, however, he was 

no realist: in an effort to speak in sympathy , he spoke too often 

in sentimentality. 

His conternporary, Thackeray , was the realist wh o "did not speak 

out fully .. " 31 He i s ., t he . realist , u,?11weighted with the realistic 

theory . Vanity Ii'air, whi ch appeared in 1848, was a realistic satire 

without the malice of satire . Henry Esmond , f our years later, was 

as tolerantly free. His own gen eration did not see tfie truth of 6om

prehension of wron8 behind his tolerance , even as t oday critics often 

cannot reconcile the bitterness of 1fau-pa s sant and the aloof sympathy 

30 Ibid ., p .- 183 
'.1 1 --
. • Cornelius Wey gandt, A Century of the English Novel, p . 84 



of 'T'hackeray as manifestations of the same tendency toward "la vie 

vraie" . "Charlotte Bronte , misled by his sharp pres&ntation of 

wrong in privileged places , thought that Thackeray would be a re

former, and she was disappointed in him when she fou1!ld that he but 

16 

revealed things as he saw them.: . His l<eennesB of vision gave him know-

ledge of life as it is, his comparative exemption from bias enabled 

him .•. to 
32 

present it very nearly as it is. " If Barry Lyndon succeeds 

where a "villain"sho uld baj~ failed--in order that the conventional 

moral code should be upheld-- it is because in life a vil lain often 

does succeed . Thackeray is in s pite of himself a rather strange 

fi gure in the r ealistic pattern : · a half-willing realist who "would 

keep his mouth shut if he co uld . 11 33 

}eor e; e t:.liot told willingly her version of the truth . · In "The. 

:;atural History of German Life", which she contributed to The West

minster Review in ,Tuly , 1856, she attacked false "social novels" of . 

her time, which , she said: 

.•• "profess to repr esent people as t hey are , and the unreality 
of their repres ent1tions is a great evil ••• rt is the neHrest 
thing to life; it is a mode of amplifying experience and ex
tending our contact with our fellow men beyond the bounds of 
our personal lot . All the ruore sacred is the task of the 
artist wh':'n he undertakes the life of the People . 1134 

Geor ge Eliot's realism , begun with Adam Bede in 1859, was an inten-t:t ,)YJ

a 1 slri'vinr; t oward a mora l truth . Ir, chapter XVII of this first novel 

32Ibid . , 
33_iw.ct·. 
~' ' ~' quoteq. 

p . 85 
p. OG 
in '"ey gandt, _Q]_, cit . , p . 175-17 6 



s he announc ed her purpose : 

••• to give a faithful account of men and things as they have 
mirrored themselves in my mind ..• I feel as much bound to tell 
~'-OU precisely as I can what that reflection is, as ~i I were 
in the witness-box narrating my experienc e on oath . 

17 

Th is reflection took the shape of the logical moving of de stiny: act 

and consequence, sin and retribution . She worked it into all her 

su bsequent novels : The Mill .Q!! the Floss and Silas 1Iarner in 1860, 

Romola in 1863, F'elix Holt in 1866, ? iddlem::i.1·ch in 1872 , Daaiel 

Deronda in 1876 . Indeed, she became so engrossed with this refl ec

tion of the moral truth that she lost in her dat e r novels tne pu

i; eu.;y of direct observation of the life of action . 

~'li th her contempor aries, Dickens and Thackeray , George Eliot 

exemplifies the sympathetic observation that charact erizes.the 

earli er stage of conscious English reali e:n . These realists observed 

a nd ex,eriment ed; it i s true, bu t t hey identified their own exp eri-· 

ences with t heir obs ervation and th e moral code with th eir ex1Jeri

ment ation . Th e r esult is a gentl euest that th , ob j e..:tive r eali sm 

of France never knew. 

The realism of Thonas Hardy and Geor ge Moore moved more in 

the French manner . Meredith , tibo, had all that made a French reaiist 

except the cl ear-spoken, objective French technique. He delved into 

human nature wher e the other two did not follow, but he hid the 

3 ci 
truth from humanity under " ellipsis and svmbolical lane;uage . 11 · 

35.~.cit;, Book II , chapter I, ) · ~4 3 
36',1eyga ndt, .2.l2.• cit ., p . 210 



The first really objective rea list among t he Engl ish novelists was 

Th oma s Hardy, wh o limited his locality and trained his ob servat ion 

18 

t her'=on like a microsco e . His was the pe sf:J i mism of Maupas sant with 

a stylistic beauty that was realistic only by right of its cl ar ity. 

E-etvJeen the range s of Desperate Re;-nedies (1871) and The Nell-~§_loved 

(1897) he published eight novels: Under JE._~ Q.~eenwood Tree ( la72) , 

Fe_r from the Madd ing CroY{~!__ (1874) , The Return ..21 the Nat ive (1878) , 

The !fayor .Q.f. Casterbrid i;e (1 886) , The Woodlander s _(1 887) , Tess .£i the 

D' Urbervil les (1 891) , and Jude the Obst.:ure (1895) -- all 1,1, orthy of t ne 

lofti est oi the definitions of r eal i sm . He wrnte others , too , which 

would indicate that t hough 1.e had eyes he did not always see . Never 

theless , the cha ~pions of English r ealism hailed him as a Tolstoi , a 

Dostoievski . 

The foreif,;r. inflL!ence fell heav iest , however , on George .iloor e , 

born two years a f t er the death of Balzac . tt' With Bal3ac , • tt h e said 

in Confessions 2..t ~ ]Q~ M_an (1888) , "' I had descended cir cl e by 

circle into the nether world of the soul and watch ed its afflictions . • u 3'1 

He mode l ed A Mumtller ' s 'Vif e (1887) upon Zola . ''Eother Waters(l894) , 

though h€ fo und its heroine in ·vl1e sla v ery of his lodging house in 

London a nd the Bar.field ho,ne in the ao ut h of England, ') ,:.1·r-ios in it 

e vid ence of a study of '.}errnin i e Lac ert eux (1 865) of t he Gonco ur ts . " 38 

When ! tfodern Lo ver- a ppeared in 188 3 , Ar nold Bennett called it "the 

f irst r eal istic novel in England . " :::oo~e• s laconic style , his care-

37 cuotee in 'Jeygandt , .Q.Q , ci l ·, p . 255 
38 I~id ., P· 256 



ful and graphic details , s:1a his objective r ev elation of charact er 

identify him with the French . He wor ked in tneir manner, quit e 

conscio us of their influence; both A Drama in Muslin (1 886 ) and 

-:;pring D~.§. (1886 ) are subtitl ed "A Re1:1.li stic Nov el" . All of his 

les s er wor ka Jr~ bas ica lly r ealistic, and his ~a6t er ~i ece , Esther 

'"Jaters, i s as realistic a monument in its scoJe as Zola's Rou 6on-

llacs uart h i story is on a mo re pretentious sc~le . 

19 

Thu s realis m gre,v in Englr,_nd, of native sto ck water ed by forei gn 

influence . In France it had sprun;3 up as a revolt a gainst ro man

tici sm; in Rumsia it was the dark f ruit of a troubled ec.rth; in 

England it vms a hybrid flo wer of native and foreign influences . 

In Am,:' rica , however , for many y sars r euli sm gre,~ not at all. 

Foreign as it wa u to th e Le~po ~ewent that must war m it or disregard 

it, realism 8ained no gro,m0 in . mer ica for at l east t wenty years 

after it be~an as a wovement in Eur ope , and no sure hold for twice 

that nu~~ cr . America ~as a country of vast futu r e a nd no pust . It 

w::'l.s a cornuc o., ia fo r whi ch the drou:_;ht of Fr ench morbidity and Russian 

gloom had no s i gnificance. There wa s st ill gilt on the enthusiasm of 

the pion eer s, solemnly d ecla ring , 

We , t he people of the Uni ted Sthtes, in or de r to fo r m 
a mo ·e perfect union, esbblisl1 justic e , insure domestic 
tran ~uillity, pr ovid e for the co~~on defense, promote the 
general wel f a rei and secur e the blessing of li be r t y to ouiDel ves 
and our poster ity , do orda in a nd edablish. this. Con stitution 
for the United States of Amer·ica . · 

The American ci tizfln, a c ceptinr; the creed of democro.c; , nev er doubted 

thos e early dr eams oi o~timism . The melancholia of an older country 



was to him incc;·.1:Jr eh ensi ble . He did not a cce::rt r eali sm bec l-',us e he 

co uld not und• T sti, nd it . 

20 

:~ e -,•, 1. s , in t he s ecor,d )l a.ce, to o busy Lo ~rou t le hims elf with 

the cuestion . The r ea lism of Eur9pe s~oke t J the broodin3 ~i nd of 

a troul:,led a nd arr e 3t ed !Jro _;res s . Am erica , on the other uand , \~ar.; 

r:1 5. k. ing th e kind of progres s th ::i.t ,'let :.: :re:.nt to be s een a nd held in 

~h e hand : The fron t i er rolled we s tward lik e a magic carpet , and 

i her € was a f as cinati on in v-atch i nt; it unroll. :aut while t he citi

zen wnt c :-1ed , \11;3 <\ urked. Any adventurer rni ght help buiJ.d a c i ty . 

Any sob er homesteader mi ~ht f ind free l a nd in th e West . The mar ch 

of psycholo gica l sci ence wa s a s yet to the Amer io.an a distai1t roLL 

of drums. It was enoush to have health t:lnd work to do , wealth and 

the will to incr ea s e it , a nd the wisdom of th e early ri se r . 

He kn ew to go " early to bed ", as . well, a nd to 80 to church 

when it was Sunday . Not in vain had t he ea rly Puritans trans

planted th eir f a it h to th e New rorld and t::i.lked to God with covered 

heads . Amer ic an s could not accept the realism they f ound in Ma 

dame Bovary a nd L ' Assommoir beca u se those novels r elated without 

condemnation t he lives of men whom their anc est ors would have 

whi pped, women they would have ost r acised . "To most Victorians 

r eali sm rneant Zola , sex , and the exploitation of the animal, and 

a ll the prud eri e~ of t he Age of Innocence ro se up in prot e s t a gainst 

defiling l etters with suc h theCTe s . T~e judgillent of Aldrich ' s on 

r ealism- - ' A mi asw.ati c breath blown fr oro the s lums ' -- was a character

ist i c Yankee echo of Tennyson ' s c ondemnation , ' wallowing in the 
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slough of Zolaisr:' .' All the hi gh pri e s ts of the genteel rallied to 

C Ombat } d t . f 1 . ' + "3 9 suc1 a e secra ion o i~era,ure . .. 

That this Puritan ::aorality should have offa1·ed rJc. t t le is not 

s t rans e . So~e~hat l ess palpable is that the first touch of fire to 

t he youne; nation a p_;Jareatly made oaly a wound that heal ed with out 

scars . The Civil ','/ar s eemed at fir st to leave in the lit erary out-

1 ook no trace of the s t ern realities that the Europeans would have 

fo und in it. "The cloudy atmosphere and tur_sid styl e of the old ro

manc e wrap)ed themselves promptly around the new events and as:::;isted 

in the proc e ss which , while the wounds of the struggle were st.i.11 

raw , began to transform it into an epic memory . "40 Even as he began 

the strenuous work of reconstruction, the citizen acce,ted tne task 

with s entimentality, ::i. l beit with the sectionalism and the old pre

judic es of South against 'forth and '.forth against South that were too 

blind to recoe;nize that a nation bled . 'i.'hus the rea:i.isU1 of blood 

and d egi:meration st ill had no me'lning for A!Ilerica in the early sev

enties . 

for these four reasons--(1) that r e"J.lisra was forei~n to the 

optimism of a land of plenty, ( 2) that the hard work and promising 

future of a frontier country discouraged contemplation of tae stern

er r ealities , (3) that the Puritan heritage of Amer ica pronounced 

imm6ral the new psychology of sex &rid inevitable degeneration that 

3q 
· Vernon L Pa rrington, ~(a.in _Currents in American Thought, Vol. III , 

p . 237 
4 0carl Van Doren, Th~ American Novel , p . 125 
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fo re i gn realism ern bo ri ied , (4) that -i,h e imt0eoiate influ6nce of th e 

~ivil p~r wR s thrown to the s i de of sent i ment and Jr eoccupation with 

the right s of the section s , pr ecluding a refl ection on its devasta

tion that would have gi 78n a backBround of experi ence in realism-

the reali s tic ~ove ment did not soon penetrate America . th ese rea

sons wer e s t rength against even the lh &rary dictatorsnip that ::~nt;-

1 '.lnd tad a ssumed and America had a cc ep1;ed from the begin nings of 

Americ an fiction . Th e earli est fiction had leaned hea·,il y 011 the 

politic a l satire of th~ Engl ish pamphlete ~:rs , as inf::. Pretty Story , 

an a ll e~:or y in which there is a ma fl '11ho owned t wo fa r ms ... The fir:.:;t 

nat ive novel , Sarah ''/entworth Morton ' s The Power .2l Sympa t11y (17 89 ), 

i s a crude i mitation of Richardson 's artificial cod e of manners . The 

influence of Smoll ett marks Tyl er ' s pi care s que history of _The . l;;e

rine_ •";aptive . Charl e s ?:cockden ProVvo , the first no velist of his

torical s i ::;nific a nce , was a direct litera ry descrndant o f ·.n lliam 

·~ odwin, of the scho ol of !!'n eory and Terror. In spite of this r.11:_rk..e 

tentlenc y to imitation of F.;ngli sh l ett er s , it was nearly thirty 

years af ter the publicaLion of Vanity F..ii r in 1848 that Tnack erayan 

realism touched .\m13rica i n t:ne works of ,, illiam Dean ;fowell s , r:i.nd 

twenty years before Zola iound a _following in the naturalisu vf' 

? r ank 1forri s and Stephan Crane . 

1'he point of most si~nific ance is that it was never directly 

the fo rce or frailty of foreign realism that ba ttered down the op

position or t hat stood weak against it . The purpose of this t hesis 

is to prove that the conflicting cri t ica l est i mates of real i sti c 
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fiction arE! direct ly r eepons ibl ~ for th1:1 ma.rah oi r~~li sm into j_meri

c an ficti :m , .fort 11e adaptation of t his reali sm to t h e A nerican t emper

a.meat , and for thrs l if e of the par adoxica l mov ement s, realism and 

romanti c ism , which linger ed s id e by s i de a t t he end of the c entury . 

When a1, las t Crntin ental realism made i tself heard in th e l and , 

it di vid ed th e crit ic a l mind . It wa s cond emned a s a vil e slou gh 

int o which li~era tur e had fa l len, as a d i st or tion of lif e wh ich is 

pl easant as well a s unpL ,a sa.nt , as bad art which was incommensurable 

\'1it h beauty . I t was de fc nd ed as a mirror of truth and a c onse quent 

r:i irror oi beaut y which i s t ruth, a s a ne cessary sup:.i l ement to ro:r.un

tici om d1i c (l s~es only ha lf, as the an s wer to the demaad fo r concret e

n ess in fict i on . 

Hore spe c i f ica lly , r eali sm sturted & three- corner ed conLroversy 

which , a lthough i t may now bs for gott en , r aged for t wE:nty-five y ears . 

It wu.s a bat t le of t he "reticent realio;il" of t he sc hool of Wil l i am 

Dean Howells , t he ro mantici sm of the school of Rotert Louis Steven

s on , and th e absolut e real i sl/1 of t h e fo i lowers of Eu Howe , St ephen 

Crane, and Frank Norris. Re!:l.lis m enter ed 1merica under color of 

these opinions . Th e fi ght was thick . The blows wer e many and heavy . 

The critical r eception of t he real i stic ~ovel was one of excitement , 

provo kin0 bi tter hos tility and loud accla im. 



Chapter II 

Trl3 CRITICAL ATTACK ON REALISM IN AHE!UCA 

As in other battles , no man was eager to f ire the first shot. 

The earliest evidence of the coming dis~ension among the Americ1:1.n 

critics in regard to the invasion of prose fiction by realis m was 

their studied avoidance of the subject . For, althoueh Balzac lay 

d eo.d in 1858 with his Comidie Humaine beginnine to take form, and 

Flaubert published >!adame Bovary in 1857, and in 1865 the great 

voice of Tolstoi s :)o ke of 'Var and Peace, the American crit·ics an

swered these developments with silence. Each :aonth the literary 

chronicles carefully recorded in plot-revealin~ reviews th ~ novels 

of .\,risrica and of England. Occasionally they noticed a French pub

lication. Ilut not until 1874 did the American critics venture to 

acknowlede;e that a change was sweeping the literature of Europe--

a change that had no meaning in ·American literature. For the rea

s on that it had none, many of them condemned it before they fairly 

understood it. They began speaking of realism, and the word 

slipped with such ease into t he ir sentences tha t by 1880 it waa a 

f s.miliar noun on any page . By 1885 it was a battle-cry, by 1895 

a wearied cause.. The critica l attack was i mpassioned and s cornful 
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in the face of the defense which was now scuttered and inadequate , 

now calmly definitive, and at las t com1)actly ranked. The offen

:sive struck :nore heavily, ho,,.-?ver , and more fiercely . 'fhe attack 

is marked by sound reasoning and qu ips of rage, by contradiction 

and determination . The first reaction was physiological: Realism 

nauseated the lit erary t as te; a nd in the early yuars the attackt:rs 

struck in disgust. As they advanced, however, they a ccused realism 

of all digressions from the literary and artistic and condemned it 

for all sins against the wort:1y. It was not sound aesthetically, 

they said . It was not moral. By 1886 they were condemning rea lism 

for not being realistic . 

While t he temper of the attack on reaiism cho.nged thus from a 

sickened withdrawal and the shocked denunciation of lifted hands to a 

cynical doubt of the truth of all things , whe~her realis1iic or ideal , 

the formati.on of the attack r.1a rched lar _;ely in four divisions through

out the last t wenty-five years of the nineteenth century. The first 

of the critics who wrote in emnity against the new u,overnent com

pressed their disap~roval into denunciatory reviews of individual 

realistic novels . One of the novels first assaulted was of English 

origin, Hardy's Desperate Remedies, but the vigor of this rank of ad

verse cri ticisru spent its elf generally on the French and s_pecifically 

on Zola . The condemnation of the Russian novels of r ealisrn was rather 

unintelligible. Since those Americans who did. not · read them in French 

translations must await the laborious transcri-ot from Russian to . . . 
French to Engli~h, the Russian novels were less easy of access.Strange-

., 
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ly, since Russ i an fiction showed ,n0s t strength in penetrating Ameri

c an !iction, the attack on t he realism of the Russians remained falter

ing and uneven to the end. The bolder critic s wh o hurled fire even 

in this direction nearly always dug holes of conc ess ion in th eir r e

views, as if they expected to need a retreat from the defense . For 

the most part t he attack ers of realism struc k ,oor e often and ,i.ore 

passionately than the defend er s, but in regtrd to the new Russ ian 

novels the critics usually wrote r evi ews of praise or wrote not at 

all . Perhaps the hu shed tones in whi ch the followers of Tolstoi 

called him "The Gr eat " fri ghtened the loud and menacine; r eviewe r s . 

They retreated from th e dangers t hat always hover ov eL~ those who 

assault individuals, and f or ced their crit ici sm into a seneral at 

tack on the realistic t heory . Here th&y stood not as man a3ainst man , 

but as armv agninst army , and the f i..eld , while mo r e ~rowded, was 

more safe . Many of the critics were fond of tracing the r ealistic 

movement a s it left romant icism on its decadent way , with solemn 

prophecies that God in his anger would strike it to earth again. 

'·~!hen, ind eed, th e: revival of romanticism arose, as one of them said, 

''like a fresh, ~weet wind to clear the literary atmos:)here" , 41 they 

were quite sure that God had buri ed his lightning bolt at r ealism. 

Their attacks upon it as a theory of art led in· t wo directions . On 

one side were t hose· who denounced it unconditionally ; on the other wer e 

the critics wh o gr anted it th eoretica l logic, but who pronounc ed it 

4111Contributor 's Club", At. Mo.,44 , p. 25r/ (Aug., 18'79) 



impractical in its application to art . These critici sms of the 

theory of realism frequently brought liLerature into a comparison 

with the pl astic art s that gave the novelist problems id entical 

with those of the painter and the sculptor . The favorite figure 
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of the critics of ~enerai theory was the comparison of pen to brush, 

of type to marbl e , or the mod els of literature to t he models of art, 

in such a way that painting and sculpture and lit erature se emed all 

to have the same tools , the same materials, th e same expression, 

seemed all to be advancing at the same pace down t he road to artis

tic ruin. Therie criticisms of theory pl ayed about th e effect of 

realism on life, of art on natur e. One critic t hr ew upon realistic 

fiction the responsibility for what he saw as an alarming change in 

the color of society , particularly in the manners of women • . By 

s corning t he controversy over fiction· as fiction and di minishing 

the fundamental importanc e of art to life, he emphasized that , 

.•. V'e have not by any means got to the bottom of reE...lism. 
It matters very little what the novelists and critics say 
about it--what it is and what it is not; the attitude of 
society toward it is the important thing, and that the 
fiction which is Real is only a copy of nature, or if 
another should prove that Reality is to be found onl_y in 
the Ideal, lit tle will be gaiged . Literature is well e
nough in its place, art is an agre~able pastime , and it is 
right that society should take up either in seasons when 
lawn-tennis and polo are impracticable and afternoon teas 
become flavorless; but the qu estipn that society is or 
shoula be interest ed in is ~~ ether the young woruun of the 
future- -upon whose formation all our social -hopes depend-
is going to shape hersel f by a Realistic or an Ideal stan
dard. It should be said in parentheses that the young wo
man of th e passing period has inclined toward Realism in 
manner and speech, if not in dress , affecting a sort of 
f rank return to th e easy-going ways of nature ftself , even 



to Ghe adoption of the languaJe of the at0ck exchange , the 
race-course, and the clubs--an offerin~ of hers elf on the 
altar of r;ood - fellowshi,) , with t he vi ew , uo doubt, of malt 
ing life mo r 'e ag:ce •·::t})le to th e 0 ) 0Josite sex , forgetting 
the fac~ that 1 ~n fall in love a l gays, or us ed to in the 
days whea ., J,ey could affo rd that luxury , with an id eal wo
man, or .. . with one whoJ1 they iaeb.lize. And at this time the 
v1orld is full of doubts and ~uest ionings as to w:1ether 
marr ia,:;e i3 e failure . Have ~tese questioniut:;s anyth in3 to 
do with the incre~sinJ Realis~ of ~omen , and u consequent 
loss of ideals-> ... It is uatur 1 that in tnese da ys, wnen 
the apJ roved gospel is that lt is better to be deaci than 
not to be Real, society should try to apJrcacn na~ure by 
way of the materiali a~1call) ignoble, and even go by such 
a pace of Realism as literut,ure finds it difiic1,1lt to k:eep 
up with ; but it i s doubtful if the Joung woman will ~et 
around to a ny des i ra½le s~ate of nature by this rout e . 
,·, e may not be a ble to explain why servile imitation of. 
natur e cieJrad~s art end degrades woman, but ~oth deterior
ate without a n ideal so high that there is no earthly uJodel 
fo r it . 4 2 
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This lowering of id eals which they supl)Osed to be attendant upon 

real is:n -:rou bled more than one critic of r ealism as a theory . 'fo st 

of the criticisms of this kind , nowe~er , turned on a estnet ic ideals 

rather than soc ial standaros , and concerned themselves with the 

delicate relution °Jetwe en natur e und a rt . At great heat they sougnt 

to settle the quedion , Is nature art! This they argued both with 

the def ensive critics and among themselves. Those among them who 

maintained that nature, fol10wing a pattern definite enougr1 to the 

observant, was at all points art, were yet co~demnatory of realism 

as a movement . Although it could noi record al l nature, they con-

e eded , it was not properl y charaH .eri st ic in the phas e s it selected. 

'±4 
Charles Dudley Warner> "The Realism of Women", Harper ' s, 83, 

pp. 643-644 (Oct., 1891) 
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'1-fost of the antagonistic critics, though , were content to assert 

that nature wa s ne, er art and that by cons equence realism defied all 

laws of art . 

When their op _J onents rose to dispute this aroitrariness or to 

proclaim that the argument was but incidental to the significance of 

the realistic movement , the ag~ressors turned from the defense to the 

d ef enders. Criticisms of this type mark the third division of the 

critical attack on realism. They mocked the "growing softness of 

th e critics" : 

... The traditional critic, the bete noir of unfortunat e authors, 
from whose pen flowed a mingled stream~biting acid and the 
gall of bitterness, has he not become humane and softer-hearted 
than of yore! ..• How s eldom cio we see a novel h eavily condelllned, 
or even judged with any uncom~romising strictness. Surely 
this is not because there are no poor novels to abuse. On 
t he contrary . . . there never was more nec essity for the exis-
tence of the old-fashioned st ern censor.43 

In answer to George Moore, who had said in an article in Cosmo-

£..Q..~is that Slav and Celtic realism concerned itself with "primary 

ideas" while Anglo-Saxon realism d ealt with "secondarv i.deas", one of' 

the critics dAcided that, 

•.. it mav be justlv pointed -o ... t to Mr. Moor e that if the 
proper function of the novel of . a race and time is to 
deal with primary ideas, it ', is _ _.also · to deal witn ··pririlarv. ideas 
as thev manifest themselves in th~t racA and tirne; ;n other 
words, not only with the men and women having or embody-
ing the primary· emotions, but with what they do with them, 
how they show them--that is, with life. If· the· complication 
of modern Saxon motives wit h what ' Mr . Moore would call ma
terial, but what is r eally social, civilization, is much 
more inextricable than that of Celt or Slav , that is some-

4311Contributor's Club 11 , At. M,Q,., 44, p. 257 (Aug ., 1879) 



thing for . r . foore to lament, perhaps, but with the priu!ary 
quality of the motives it has as much to do as the circum
stance that a man commits a murder with a complicated modern 
explosive instead of a stone hatchet . 44 
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Some of them wound th ems elves in such finely turned arguments as that, 

but others aimed jeerin~ly at the personalities of the critical defend 

ers . As a critic, one of them intimated, ·!r . llowells was a good nov

elist: 

.•• 'r . Howells is just now in such a genial mood that he will 
h a ve all the youn~ persons in the country taking to fiction if 
he is not careful . And how strange are the qualifications 
for entrance into his literary Pantheon : He is so intoler
a nt of a 'i'nackeray; so complaisant to the Miss Smiths and 
'-1iss Joneses who do the local colour and quaintness for the 
northwest corner of Massac.b..U~etts or d elve for types among 
the bourg~oisie_ of Hoboken. The truth is that Mr . Howells 
has a literary creed which h4t/ilways observes in crit-
icizing the books of others . 

This accusation that they defended a theory which they could not 

turn to practical ends was flung at more than. one of those who 

sought to shield the iron- voiced new movement . \IJherever there w&s 

a concession that the realistic :noveli st- cr i t ics might achieve at 

least the interesting, and sometimes the truthful or even the beau

tiful, Hwa, u~ually ).in.ed., ,a~ Stevenson lined it,"with ·_ the ·,·pro:- . -

nounceme~t that the interest or the truth or the beauty arose from 

the"certain glow of romance" that the novelist unwittingly ca st on 

his work . 

44 "The Point of View", Scribn er ' s , XXI,·p . 387 (Hur . , 1897) 
45-"Chronicle and Comment", Bookman, 8 , p . 8 (Sept . , 1898) 



•.. an oth er novelist ha s ent ered repeatedly the lists of 
theory: one well worthy of mention, !fir. q. D. Howells; 
and none ever couched a lance with narrower convictions. 
Hi s own works and those of his pupil& aad ma sters singly 
occupy his • ind; he is the bondslave, the zealot of his 
scuool ; he dreams of an ad va ne e in art like what there 
i s in sci ence; he thinks of pa st things a s radically d ead ; 
he th i nks a for m can be outlived: a strange immer s ion 
i n his own his t ory; a s t range for getfulnes s of the his
tory of the race! !foanwhile, by a glance at his own works 
(could he see t hem with the eager eyes of his readers) 
:nuch of this illusion would be dispelled. For while he 
holds all the poor little orthodoxies of the day--no 
poor er and no smal ler than tho se of yest eraby or to
morrow, poor and small, ind eed, only so far a s t hey are 
exclusi~e--the living quality of much that he ha s done is 
of a contrary, I had al~o st sa i d of a heretical, com
pl exi on ..• a cert ain glow of romanc e still r esides in 
many of his bo oks, and l ends them th eir distinction. As 
by accid ent he runs out and r evels in th e exceptional ; and 
it is then, as often us not, that his r ead er rejoices-
justly, as I contend. For in ~11 this excessive eager
ness to be centrally human, is there not · one central hu
man thing that Mr. Howells is too often tempt ed to neg
lect: I mean himself? A poet, a finished artist, a man in 
love with the a1Jpea ranc es of life, a cunning reaa er of the 
mind, he has other pas sioas and a spirations than those . 
he loves to draw. And why should he suppress hia:self and 
do s uch reverence to the Lemuel .Barkers? The obvious is 
not of neces sity the normal; fashion rul es and deforms; 
the majority fall tamely into the contemporary shape, and 
thus attain, in the eyes of the tru e observer, onl y a 
higher power of insi gnificance; and the danger is lest, in 
se~king to draw the normal, a man should draw the dull, 
and fEite the novel of society inst ead of the romance of 
man. 
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It is not by accident that thes e -quoted attacks are illacte against t he 

sume person. The critic s often pointed their sharpened judgment s at 

one William Dt:an Howells, who walk ed. 1iYi th realism, in the shining day 

and much too t emptingly within the enemy's vision. Every month at 

4611A Humbl e Remonstrance (1884 )", Essays b;y _!lobert Louis Steven-
o 09 , p . 266 - -



least one voice told him he was wrong in his theory of real ism. 

Sometimes the voices told him wherein he was wrong: 

... the difficulty with Mr. Howells's literary creed is 
the dif f iculty which uttaches to many religious creeds. 
The fundament a l truth may be there, but the creed is 
dreadfully contem~Joraneous and hopelessly individual. Be
cause one is vividly impressed by existing conditions, 
and discovers, it may be, here one and there one whose 
cry is like his own, he mistakes the accidental for the 
,J ermanent, and straightway insists that t he truth, though 
admittedly universal, must be stuted in certain formulas. 
'"le are more disposed to think that what is· technically 
known as realism is a phase of literature which corresponds 
with much that is contemporary science and religion, but 
that, so f ar from bein~ the final word in lli.terature, it 
will simply make its conj;ribution to art and give {)lace 
to purer idealism.47 
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Nevertheless , the critics wasted a great many ~ord s on this i mpe nnanent 

theory, these "certain formulas", this pass ing pha.,e that must 11sia1ply 

make its contribution to art and give. place to 1,urer idealism." Oc

casi onally the criticisms were sternly contfadictory and tinged with 

a zea l that was in str~nge contrast to their assurances of the ulti

mate mortality of the theories of the critics whb championed realism. 

A favorite method was to catch a phrase of the op osing critics and 

grind it finely: 

. •• Mr. James utt ers his mind with a becoming fervor on the 
sanctity of truth to the novelist; on a c£1o re careful exam
ination truth will seem a word of very debatable propriety, 
not only for the.labors of the novelist, but for those . of 
the historian. No art--to use the daring phrase of Mr . 
James--can successfully "compete w~th life"~ and the art 

47 •t ir, ,·.r. Howells ' s Litera.ry Creed", At . Mo., p . 569 (Oct., 1891) 
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that seeks to do so is condemned to perish rnontibus aviis. 48 

Mr . Stevenson Wfi~ one of the f ew w,1 0 pau sed to tell why they thought 

the theories of the defenders inadequat e , why they de emed realism 

incom~etent in its s!ruggle to master life: 

..• To 'compete with life", whose sun we cannot look upon, 
whose passions and diseases waste and slay us--to com
pet e with the flavor of wine, the beauty of the dawn, 
the scorching of fire, the bitterness of death and separa
tion--here is, indeed, a projecteci escalade of heaven; 
here are, indeed, labors for a Her cules in a dre~s coat , 
armed with a pen and a dictiona cy to depict the pass ions, 
armed with a tube of superior nake-whi te to paint the 
portrait of the insufferable sun . No art is true in this 
sense : none can "compete with life" : not even history, 
built indeed of indisputable facts, but these f a cts robbed 
of their vivacity and sting; so that even when we r ead of t he 
sack of e. city or the fall of an empire,· we are surprised, 
and justlj commend the author's talent, if our pulse be 
quickened . And mark , for a last diff erentia', that this 
quickening of the pulse is, in almost every case, purely 
agreeable; that these phantom re~roductions of experienc e , 
even at their ::10st acute, convey decided pleas ure; while 
experien6!8itself , in the cock pit of life, can torture 
and sla)· . . 

!any of the attacks on the defenses of t he critical cham1>ions of 

realism ground to dust other phra ses than "compete with life". 

They tolerated no "formulas". This division of the attack, con-

e erned as it was with personalities yet living and near enough to 

feel a thrust, was perhaps the most thorough of all and certainly 

the most savagely pe.rsonal. Here the fight was again as man against 

wan, and the attackers forgot for a while how precarious was their 

48Robert Lou.is Stevenson, "~ ... Humble Renu;.,"" ntranc··e 0 , on ci.· t ,,r6 
.n ....... -=-· --· ' p . ,;,::) 
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hold on the strengthening enemy . 

But the more subtle among them never forgot it in earnest. 

fuey set in motion a round these criticisms of the realistic novel

ists, the realistic theory , and the realistic critics a more insid

ious argumsnt . It ground deeper than the name of realism and beat 

about the forces that had made realism and nourished its growth . 

This criticism repudiated science as a reli·gion of materialism or 

tolerated it as a transient phase of the II1arch toward the Ideal . 

It called science a false god , the strenGth of weak id eals , "the 

shifting illusion of the world", a cry against "all that is firm, 

all that is abiding" . 49 This type of criticism saw realism only as 

one of the results of science, which gave it t houghts , and of democ

racy, which gave it a voice . This was the least pointed of _the crit

icis.i::::s ,as if alm9st anything that it ·might strike would merit the 

blow. This divis!on. iiloludee rth·e smallest number gf t h e critic;.snw. 

It was largely ineffectual in an age that had e iven itself to science 

and democracy and material istic progress . Tts attack was :cather dig

nified and sad . 

Jn the other divisions the methods d. aggressive criticism were 

being built with enthusiasm.. Th.ey- ro~e along tangible lines and com

pacted themselves into a rather compl ex strategy. This was a process 

of years , however , and it becomes apparent only to the retrospective 

49,,... • 
,aiaal1.el Bradford , Jr . , "The American Idealist 11 , At . Mo ., 69, 

p , 91 (July , 1892) 
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eye . In 1879 there were criticisms as v~gue and indiscriminate as 

this: 

•• • The most practical objection to the majority of novels is 
their uselessness . . . they waste the time of their r eaders . I! 
there is any interest in a story, it loses by being spun out 
through chapter after chapter of conventional "paddirrs". P.alf 
or a t hird of the book would hold the facts, and the reader 
would be glad of th9 improvement . 5U 
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Tnis general condemnation soon broke apart to reveal its constitu

ents, a nd the criticism against the realistic novel arranged itself 

in its direct, indirect, and conciliatory forms . The direct method 

pointed accusingly at the faults of the realists . In 1887 Arlo 

i3ates berated them for calling to their colors writers whom he con

sidered "us far from being realists as Tupper is i rom being a poet" 

and"so fundamentally dissimilar in th~ir methods" that ther could 

not by any reach be drawn into the same school. It was Hr . Bates, 

too, who com:neruled Henry James, of the opposite camp, for his 

judgment that in Madame Bovary "the theory seems to, have been invented 

after the fact. 11 Mr. ':ates was deligl: ted: 

.• . This is, in a tr.:armer, the whole secret. It surely can 
hardly be claimed that, until :nod ern realism was shaped by 
::Ju stave Flaubert, the principle "that fidelity to experience 
and probability of motive are essential conditions to imagi
nat;v.,, literature'' was unknovm ••. It is or.iy true that it re
mained for realism, having lost the practice of the principle, 
to endeavor to hid.e the fa.ct by the more . strenuously insist
ing upon it in theory . The ae;e brought it forth and endowed 
it with self-consciousness in virtue of which it quickly 
found itself naked and ash r.med; and the garment of figleuves 

5o••contributor~s Club 0 , At . Mo ., 44 , p . 796 (Dec . , 1879) 



wh~ch it hg! woven is the theory by which it excuses its 
existence . 
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He tried also to show the re~lists that "reali sm is apt •. ~o substi

tute flcruples for principles , conventionalities for convictions, and 

social canons for ethical laws; selecting here, as always, the out

ward and obvious r ather than the inu.:ir r..nd unseen ... The fatal error 

) f rega rd in~ the surfuce as more real than what lies below is cominon 

enough; but surely it should be the mission of art rather to correct 

tha.n to foster this r.iistake. 11 Th eir selection of the "outward and ob-

vious", then , and the lack of science in their reversed approach 

from a~~l ication to theory , and the variation in method and effect 

a mong t he r ec,li st s were faults to which the critics ,)ointed through-

out the controversy . The :nore specific criticisn,s were directed . a_;ainSE 

the r t!alistic method in its relation to ultimRte effect . Th e criti.cs 

pronounced it in r.10st inst&.nces "swamped .in detail" and left its sig

nificance to the more patient .. 

This dinct method of criticism was open to coun ter-aLtack ; u10re 

ingenious was the indirect method whereby the critics condemn ed realism 

cnly oy the implication of their studied prais e of the romantici sts . 

These euloui es ran often to the g·ene r c~l and e~:b:ravagant adject ives: 

• , • It is impossible to enumerate all the vividly interest
ing chapters of these two eventful days as tney are heL·e 
told; it must be enough to say that the boo.k (Victor Hugo's 

!:>l"Realism and the Art of Fiction", Scribner's, II, p. 250 
fAug. , , 1887) 



'_!i _stoire d'un -?r imeJ wit~ its fullness of detail and wonder-
1 ul elo quence is a mos t important contribution to modern his
tory ... ,-o novel ca n co mprire with it. 054 

nµc h of th /;l oriticiun. of this design wa s convent iona.l in its aou

latiun of the romantic virtues of i u:.ag inat ion, suspense , a nd rush

ing c,c tion . 3teYenson testii'ied t hat , 
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••• In e.nything fit to be called by th e name of read ing , the p:.:o
cess itself aLou!d be absorbing and voluptuo~s ; we should gloat 
over a book , be rapt cl ean out of ourselves ; and ri se from the 
perusal, our mi nd fill ed wi t h the busiest , kaleidoscopic · 53 
dance of i mages , incapable of sleep or of continuous thought . 

·,"'hu s by exc ess iv e pr a ise of effects pec uliar to romantic i sm and by 

per ea,ptory disregard of realism , th e s e critics condemned th e new move

ment . Before the controversy had r each ed its height, however, th e 

crit ics that lauded romanticism had adopted an even more subile and 

rather confu s ing manner in their efforts t o confut e t he realists. 

1'i'hey began to applaud romantic fiction for c ertain realistic char

a cteristics, thus developing a cult of "r ealistic romanticism" wh ich 

was re·peat ed at the end of tr.e century in the "romantic rea lism" of 

Yipling and of Ed ith Wharton. "His de s criptions are marvelously 

minute and realistic", the 2ci itor' .s Li ter a ry Record reported of Vic

tor Hu go's Ninety- Three. Then, as if .fo r ecollection that it was 

a romantic novel, the Record added , "The plot is too marvelous ev en 

52 
11Rec ent Liter atur e 11 , It., Mo,, 41 , p , 271 ( Feb ., 1878)' 

53Ro bert Louis Stevenson, "A Gossip on Romance " (1882), .2.12.· cit., 
p . 220 
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for the credulity of i mag ination. 1154 This, in 1874, wa s an ::k.rly 

inste.nce of the attitude that the adverse critics affected later in 

t he controversy. "Ni th those who dispara6 ed rea lism they agreed, in

dic a ting the contrasting ef f icacy of ro ,aanti c ism. To those who a c-

e l a i med rea lism th ey replied by summari.zj.ng the r ealistic d evices and 

e f f ects which t hey found embodied in romanticism. 

A met hod of ad verse criticism simila r to this praise of t h e ro

l!llb..nticis.ts ini ts ind irect app r oach was that which damned realism with 

faint praise. · A criticism of 1886 lowe r ed the gr eat march of r ealism 

to a fir s t and falt ering step, and s et that step within national· 

limitations. "On the whole, we think the outlook for novels is by 

no mea ns a depressing one, 11 said an anonymous contributor to the 

Atlant.~q_ Mont hly, in rather negative praise. 11We have a great advan-. 

t uge in America in the stability of our political, the fluidity of 

our s ocial, life, and writ ers of fiction are beginning to discover 

h ow in exhaustible are the combinations which can th erefrom be formed. ,.Sb 

Such criticisms, chary of praise and abu s e alik e , apparently approving 

but l a tently censorious, wer e never numerous and were superfluous to 

i he we i ~ht of the attack. 

The conciliatory method was one of greater significance to the 

att a. ck, with sharper divisions within itself . There wer e at least 

five way13 in which t :1 e cr itics berated redlism whlile conceding it 

5411Editor ' s Literary Recor d" , Harper ' s~ 49 , P~ 135 ( June, .1874) 
55 ... Half-Seo.re New Novelists ", At . !4.2.· , 57 , P· 271 , (Feb., 1.886) 

• I 
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various and inconsistent strongholds . The first of these lay in the 

opinions of those critics who approved realism in theory but whovP)uldnot 

sanction its practical application . One critic, for 1:,xa .nple , h ail€d 

Balzac· as the- first of the realists , raised his voice in praise 

of the movement Balzac begot, and commended his successors , "espe

cially the Russians , [who) have known hoV✓ to forlJear the excesses 

of analysis, to withhold the weakly vecurria~ descriptive and caress

ing epithets , to let the characters suffice for themselves . " 

1-fe had no fault to find with realism , but concerning the reu.list 

Falzac he announced cryptically , " •• • it is too much , and one per-

~b 
ceives that Balzac lived too soon to profit by Balzac . " :,Jany such 

judgments as thie crystallized around Balzac : The movement to which 

he had looked for ward the critics now looked back upon, cond_emning 

his early lack of foresight. Al though he has become a fetish of 

realism, o·ne of them said, his realism is of dubious proportions : 

• • . It must by no means be supposed , in fine, that becauae 
l ::-...lzac was a realist, he was always a realist . As a matter 
of fact, he was sometimes a romanticist l:'d:i flamboyant as 
\icrtor Hueo hi:nself , without Victor Hugo ' s generous sym
pathy and noble faith ••• It is droll to find Balzac , who 
suffered such bitter scorn and hate for his realism while 
he was alive, now become a fetish in his turn, to be shg~en 
in the faces of. those who will not, blindly worship him . 

If this pointed at Balzac ' s inconsistencies of realism, another 

struck at Zola for his too consistent pliy siology: 

56 
"Editor ' s Study", Harper ' s, 73 , p. 156 (June, 1887) 

5'111Editor ' s '3tudy", Harper ' s, 72 , p . 973 (May, 1886) 
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••. Simply because no Frenchman is able to feel himself fully 
sincere in fiction unless he is indelicate, a nd because Zola 
is at once em .i. nently sincere and boastfully realistic, it has 
sometimes been held that realism is necessarily unclean. So 
egregious a mis conception may, of course, be passed over 
wi t!1out argument . 1':e may also waive at this point the obvious 
faota that part of Zola.' s repute has been prurient notoriety 
and part gained by the qualities he disclaims and disapproves . 
It is his place and his methods as a realist which concern us 
here; and, practically, his ,uett10d is to attempt the telling 
of the truth and the whole truth, yet nothing but the truth 
as it is perceived by the outer eye . He seems to take the 
position that we r eally know nothinJ except what we see with 
the physical sight, of cours e intelligently and keenly used, 
and that , therefore, the novelist has no concern with surmises, 
conjectures, and deduction s dealin~ with an inner world which 
may , after all, be purely .,ieionary. Zola ' s fiction is, theoret
ically, a branch of nat ur a l history , and a novel merely a more 
or less entertaining volume on ethnology.58 

A third critic read The _Story .Qi~ Country ~' and decided that the 

realists we !.' e losing faith in objective realism and were tainting it . . 

with their personal melt..ncholy. He co mmended Ed Howe ' s attempt to 

portray the actual , but he could see no truth in his bitter conception 

of it. He approved the theory but not the application. Ed Howe , he 

said, was false to the movement of r ealism: 

•.. A litt efrat eur or an artist , whose lines of life are cast out
side the great centres of thought is very apt, I irnae;ine, to 
fa.ncy himself accursed of tl1e g_ods and under the shadow of 
an immitigabl~ evil . Such an one, i_f he chance to be enam
oured of r ealism ,· is sure to saturate his art work wi th an 
eva sive but powerful reflex of his personal hopes and despairs . 
The rJreface to :.~r . Howe • s story is a peculiarly bitter, al
moqt• hypochondriacal bit of realism; it is , in :act, sin-
cerity so llald and autobiographically pi1t. tha_t. it_ has the 
ring of a bitternes s too persortal for the publi c ear.• • 
It is not true to '.1/estern life, whi ch is the most cheerful 

58Bates, .Q.E.• cit., n . 244 



and rollicking life irt the world, but it is true to Mr . 
Howe's disgust for its li~itations, its lack oi sympathy 
\~'ith art , its rawness, and its uninspirin~ air of ~ere 
l ar genesa . ~r . Howe is a realist only in ~ethod . ~ 

This kind of Qr~ticism sought to fell the realists with ,) ut ever 

touching realism. 
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The opposite of this attack swept aside the realistic move

ment to st and in approbation before certain of Hs follow ers . In a 

}- a.per called "l,Tod ern Fiction" Chai·les Dudley '.Varner lamented the 

cri .ne s comc.1Hted against art by r eali mc . Nevertheless, he recog

nized the truth of a few realists: 

. . . Fortunat ely we have in our day illustrations of a different 
treatment of the vulgar. I do not know Rny more truly real
ist ic pictures of certain aspects of few England life than 
are to be found i.n Judd ' ;.1 Margaret, ~herein are .depicted ex
ceedingly pinched and ignobl e eotia1 conditions. Yet the· 
characters and the life t..re drawn with the artistic purity 
of Flagman ' s illustrations of Homer . Anotgsr example is 
Thomal:l Hardy ' s Far from the Madding Crowd. . 

Arlo Bates , in "Realism and the Art of Fiction", decried a r ealism 

that lauded its scientists and would not acknowledge its artists: 

..• There are certain authors and certain books which are 
generally conceded to be "realistii", in the technical 
sense of that word·. In virtue of wha't essential qualities 
they are so is by no means well established., .It is popu
larly assumed ... that one marked characteristic of r ealism 
is absolute, literal fidelity of deacription; and yet the 
realists decline to consider Daudet a member of ·their 
sacred band, althou5h he not only can.be, but in books 

59 
60..'..'.]oou-of~tbe....,:Mon:th"; .. At . ,Mo .,, ..,~9 , P• 715 (Nov., 1885) 

At • .:.:.2_., 51, p . 464 (April, 1883) 



like Numa Roumestan is, as literal as Zola.61 

i contributor to Scribner 's dou~ted the existence of pure realis ffi , 

but he , too, pointed to the exception : 

••• In this tiioe of specialization and the invention of divi
sions on fine lines , I am surpr i sed that no one has call ed 
'1-eo rge -liot a "psycho logical realist O or "realisti c psychol
o..;ist" . She did for that side of her contem:por1:try hUl!lE.n 
0eings what the ordinary realistic novelist (if there is 
one) supposes himself to do for their outer life. She ap
pl ied what her eulogists rightly enoue;h called "an extraordi 
nary knowledge of the hurnan het!jrt" to i_;iving a reproduction, 
so true as sornetiines to be startling , of human thought 
and ,:10g ~ve .£f. the kind that rn ~ ~ analyzed and so set 
forth . 

\nother did the same for Thackeray: 

. . . In the reaction from what was falsely c,t lled realism there 
has been a revival of late , i: new int er est in the works of. 
this Genius (Thackeray), and an increased reading of him ooth 
iu England and America , and the new· generation, which will 
rsc.d him ,.1ore and more, have a natural desire fo 63i11ore per
sonal details in rer;a rd to the mun and his life . 
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Each of them denied the 1:1bility of the n:ovement to encompass the wo!"k 

of the individual realists . 

A third faction working under the conciliatory method held 

the realistic id eal as high as any of the r ealists. The quarrel 

of t hese critics '!;a s r,ith the devices by w;lich the realists 

sought the attain~ent 9f -their pur J oses . Local color was to them 

6li!E_. ci_i., pp . 241- 242 
62 11The Po int of View" , Scribner ' s , XVIII ; p . 791 (Dec., 1895) 
6311Eciit or ' s Study", Harper ' s, 92 , p . 320 (Jan., 1896) 
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a flowering half-truth that obscured the true life of any locality. 

The Editor of Harper 's objected in 1892 to a story by Kipling about 

Bratt le borough , Ver mo nt: In three seasons, the Ed Hor established, 

this town is a smiling garden of the sun, and the blood of its 

peo~l e is warm , and their face s are happy . Even when winter lies 

J Ver it , he said , the community lives prosperously. Yet Kipling ' s 

us e of local color to describe the town as he saw it on perhaps a 

single day brought pr a ise from the London Spectator for the "trut n" 

of the story of the town and its "sordid, ~inched melancholy" . The 

Am eric an critic saw in Kipling's loca l color a device that shattered 

its own design of truth. Other c r:i.ti.cs prof esse~ themselveo "bored" 

with the excess of local color. Too often, and in more than one sense , 

th~y thought , it " painted th e town red" . 

. . . Among the most pleasing occupations of our literary times 
has been the hunt for "local color". J.t has . been a matt er of 
f a ith. Everybody hus believed in it as so,ae thing you could buy, 
like paint , in quantities needed for your palette ..• When a 
writer is about to put his fiction into limits of time and 
space, he finds it to his advantage to get , either ~ letter 
or personal visit and inspection~ some local color to make 
vivid, if no t real, the scenery and p'ersonages of his repre
sentation. Very often all he needs is certain words or · 
phrases , or at most a dialect. The.re is probably rnore market
able local . coloi in a dialect th~n in any other thing that 
ca n ·be ~cquired. Giyert a knowledge oi the prevailin~ Wind, 
the sLape of t he hills, the attitude of nature in that locality 
toward the residents, and t11e dialect, a story can be made 
so saturated with local color that it would deceive almost 
anybody--except, P'erhaps , such a persoll &G Huyjtho:r:-ne was . 
·ve !IJ).e.ver · think , by-the-way , of local •c.a,1.o.r i _n connect ion 
with Hawthorne . Apparently he didn't need to put it on. 
Perhaps he would not have unde r stood about it. He might have 
thought that the counterpart of the literary term (local 
color) applied socially would refer to the women who paint ; 
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the term ha o such an artificial souuo . 64 

Jthers obj ected to 2ret Harte ' s device of contrast of the real with 

t he unreal. lie set his rugged ·· estern charac ';ers, they cor.apl&ined, 

a2;ains t creatures of the foam, and the resu::i..t ¼as so marked a con

trast of values that the former seemed more real than their own back-

~round showed them : 

•.• "'hroughout the stories, one sees Gelifoorn:ians and the cock.:. 
ney s of litera ture movinc; through the mazes with equal steps •• 
'/he reality of the Californi an s is effected by the unreality of 
th e cockn '°'YS . 65 

Another crHic turnect in wea.riness from the ov&r-use of dialect as a 

mP& ns of aciding life to local speech. In a review of JJorge ", . 

6abl e ' s J)_r_ . Sevier , he spoke of this tartly: 

••• "'hen Ristofalo is introduced , the author announces , 0 His Eng
lish wau well pronounced , but did uot escape 9. ,retty Italian 
a ccent , to . .J delicate for the printer ' s art . " ''.1e accept this 
sLatement with a feelinG of relief that there is not to be 
add ed a new variation to Mr . Cable ' s odd collection of dia
l ects; but our relief is a short one , for on the next paGe 
the printer ' s art is call ed in to contribute to a clear per
ception of Ristofulo ' s linguisti c peculiarities . There are 
no insuperable difficulties in rending the lin~o which all 
but the native Arnericaus indulge in ( but ) ••• we doubt if all 
this contortion of speech carries as much as ?.Ir . Cable seems 
to suppose. Its value , to use a tecbnical phrase , is exag
gerated , and one comes to feel that he is listening to a 
mimic . }timicry has its place , but when it becomes so very 
consid erable an glement in art there is a. loss of beauty of 
the art itself . 6 

64"Elditor's Study", Haroer ' s , 85 , p . · 155 (June,1892) 
6511Harte's Sketches and Stories", At . ~o., 50 , pp . 265-266 (Aug., 

188~~ 
"Recent Americ·an Fiction" , M_. ' .fo., 55 , p. 122 ( Jan ., 1885) 
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Since these realistic devices we r e innovutions of the Amer -

ican realists , it was but logical that the critics shoul d turn their 

censure from the device to the devisers . A fourth division of the 

conciliatory method grew f rom this turning: a united approval of 

f'ore!gn realism and disapproval of native imitat ion. To t he end of 

the centur y , almos t all the critics held the Russian realists above 

the hl'ln.d s of American imitators : 

... The ques.tion as to whether Americ c,. n writers or Fr ench 
wri t ers can ever ap~roach the dir ectness of the Rus sian 
~ri ters is one whi ch involves the mu ch l aree r question 
of literary consciousness •. . If we come to the Ameri cans , 
it is without the couruge to make a v er y confident cla im f o:i;
any but the latest besinn ers, a Southerner·h ere and th ere, and 
such a Northerner e, ~i s s Wilkins, who , however, can not 
a l ways be trusted . 

One critic held Tolstoi ' s Que It'aire agaiinst any Am erican novel : 

... Like the r est of Russian literat ure i t s·eems to direct 
the mi nd to uncomforta ble subjects , to awaken ha:r.assing_, 
thought in it . A comic opera is a greE-t deal guyer ; it will 
not compare even with an American novel or the c r iticism 
u:)on it for amusingn ess . After reading it you cannot be 
quite the same person you were be fo r e; you will be better 
by taking it s tru5g to heart, or worse by hardeni ng your 
heart against it . 

~ot a lways , however. was the contrast of realist with r eal -

ist confined within nationalities . A more sp~ci f i c ext olment of some · 

reali st s ut t he expense of others defined the fifth division of the 

67 11Editor ' s Study" , Harpe~• s , 76 ~µ.4'79 (Feb ., 1888) 
68 11Editor's Study" , Harper ' s , 75 , pp . 316- 317 (July, 1887) 



conciliatory method of assaulting rectlistic fiction . 

. . . Let us he!'e compare two pasBa_sc.:. , one of them takea from 
a ,orular living English novelist, the oth er from Ivan Tur 
ienev ' s Smoke. This is the first:-

"She bowed to the stranger, ~1th a studious poli~e:esc , 
but without ut ,, ering a word . '1. §.!!! obliged .iQ. lisLen 
to this person, ' thought the old lady; 'but 1. ~- not 
ol>l1 1;ed lQ_ speak_ to her. '" 

Here ~he whole italicized statement is absolutely superfluou~, 
and sim,ly blunts the f ine po int with wh ich . the sentence 
:1receding it, had it been allowed to stand alone, inie; t have 
scored its due effect. Now take the passa;e f rom the Rus
sian writer . Rat .~irov has been questioning his wife as to her 
int erest in Litvinov, the hero of the book. Without answer
ing him, --

"Irene raised her hand , until the li8ht slluue full 
in her husband ' s face; then she looked him in the 
eyes at tenti·velJ 1:1nd curiously, and beJan to lau~h 
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aloud. ' What do you mean? ' ~sked Ratmirov, with a frown. 
' What do you mean? ' he repeDted, stamping nis foot . 
1!e felt that he had beu1 i1wulted and humiliated, but 
the beauty of this wo~an, standing before him with such 
an easy confidence, aazzled, v.-hile it paL1ed hi.n . Not 
one of her char111s escap ed his oliservation; even to 
tne rosy reflection of her f inger-tips in the dark 
bronze lamp which she held .. . and the insult sank dee er 
in his breast . Irene continued to laugh. ' What! You ! 
Yo u are jealous? ' she cried at last, and turning her 
back on her husband, she l e ft the room. ' He is jealous'.' 
he heard her say ag~in, after the door nad clos ed , with 
a .fresh burst of mocking laughter . 11 

· Although the emotional crisis in this scen e is very great , it 
will be observed· that the writer l ilows hims~lf only a single 
reference to Ratmirov's feeling; the effect is chiefly obtained 
by a studiously simple record of what the two po!'&ons said 
and did. A col!lparison of detached passa6es , in this way, is 
inadequate and unst1tisf a.ctory. But it is ea.sy to observe what 
unnecessary imJort ance the English writer has given to a point 
whi ch the Russian artist would have ,?assed without wast ing a· word . 69 

69 G. F . L&throp, ":'kowth of the Novel" , At . ~fo. , 33, pp . 693- 694 
(June, 187 4) 
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A single page of the Atlantic Monthly for August, 1874, illustrated 

this same tendency toward eulogy of one realist and condemnation 

of i..nother . Pa::;e 231 held reviews of Turgenev ' s Spring Floods und 

Hardy's Despernte Remedies . The firat rev i ew spoke of the "great 

power " of S;:iring Floods , of its "t err i bleness of a guilty pas:5ion . . . 

nakedly and unsparingly !'JOrtrayed", of Tur tSenev's p:t.ace i:i1 the wor ld 

of fiction , "high above all others''. The second revi ew call ed Des

.Qj'ra-L~ Remed_ies "hardly worth reading" with its "wearisome confusion 

f · 70 o materials and purposes" 

That was a judgment no less wavering than the collective force 

of all the judgments drawn by the several methods of aggressivA 

criticism. ~hA most caustic sentences pronounced upon realism were 

deliv ered by those who turned i mmed i a tely away . These were seldom 

tne. most logical of th e judgments and almost . never uttered i n the 

calm of long reflection. They were part of a physical revuil:.si on with 

· .. ,hich realistic fiction affected some of its readers . This reaction 

wus an early one, but all the years of the controversy were in some 

d egree disturbed by it. In 1877 a contributor to the Atlantic Month

il thr ew heavy words of disgust at realism: 

... It se ems to be taken for granted that "reality '' rneans 
nastiness, and the mo r e of the hideous rottennes s of 
the lowest deeps of life a writer can rake up , the more _ 
real and natural his descriptions must be . l deny this 
utterly. M. Zola and his far-off comrades only describe 
Onf;l half of life, just like the "romantic" wr it ers they 
decry; the only diff erence is that t he former gi ve the 

7 011Rec ent Li' terature", At v 34 231 (A 1874) -• ~, . ' P • .. ug.' 
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worst and the latter the best half ... A less revolting sub
ject could be chosen, And its faithful depiction would be 
as well entitled to the name of "realism" as the other. 
This is not at all a question of art versus morality ; it is 
a question as to whether art v;o r kinz in comparatively clean 
material is not as truly ,rt as that which seeks out special
ly the foulest material. 
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That which is disgusting is usually deemed an outrage on decency , and 

b efore tile year was out another contributor to the Atlanti c Monthly 

had chareed realism accordingly : 

~ . Zola ' s list contribution to modern literature is a book 
that demands attention on account of its shameless assault 
on every principle of literature which distinguishes a novel 
a.s a work of art frora a. criminal indictment, to say nothing 
of the outratf es on decency of which the bo o.k is continually 
gui.lty . 'T'his author has already gained some notori ety by 
his delibera te choice of n oisome subj ect s, and in his series 
describing the foul. &.C:'V entures of the families of Rougon and 
1nacquart under the empire he has f:i,rst and last brought to· 
a high point that kind of denuncia.tory writing wriich has · 
lts origin in derisive inscriptions on walls and gates . He 
htts a perfect right to detest the · em)ire wr.ich 11as so lately 
iallen to the grot.nd of its own corruption, . but he has 
surely brou~ht no cr ed it to himself by the means ne has 
tuken to discredit his foes . This volume, L'Assornmoir, is 
the seventh of the series , and in each one he has bedaubed 
some man or set of men with hii. s ingenious virulence; but now 
at last he has passed all bounds of endurance , and he is 
winning the abuse wnich he busily employs himself in weaving 
into a martyr ' s crown. Such , at least, is the opinion of 
t ho se who are not more off enued . than they are sickened by 
·the · fonm of composition he has cho sen , and who are not ~ 
convinced by his preface to this volume , in which he takes 
up the defense of himself and affirms ... that he is a very 
respectable , worthy citizen in his private life . Now there 
is no doubt of thie , and after all it is a matter that con-
e erns his family and neighbors more than it doef; the public, 

· but this is by no means the only case in whi .ch rr.1:;,n ' s theories 
and practic es differ , or in which men who lead ,;..; uiet lives 

71 11Cont.:i:"ibutor ' s Club", At . Mo ., 4o , p . 369 ( Sept . 1877) 



~rite demoralizing bo Jk s . It is true that the books one 
generat ion calls demoralizing are sometimes wuch admired 
by the next and ·oy succeeding ones , but it does not follow 
that in order to be famous in the future it is necessar y 
to be odious to the present, and yet that is one of the 
most wi d espread of cofltemporary delusions ..• There are some 
s ce,1 es ( in L' As sommoir which are not bad, ouch as that one 
describing the wedding , but it would be hard to find .a book 
that prod uces s o s trong a f eeling of phy sical disgust as 
t his one does . '.~uch of the book is absolutely revolting: 
the account of the comba~ between the two wo~an in the 
laundry makes Fielding ' s descri ption of a si~ilar scene 
read lik e a Sunday- scho Gl novel .. ,. Jhose who like _this sort 
of writing call it pewerful, but yet it is not a matter of 
c on6ratulat ion that a man writes a novel which shows its 
power by an . excess of unsavoriness ••• There are a great many 
things in human na ture wh ich cannot be told , however truly . . 
All of th~~ diving down into aef .i. l ement does not belong to 
fiction . " 
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'L'wo years later the compiler of the "Ed itor ' s Lit erary Record" kept 

by t-iarp er ' s found the same book as loathsome as disease : 

.•• ') f Emile ~ola • s L ' A~aommoir, the l e s s said the better . 
\ rev el ation of aome of th e most r evolting phases of Pari• 
sian l ife , its atn:.osphere is loaded with moral contagion . 
Jts impure pictures may be lifelike , but so would be the 
reproduction of a canc erous sore or of a scrofulous ulcer J., liv e 
wa.1lcl as soon introduce small- pox into our homes as permit 
thi s unclean volume to come in conta ct with th e pure-
minded maidens and ingenuous youths that form their chief-
est ornamen:-t . " 73 

Obviously , it was Zola more than any other realist who had power to 

s ic ken the critics . In 1880, Thomas Sargent Perry called his Nana 
·' 

a product of the gutter : 

.•• one would be tempted to think that he had written his too 

'72 
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faruous , his infarr.ous, Na.!_l~ with the design of giving to the 
world so dista te!ul a book that no right- minded critic 
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could mentioa it ~ithout bein8 unclean •.. his bo ok s, and notably 
his latest one ( rJana) , are more shameless und disgusting than 
anything in modern literature .•. he knows that he has ~ade a -
cl~an sweep of the gutters , and that he has left nothing for 
future chiffoniers . his positiozj, then , may be held to be 
secured . ~e can glow with the infinite satisfaction of know
ing that he ha s disbusted more readers than any man livin6 ••• 
1 . .ne sees her ('1ana ' s) s0,uab _les with other women ; her cease-
1 eas rapacity , only equalled by her ceaseless extravagance; 
her contempt for the retinue of men Vlho surround her; and .30 

clev erly is it all done that the reader feels as if the air of 
t!le room he sits in were thick with the noxious fumeti of sin ••• 
\ bo~k more redolent of corruption it would be difficult to 
find; it reeks with every kind of beasily sin . The hid eous 
mien of vice, too , was never better pl1oto8ra::::ihed ,--for Zola ' s 
art is Lore like photoJraphy than any of the other m~thoda of 
0opying scenes . 74 

In this opinion that Zola ' s realism was a photoiraph of vice , the 

critic seemed to justify his disgust . Indeed, few of tie critics 

wno voiced the ir r€pulsion failed to base it 1ipon other reasons 

thHn the relation of the brain to the physical structure . One has 

only to Glance back to see that the first of the quotations naming 

realism "disgusting" remarked also that ".ii . Zola and his l'e.r- of f com

rades describe only half of life'' , that the second calls L ' Assommoir 

as inartistic as a "criminal indictment ", and that the third would 

protect "purc- mjnded maidens and ingenuous youths" from the corruption 

of its "moral contagio~" · Each of these judGments other critics 

made to st~nd on its o0n strength , but it is significant that even 

in their dis~ust th~se early critics· sought a sounder basis f or it_. 

Yet the :: econ~ phase of the critical judgments cone erning realism 

74117. 1 I ..,o a s Last Jovel", .\t_:_ ~.r.o . , 45, p~ . 693-695 (r!.ay , 1880) 
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as personally offenDive sup1Jorted itself . The critics who found 

realism not to their taste· but who were unwilling to scathe it with 

the e:)ithets of "disgusting" and "indecent" were less irritable than 

those whom realis.n had sickened . They were by consequence less 

lengthy in their recitals of the of f enses of reali stic fiction . For 

the most part they pronounced it only unpleasant: 

... It is riot pleasant to be brought into association with 
pestilent diseases requiring, or see~ing to re~u;~e, such 
treatment as _is described in Desperate Remedies . 

One , more lightly critical, berated the r ealists for their use of ti1e 

life around them , for the reason that, 

..• v,e do not get the most satisfactory kind of enj oyment frp m 
stories tre<J.ting of th~ggs and persons with whi ch we have 
p~rsonal acquaintance . · 

In 1892 a critic t~rned to the melancholy temp er of r~Llistic fiction 

for an explanat ion of its un pleasantness : 

.. . If the ~od ern novel ... is the exponent of modern thought 
and feeling , it must be inferred that life is nowadays a 
much more melancrioly affair than it used to be . . . I have r ead 
a good many novels , and I object.so ·much to spending my 
time over decidedly unpleasant ones ttiat I wish authors 
would kindly label tneir works in some such way that one 
might be warned off by the title page from the perusal 
thereof . . . For 1i1y own part , I think t -hat a .preface by .Mr . 
Howells, recom-Endi~g a book for ~~s realism , will hereaft er 
be enough to guard me against it . 

;~"2ditor ' s Lite·rary Record ", Har1er ' s , 49 , P: 136 (June , 1874) 
7711 Contributor ' s Club" , At . Mo. , 39 , p , 620 (May , 1877) 

"Contributor ' s Club", At . :fo ., 69, p . 716, (May , 1892) 
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lnother critic, in the same year , lodged the source of unpl easant

ness in the choice of abnormal character3 ~u r realistic fiction : 

•.. It occur s to the 3tudy -some~imes , in turning over the 
paJes of r.1odern i' ic tion--as one might walk t1irough a v;orlu 
of distempered fancy--how the ~ages wo~ld appear if one 
could see the ch~i ract ers , ao they are drawn, in visible 
fi_,ures . The procession wo•;ld startle anybody except the 
:)rofessional alienist . The very wo. d ' character ' has come to 
mean an abnormal. •• specimen of humanity . Ther e has never 
been a pnysical freak HO fantastic as some of these moral 
freaks ; but the production in fiction of a moral freak , if 
it is done with an a i r of sc i ent46ic analysis, is regarded 
as a prais worthy achievement ••. 

'l'hef;e critics were not long in decidin~ that realism was of

f ensive in it s attempt to portray life not becaus e it chose the 

morbid and sordid but becaus e· it selected no more than that . From 

1881 to 1895 the records registered thB ir cry that , "Realism is 

only half-reali sm" ; "Realism shows no more than half of life." 

Zola ' s wo rk , said one of them in 1881 , is destructive , but des

truc tion is only half of re- creation : "de declares he is making 

the world over again, when in reality he is but knocking the 

l e:.; s 1rom under the romantic school. 1179 f or this reason-- by 

insistenc e on the actual-- , procla imed· another , realism rnisses 

its o !Vn 11vefrh ~ vraie'': 

••• ~ola, Flaubert and company devote themselves to the 
'rendering of facts without compromise or embellishment '. 
Ve ry good : we may be glad to have certain facts present
ed to us in this faithful manner , and it may be the pe-

--
7~"'iditor's Study·• , Harp er ' s , 85, p. 314 (July, 1892) 
7 c.- 11 Zola ' s l:' ssays" , _\t . f;'.o • .J. 47 , p. 118 (Jan ., 1881) 



culiar gift of these writers to produce this special work ; 
but this is by no means to say that we accept their work as 
the onlv true art , or as representing the whole of truth ••• 
It is seen that these realistic •writers do not render fact, 
but only c ertain facts ,--indeed , a limite~ tumber of ficts , 
--for wh ich they have, apparently, a special . preference . To 
insist u;ion a partial truth of human nature ••. is to insist 
u:Jon a fa lsehood , for it is the implic it denial of other and 
e c:ually important facts . ··::riters of the above- mentioned 
schoJl, who insist in painting only the lowest and most de
pra·red types of human nature , nullify their claim to be_ the 
only true art.ists , teachers of la v~rit ef vraie , the truest 
truth _ 11,hese advocates of extr~e realis~· in a small 
minority , but it is well to note how far a theory may carry 
us when we are judging of its :nerits. One v1,10 fin1ly holds , 
n s I myself do, to the op,osite theory would inouire of the •· 
realist what he menns by ' th e real ' ! Does he mean the only 
true, or does he mean the actual? The actud is not -~he 
real , or rather cannot give us , taken alone, the whole of 
the real. 'I'he actual is always the particular , and a par
ticular can never :.;ive u s the gen eral truth; ';;JX cept when 
brouGrit by Lhe und 1:retand ing into comparison with all ' other 
related particulars • 
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.!.no tl1e1· i::iuGht to prove that when the reader of realistic novels had 

no knowl,s,d~e of the national lif e depict ed in them , as the .~me.r ican 

hnd no re:il kno\,ledge of the Rusaian life , real istic fiction pro

duc ed an eff ect more false in its ½ay than travelers ' legends : 

••• the Drawer sirnply wants to know wlwt impression of these 
(Russian) people the reader of these novels has? To us , with
out any other source of information , they v:ould seem to be 
the moGL disagreeb).e !)90ple on the fac e of the ear th , and 
l ifo in Russia , in any social grade, would have fewer at 
tractions than anywhere else . We do not lik e to believe 
this, and to the reflecting mind , the production of such an 
i11yreseion by all these novels raises e. doubt about the va
lue of the strictly realistic nuvel , not as a means of enter-
1.ainment or of reform , but as a vebicle0of information. In 
the case of Russia we are practi,.:ally dependent upon these 

- -~-...... __ 
80 11 Contributer ' s Club", :\t . Mo., 47 , p , 730 ff. (Hay , 1881) 



fictions for our knowledge of the inner life of a great 
peo;ile . \'.J e have other sources of information of the French, 
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the "'}er·man, and the English, and we sup1;lert,ent theportraiture of 
life in the realistic stories with other knowledge, as in Amer
i ca ~e have the whole body of society before our eyeu, and are 
not , isled either by satire or by the most minute ftudy of 
particula r clas Ja s and conditions and tendencies . 8 

The reason for this falsity , another critic believed, wa s that t he!'e 

were two kinds of realism , and the realism of detailed description 

told less than hal f, for it sought a soul where there wns no soul: 

... The mere r eL.li st is sadly self -hamrEred in the mah er 
of ~election . He is shut out from heroic themes by the ec
centric theory that the agreeable is not just as real as th8 
e,omrnonpl&..ce or the re,.)Ulsive. "I will find .Jou a soul in the 
comr:ionplace," he says . There isn't any soul in an ash
barrel, and who \,ants a reproduction of one! The mei~e real
ist would not know what to do with an incident like that 
related by Lieutenant i'}reely in hif., . Arctic journal , where 
a half-frozen sailor , wandaing in a snow-storm, takes off 
his coat and wraps it about the feet of a dyin8 comrade ... 
The realist, pure and simple, if he touched the s ubject at 
all , would describe the patch rin thQ coat , a.i.d give you the 
approximate market value of t;1e 5a1rmeot. The realist, in 
the higher sense, would make the pathos and the. glory of that 
d eed vivid things to your8~eart and your imagination. There 
nre two ., sides to realism. 

In 1888 an anonymous paragraph culled "Conf e s sions·of an Idealist" 

counseled artists aga inst selecting the ~ctual, which represented 

only the partial: 

•.. "I am an ideal ist , in lire and art ; f' or me •the actual 
does not exDress the whole , the re~l: The actual , the 
particular,· is no more than the partial and t emporary , 

8111Edit or's Drawer", Harper ' s , 74, pp. 652-653 (July, 1887) 
B2~contritutor ' s Club", At. Mo ., 60, p . 573 (Oct . , 1887) --
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ever being done av;ay with to make room for the comint:; Better 
and Best . This is a true say ing in art because true in life . 
Study the actual, ~rtistQ qll; but be sure you read between 
the lines . 83 

Another illustrated this danger of crystallizing tn actuality which 

changes. Because realism re~ords only the appea ran~e of the world, 

he said , r e~lism will not endure, for the appearance is only the lesser 

reality . He pointed a mocking finger at Charles Brockden Brown , wrrn 

thought to record the appearance , the fact : 

. . . Frown .. . for his p~rt was going to deal with facts . He wus , 
in a word , a r1;:alist . :Cut who would have guessed it , if he 
had not published the notice in his prefacet. To what " facts" 
dcid: he have recourse to extercr.inate and su~ plat1t thoae "Gothic 
castles and chil!la eras" with which Jrs . Ruucliffe and Monk 
Lewis , in the van of iood Sir ·•:alter, had occupied the grounds 
of romance! ~o what field of the conflict , to ~hat sta~e of 
the comedy , would he direct attention , that his rec.ders might 
no ,:iore be cheat ed and foo l ed with entertai.n,llent afforded by 

"pueril e su::,ersti tion and exploaed manw-.rs"! Why , ventrilo
quism , anu sleep-walkin8,Rnd the wild red Indian ! There is 
something humorous in this isnua of the first realistib reformer, 
for one ct..rmot dou::it that he took bi;nself seriously . . . To a 
later iensr-r~iou, Brown ' s heroes end hercines are very far 
from any humanity thut rides in street-car::;; -~hey seem little 
mo re credible than the Nun and the GaJ.lant they were to do 
a.v,ay with; his tales a re wildly improbabl e ... The realist of 
tode,y must peruse these novels rd.th 11Juch .Jirth, · if he judges 
them by tne style oi today in men, and thine;s , and fiction . 
If this should go on , and th"3 world r~volves , why may not 
Silas Lapham come , in the cha ngeful process of human life , 
to be no better than n "kniJht-in- armor 11 ? 84 

With the reversion to romantidi sm that came in the.nineties , these 

critics were even more sure of the inst~bility of the realistic 

83 .. Contributor ' s Club", At . Mo ., .62 , p. 285 (Aug ., 1888 ) 
84 "Charles Brockden Brow;;, M_. Ho., 61 , p . 711 (May, 1888) 
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half-truth. Some of them looked with glee upon t he realists' 

"failure''; others condoned the realists ' poor eyesight, arguing that 

they reproduced a half-truth because of a distorted vision which 

showed them no more: 

••• It is quite true that the pseudo-realism preached by 
Zola and echoed by his imitators has ended, or is ending, 
in dismal failure. It is also quite true that the best and 
most vital literature cannot be produced in a period of de
cadence. But~ sweeping conclusions are as dangerous in 
criticism as anywhere else ... 'l'he artist, if he be a con
scientious artist, must paint life as he sees it. His fail
ure, if he fails, is less lik ely to be due to a false theory 
than to arise from a distorted vision ... The trouble with 
the Decadents--or the Pseudo-Healists--is not that they deal 
with humanity in its darker aspects, but that they deal only 
with these aspects , so that the total result of the composi
tion is quite as false to reality as the most extravagant 
exaggerations of the Romanticists ever were. They may paint 
what they see, but they do not see the whole . !Jhey wol..ild 
not mend matters by leaving the soli'<;l ground of observation, 
and end eavoring to paint what they did not see. Their only 
hope is restored eyesight, and this is, I fear, a futile 
hope . 85 

Perhaps the most disputed of the pronouncements upon realism 

. turned on this accusation that the realists saw .with false percep

t ion. "Realism is not art", the greatest number of the adverse 

critics deplored ; "whatever it may be morally and socially, it is 

artistically unsound." 

.•• Concerning realism: If we are to have nothing else in liter
ature and painting, would it not be we;l.l to drop the terms 
fiction and art entirely! My friend the editor rather non
plussei: a would-be contribut or, who was urging that his story 

85Edward F'uller, "Art for.Art's Sake", Bookman, 1, pp. 242-243, 
(~:!ay, 1895) 
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was taken from 'real life', by the statement that with the actual 
truth or falsity of the tale he had nothing to do. He could 
only judge of its truthfulness to art, and in this repect he 
found it wanting • •• Upon sitting down to read a novel one does 
not care to know that the personnages ever did live, or the 
incidents occur in real life, .lfhe natural and preferable as
sumption is that they did not, for this very presumption lifts 
the characters on to the plane of the ideal; and it is upon 
this ideal plane , parallel wiih , yet above the real, that they 
must ever continue to move."~ 

This judgment broke within itself into four di~isions, each with a 

-
different explanation of the defectiveness of realism as art. 

The first division drew to itself the contention that realism 

was no more than a literary photography , with all the false propor

tion , irrelevant detail, and unselective distortion of the photo

graph . One of the critics noted the irony of the tendency of the 

reading public to acclaim it book 't.hat wa s faithful to "1ife": 

•• • A favorite term o~ praise for a story of today is that 
it is like a photograph; it might be a term of condemnation, 
for, unfortunately, there is too often exactly the exag
geration and undue prominence of minor d~tails, the loss of 
perspective and proportion which ar.e among the defects of 
photography. But there are a great many photographs which 
are less tame and pale than some __ of the cleverest novels at 
present; after a fel years they will be equally blank and 
void of suggestion. 7 

In agreement, another critic asserted that the ideal ·-reiatiiion of 

fiction to life was more nearly analogous to the relation of paint

ing, not photography, to nature: 

8611Contributor's Club" , At . iJ.o . ,41, p. 130 (Jan., 1878) 
8711 The Romance of Modern Life", U. !J.o., 48, p. 646 (April,18El3) 
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. .. When we praise our recent fiction for its photographic 
fidelity to nature, we condemn it, for we deny to it the art 
which would give it value . 11/e forget that the creation of the 
novel should be ... a synthetic process , and impart to hum~n 
actions that ideal quality which we demand in painting. 8 

For this reason alone, prophesied an editor of Harper ' s from his 

Study, rea l ism writes its own doom . 

. . . 'Rhen realism becomes false to itself, when it heaps up 
facts merely, and maps life instead of picturing it, realism 
will perish too. 89 . 

Then Zola ' s r ealism , particularly, must die, another decreed: 

•.. Photography has its li rni tat ions, and its perspective is 
invariably false. Zola ' s pictures of French social life 
and manners are obviously the ~rossest exaggerations. So
ciety, as he reflects it, could not hold together a twelfth
month.90 

For this exaggeration of details the remedy is simple, Arlo Bates 

believed: 

... Realism, in a word, concerns itself with how human nature 
appears; art , with what it is. It is the accidental versus 
t he essential. The novelist has really little to do but 
to suppress those facts and details which do not directly 
bear upon the point which he wishes to bring out; but this 
very suggestion is regarded by the realist as an exaggeration, 
and as such is hateful to him~ He strives for the confusion, 
the obscurity, the dull sense of baffled vision, which meet· 
us in real life , and he ignores the fact that even in ob
serving life we select and examine events and sequences of 
cause and effect by isolating them in the mind. The realists 
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seem to have pJi,rsuaded themselves that they are doing in 
fiction what the Dutch rnaster s did in painting. It is as 
if one, perceiving the great cleverness and fidelity with 
which details are rendered in the Dutch paintings , should 
ignore the fact that it is not for t hese things, but for 
the portrayal of light and of color, that the pictures 
exist.91 
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Mr . Bates differed from most of the critics who spoke of "the exa~g~a

tion of photographyll in that he believed that selective exaggeration 

w~s necessary to art, that the exaggeration of photo graphy was bad 

only in the nature of photographic distortion, not in the fact of 

d istortion it self: 

..• For the production of the impr ession of truth, moreover, 
dijtortion is always necessary . To act, move, speak on the 
stage as one would talk and walk in real life would produce 
no illusion. The photograpns of the hors e in motion af fect· 
the imagination as pitiful and ludicrous lies. rt· is nec es
sary to exaggerate to produce the effect of r eality; to be 
inexact i n order to seem true . 92 

Nearly all those who based their cri t .icisros · of realism on the 

principles of art agreed that it was thus the effect of reality, never 

the mere representation of it, that determined the work of art. 

Reali-am, they decla r ed, was .not artistic because it would not yield 
. . 

itself to the principles of design that worked for unity . Sound 

composition, not faithful representation, resolves this unity. · Be

cause r ealism works toward exact r ep re sentation at all times, then , 

realism is not art , the critics decided . This decision marks· the 

second division of the criticism tha t tore at r ealism as a theory 

91(:jn, cit . , pp . 245-246 gz= -Ibid., p . 246 



artistically inade~uate : 

••• The terrors and mistakes and tragedies of life call on 
the artist to redress them: he alone can give to them the 
unity of beauty."93 

~- ? . Lathrop wrote that in 1874. In 1977 an anonymous anu rather 

explosive critic pointed to the realist Turgenev as an example of 

the lack of this "unity of beauty" . 

• • • Ts it possible that anyone can really like it (Virgin 
Soil)! . As to plot: does any one know what it is about from 
beginning to end! The actors go to and fro saying to each 
other in deep tones, "Act!"; they are mysteriously •called•; 
they gaze "significantly". 'They make- nothing of siiting up 
all night to tall, talk, talk, and are hon estly represented 
as being, the next morning, "so tired they can hardly stand", 
or as having"bad headaches". An unknown personage , .who 
wr ites letters, some in penci'l, some in soot and water , and 
some in blood (why blood!), orders them about constantly 
from one town to another, but with all the reader's efforts, 
he cannot discover what they are to do in these towns , ex- . 
cept to distribut? pamphlets. Everybody in the book distri
butes pamphlets. 9 
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Another group of critics broke into the polemics c.o! the realists 

and artists with their contention that realism· was inartistic 

because it lacked the creative power of the imagination • 

••• in literary art, as in all other art, the secret lies 
mainly in the execution. It is rather the how than the 
what which the artist has to consider. There are, indeed, 
intolerable subjects, but ther~ are tho·se which are only 
ignoble that can be touched with a skill that prevents their 
producing an ignoble impres sion, .. Then there are absolutely 

93 ( ) 
9 Lathrop, "Growth of the Novel", At. M2_. 1 33, p. 696 June, 1874 

i contributor's Club", M~- Mo., 40, p. 482 Oct ., 1877) 
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repulsive themes ... ~hich are only emphasized, not relieved, 
by art, and become as"disagreeable"as in nature ••• It is the 
imagination that exalts and refines, and lifts the fami1iar 
fact into a strange and r emote beauty .- Here is the differ
ence between the modern photograph and the portraiture of 
Raphael and Vandyck ..• The artist must hold the mirror up to 
nature, but the mirror is his imagination, and while its 
light makes all things beautiful, it is sometimes a ·sad, 
sometimes a smiling beauty . 95 
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Because realism takes for its mirror fact rather than the imagination, 

it cannot, this school of critics m.aintained , concern it self with that 

appeal to the aesthetic emotion which gives all art its meaning: 

••• It remains to note that realism rejects aesthetic emotion, 
the product of the imagination, and .easily enough perceives 
the emotion of the passions ••• cannot be produced by a con
fessed fiction. It therefore is forced to take the posi
tion that to call the production of an emotion essential to 
art is a fallacy- It makes its appeal to the §gasori, and 
rests content with that Philistine approval... · 

Furthermore, if realism is to find a permaneht existence , these 

critics added, it must not ignore the instability of this "Philis

tine approval'• of the understanding: 

••• In the ultimate judgment the whole issue between realism 
and idealism must be decided upon the relative success of the 
two methods in reaching the ~~otion through the imagination •• 
it is to be remembered that the understanding removes con
stantly from point to point; advances, optimists believe; at 
least, remains fixed nowhere; while the emotions, the senti- · 
ment, the passions of mankind are essentially the same from 
age to age. e outgrow the knowledge of our ancestors, but 
the passion which their art embodies .is our passion. 97 

95 11ll'.ditor •s ~asy Chair", Harper 's, 65, p .. 471 ( June,1882) 
96:eates, op. cit., p. 246 
97 - -Ibid. , p. 252 



At la~t Arlo Bates sought to confute the re~lists forever on this 

score by lifting his voice in the words of William Blake: 
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"I assert for myself that I do not behold the outward creation; 
that to me it is hinderance, and not action. ' \II/hat! ' it will 
be questi0ned, ' when the sun rises do you not see a round disk 
of f ire, somewhat like a guinea!' Oh, no , no ! I see an in
numerable company of the heavenly ho::it, crying, 'Holy, holy, 
holy, is the Lord r,od Almighty!' I question not my corporeal 
eye any more than I would question a window . I look through it, 
not with it." 

At l east , Robert Louis Stevenson might have responded, the mystic 

Blake did not hear with his eye. For it was Stevenson who nourished 

his hate for the realists upon a scorn of their artistic "tricks". 

These he believed to be at variance with true art. He pronounced the 

sensuous realistic mingling of "audible colors and visible sound_s" an 

artistic hallucination brouGht on by the realistic accumulation of 

detail . 

. .. In literature •.. the great change of the past century has 
been effected by the admission of detail. It was inaugurated 
by the romantic Scott; and at length, by the semi-romantic 
Balzac and his more or less wholly unromantic followers, 
bound like a duty on the novelist. For some time it sig
nified and expressed a more ample contemplation of the con
ditions of man 's life; bu"t it has recently (at least in 
France) fallen into a merely t'echnical and decorative stage, 
which it is, perhaps, still too harsh to call survival. 
With a movement of alarm, the wiser or more timid begin to 
fall a little back from these extremities; they begin to 
aspire after a more naked, narrative articulation; after the 
succinct, the dignified, and the poetic; and a s a ea.rte to 
this, after a general lightening of this bagg~e of detail•, 
After Scott we beheld the starveling story--one, in the 
hands of Voltaire, as abstract as a parable--begin to be pampered 
upon facts• The introduction of these details developed a 
particular ability of hand; and that ability, childishly in
dulged, has led to the works that now amaze us on a railway 
journey. A man of the unquestionable force of M. Zola spends 

•I 



himself on technical successes . To afford a popular flavor 
and attract the mob,· he adds a steady current of what I may 
be allowed to call the rancid. That is exciting to the 
moralist; but what more particularly interests the artist 
is this tendency of the extreme of detail, when followed as 
a principle, to generate into mere feux-de-joie of literary 
tricking. The other day even M. Dauct9~ was heard babbling 
of audible colors and visible sounds. 
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But not all the assailants of realism would allow it even the 

interest of trickery. Some of them yawned, and pronounced realism 

merely obvious and dull. One critic spoke like a bored dilettante: 

••• Life is unfortunately very fickle; but should it not be 
the care of the novelist to introduce characters capable of 
more fixity in their emotions, more statuesque, if one might 
say so! Nothing is more natural than to fall in love a lit
tle with each successive pretty woman , but these trifling 
passions hardly constitute material for literature of a high 
order, and there is no pathos in their disappointment. 'Ihere 
is no call, in books at least, to have the9,act of human 
mutability so persistently forced upon us. 

Another, who could not ttunderstand very clearly", pronounced Tur

genev's Smoke uninteresting: 

•••• Ve could not understand very clearly the meaning of the 
title of Turgenev's novel, -~~ke. It is a story of Russian 
characters, but the scene is chiefly laid in the gambling 
cities of Germany . 1ne style, is epigrammatic ••• the charac
ters are not attractive, nor is there anything in the con
struction and development of the story which especially 
'entitles it. to the compliment of l;>eing se155ted for trans-

. lation and republication in this country. 

98"A Uote on Realism" (1883), .2.E.· ill,., pp. 247-248 
99 "Contributor's Club", At. Mo., 3.9, p. 614 (May, 1877) 
lOO"~itor's Literary Record", Harper's, . 45, p. 625 ( Sep~, 1880) 



A third found realistic novels full of "humdrum people, and events 

as dull and trivial as ordering dinner or balancing a ledger ... 101 
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A fourth, reviewing! Modern Instance, criticized William Dean 

Howells for the "uninteresting" way in which he let details accumu

late: 

.•. It is a dull imagination which needs all the details 
which Mr . Howells has given of cheap boarding houses and 
restaurants, and of the eternal economy of a newspaper 
establishment. The details are clever, and there are 
touches which make it unnecessary for writers on such 
matters hereafter to do anything but quote from this 
book; yet one becomes impatient of an art which employs 
so fine a pencil upoti that which is ignoble and that which 
has no inherent dignity. If life be the sum of little 
things ... it is yet the business of art, when portraying 
life, to choose that which is10~gnificant, not merely 
that which is characteristic. 

Arlo Bates , who turned all the lights on his condemnation of realism, 

thought that truth made too familiar was truth made dull: 

••• Realism has insisted so incessantly upon the need of 
being absolutely truthful that nothing short of the im
possibility of its fulfilling its own demands could save 
it from becoming infinitely tedioua •.• l03 

He scorned realism for descending to the intellect that would need 

all the obvious details which realism supplied: 

••• It pleases the sluggish mind of the intellectual bQ..tg'~ 
geoisie to discover embalmed i.n print trifles which are ob
vious enough to be familar to even their understanding 2 a11d 
small enough to come within the limits of their comprehen-

lOl"The Romance of Mod ern . Li' f e", At Mo 48 · 646 (Nov 1881) __:. _., , P• • , i8;"A Modern Instance", At . Mo ., 50, p. 710 (Nov., 1882) 
..QJ2.:._ cit.!., p. 249 
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sion. It gratifies their childish vanity with all the 
sense of original discovery to find in the page of a 
novel precisely the words a next-door neighbor said 
this morning . The words may have no especi~l signifi
cance, no beauty, no relevancy, but these worthy people 
know what they are and feel the rare joy of apprecia
tion--a bliss which, in imaginative literature, would 
be utterly denied them; an emotion so shallow and so 
absolutely unaesthetic as to be as far beneath the 
dignity of art as the joy of an idiot over a bunch of 
windlestraws . "Small beer for small souls'' would be 
a not inappropriate motto for the se catalogues of co~
monplace nothings, recorded with painful minuteness .~-04 
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As the controversy over realism grew old with the century, the crit

ical judgments turned more often against realism for depicting that 

whi ch was too near to be interesting. In 1900 a critic took an in

dolent shot at rilliam Dean Howells on this score: 

•.. In the great fiction of the world, there is, I think, 
a certain effect of aloofness. In reading the cleverest 
of our own there often comes to me an absolute feeling of 
physical proximity, its detail is so .minute, so multi
plied,--we are made to visualize it all so sharply. Mr. 
Howells's stories, for instance, charming as in many ways 
they are, one instinctively throws· aside when one craves 
solitude. Hf55people se em so near, so real, so insistent
ly everyday! 

But there wete always graver critics who never considered 

whether realism was dull or stimulating. Their concern was with its 

effect on the moral life of the people who read novels. They spoke 

their judgment grimly, "Realism is immoral_ and. demoralizing. 11 These 

critics pulled staunchly against the argument that realism -was moral-

l04Ibid., p. 250 
l05 11contr· 1·butor's Club", ·At. ' 85 716 (May 1900) .110.' , p. , 
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ly uplifting i n pio1uring vice in its true colors . 

•. . Familia rity with vioe15gd sordidness in fiot i on . .. is 
of doubtful moral value . 

Agnes Repplier held the more po sitive belief that f amiliarity with 

vice in youth led not to repulsion but to desire 'for experience . 

. . . in view of the deductions recently drawn from French 
and Rus s ian fiction by a leading American critic, we are 
forced to conclude that true didacticism is an exotic of 
such ·rare and subtle excellence as frequently to be mis
t aken for vice . In 'fact , it is not its least advantageous 
peculiarity that a novelist may, on high mJral grounds, 
treat of a great many subjects which he would be compelled 
rigorously to let alone, if he had no nobl er object before 
him than the mere pl ea.sure and enter.tainment of his read
ers . .. Z~la, as we all know, aspires as much to be a teacher 
as George Eliot ..• He can neither amuse nor pleas e , but he 
can and will ins t ruct. "Wh~n I have once shown you , " he 
seems to say, 'every known detail of every known sin •.. you 
will t hen be glad to walk purely on your appointed path. 
You wii l remember what I ha ve described to you , and be 
cautious . •• But it rt!ay be fairly dou.bted whether t he Spar- . 
t an boys, whos e anxious f at hers . exhibited to them the 
d~unken . Helots sprawling s,,ine-like in the sun , were quite 
as deeply shocked as classical history would give us to 
und erstand ••• Probably tho s e Spartan lads ••• began to t hink 
that the Helots , •• were more cotlfortable ••• than they them
selves , s itting stiff and upright at the public table , with 
a scanty plateful of unpalatable broth; were, in fact, hav
ing a joa,ly good time of_ it ,--and why no\t,fY for once what 
s uch tho r ough- going dr unkenn~ss was like! 
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Charles Dudley Warner modified this hypothesis to exclude any vJide 

moral danger except when the sin represented was not too far removed 

106charl es Dudley arner, 11;!.odern Fiction" , At . :v1o. , 51 , p. 469 
(Apri~ 1883 ) 

1 1"Fiction in the Pulpit" , At. ¥,2.:_, p4 , tip. ~28 (~oy_. ,, i sa9) 
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from the ordinary temptation, when the sinner was not too far below ,. 

the commonplace . 

••• Perhaps the most harmful sinners are not those who send 
into the world of fiction the positively wicked and immoral, 
but those who make current the dull , the commonplace, and 
the socially vulgar. For most readers the wicked character 
is rep llent; but the commonplace raises less protest , and 
is soon deemed harmless, while it is most demoralizing ••• 
1he keen observer must have noticed the increasing number 
of commonplace, undiscriminating people of low intellectual 
taste in the United States ••• The responsibility is with the 
novelist . 1,the chief characteristic of which is vulgar com
monplace. OS 

It is not the nature of man, said another,to turn from the true po r 

trait of himself, however ienoble he may appear there: 

••• TT/ e have to associate a gogd de,al in literature with per
sons we would not invite to our houses. Perhaps we ought 
to invite them to our houses, and perhaps we are wrong in 
having any houses of our own, for the widespread doctrine 
of humanity, mingled as it is with pessimism and the eleva-· 
tion of the commonplace, and the realistic refusal to label 
any action right or wrone;, · have made a great confusion in 
the public mind. ls it love for our fellow~men that leads 
the literary artist to depict them as bad as they can be 
and their life as hopeless! Is it expected that when men see 
themselves as they really are , they will turn from them
selves with loathing an~ seek better thingstlOg 

' 
The answer to these questions resulted apparently in the critical 

placing of a heavy responsi bili:ty upon realism and a consequent · 

unwilling recognition of its i mportanc·e b,y its arrtagonists. 

108"The Responsibility of Writers'',. Harper 's, 82, p . 484 
(F eb. 1891 ) 

109"Editor's Study", Harper's, 85, pp . 476-477 (Aug., 1892) 
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.. . The literature of a people is largely the creator of 
the moral atmosphere of that people . From the word to the 
deed is but a step; from the printed suggestion to the un
lawful act the w~y is as straight as the flight of an ar
row .. . In this time of increas ing lawlessness; of impatience 
at the r estraints of law ; of the disposition of employers 
and employed, and of evil-doers ... to take the execution of 
t he law into their own hands • .. of growing laxness as to 
social obligations, in regard to marriage ... of public 
confusion of mind as to right and wrong . .. it is imper-
ative that we should look for the causes of demoralization .. . 
there is one reason for our ~resent situation which is too 
palpable to escape attention ... It is a source of the loss 
of faith, of the lowering of ideals, of the loss of re-
spect for law, of t he loss of the power to . discriminate be
tweei right and wrong. We speak of the relation of literature 
to lawles sness, to the duties of life, to crime . •• 110 
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In view of this, an alarmist began agita~ing the exclusion of real

istic fiction from public libraries : 

•.. Fiction is a great spreader of morals as well as of 
manners, and if the London life is what it is depicted in 

. many recent romances, it is e. pity to risk its diffusion 
in the middle classes by means of the circulating li
braries . 111 

It was but a step in time from the loading of realism with the 

responsibilities of the moral life , and the upbraiding of its seem

ing failure to accept them, to ~ifting upbn it the weight of the 

national life. "Realism is unpat'riotic", was the next judgment . It 

is treason , a fer of the critic~ asserted , to paint gloom in a .land 

famed for its sunshine. Ltet American nov~lists turn to the "smiling 

aspects of life" , one of them P.~ead.ed : 

llO"Editor's Study", Harper's, 85, p. 962 (Nov. , 1892) 
111 11Editor ' s Study", Harper ' s, 89 , p. 476 ( Aug ., 1894) 
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... Whatever their deserts, very few American novelists have 
been led out to be shot, or finally exiled to the rigors of a 
winter at -Duluth •.. In a land where journeymen carpenters and 
plumbers strike for four dollars a day the sum of hunger and 
cold is certainly very small, and the wrong from class to 
class is almost inappreciable. ',. e invite our novelists, 
therefore, to concern themselves with the mo r e smiling as
pects of life, which are the more American, and to seek the 
universal in the individual rather than the social interests. 
It is worthwhile, even at the risk of being called common
place, to be true to well-to-do actualities; the very passions 
thems elves seem to be softened and modified by condition s 
which cannot be said to wrong any one, · to cramp endeavor , 
or to cross lawful desire. Sin and suffering and .shame 
there must always be in the world, we suppo se, but we be
lieve . that in this new world of ours it is mainly from one 
to another one, and oftener still fro m one to one's self . 
~.-:e have death too in America, and a _gre'lt deal of disagr ee
able and painful disease , which the mu.lti_:Jlicity of our ;Pa
tent medicines does not seem to cure;_ but this is tragedy 
that comes in the '1/ary nature of things, and is not pecu
liarly .~erican , as the lar8e cheerful average of health and 
success and happy life is. It will not do to boast, but it 
is well to be true to the fagts, and to see that, apart from 
these iJurely moral troubles, -the race here enjoys conditions 
in which most of the ills that have darkened its f~~ls may 
be averted by honest work and unselfish behavior. 
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One of the more radical would have had the Americans turn away entire

ly from the new fiction of Europe . Beginning with an enmity for Zola , 

he proc~eded to a denunciation of all French influences in fiction: 

••• 'l'he French have had hospi t~ble reception from us in late 
years, their books have been read with diligence, their nov
els have strewn our ladies' tables, their ideas have inspir
ed our men of letters. "English", "done into Englisht' , trans
lated, converted, transfused into English, French literature 
furnishes forth our young ladies with ponv~rsation and our 
young gentlemen with cosmopolitanism, until the crushed worm 
of national prejudice begins to squirm and turn ••• Let us· 
have done with the raw admiration of foreigners ••• Let us 
openly like what nature has commanded us to like, and not what 

112 "Editor 's Study", Harper's , 73, p . 641 ( Sept,188 '17) 
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we should were we colossi spanning the chasm between nations .113 

The judgments on rertlism might have spent themselves after this 

v; eak shot against its patriotism . Instead , however , they gathered 

force in the minds of reflective critics who began to suspect that 

realism was not accomplishing all its purposes . So they fired a 

s hot . "Ren.liEm is impotent to fulfill its promises ,'' they said, and 

'-;[~. t back with satisfaction. These were the critics who hailed with 

loud voices the return of romanticism in the nineties . Realism has 

failed, they cried in a breath • 

• • . La1:t spring .•! . 7.ola .made the address at the ann.ual ban
quet of the students of Paris . The address was an attack 
on the theory of his predecessors , and a defense of his 
,1orking theory of Naturalism ~ but the defense was rather 
a reminiscence than a call to charge . Naturally a man would 
review his completed work soberly , especially if his energy 
seemed to lie in the past with it; but pervading this ad 
dress is a note of wE!ariness , not to .say of def eat ..• the flag 
is held up as stoutly as ever , but ther e begins to be a sus
picion that it is the flag of a lost cau_se ..• He (Zola) and 
all those who have been ~-alking his way have been walking 
toward ennui and disgust of life . This is a sorry desti
nation for sincerity •.. ~~e truth is that M. Zola and all 
his disciples .. is there an exception?-- not all of whom have 
passed his stage of middle life , are we~ry . A melancholy 
sadness attends th eir contemplation of the fatality , the 
nothingness of life • . . Has M. Zola seen the end , that the 
blossoms oi his suring were t~e blossoms of the Judas-
tree!114 ~ 

.luiother foretold the same end , but with more compassion : 

113H. D. Sedgwick , "English as against French Li terature 11 , At . Mo . , 
81 , p . 289 (Jar ., 1898) 
114"Editor ' s Study 11 , Harper ' s , 87 , p. 635 (Sept ., 1893) 



: •. The genuine r...ealist who seeks to escap e out of a f alse 
and romantic view of life should not, of course, be held 
altogether responsible for the present downward tendency. 
It may be supposed that while he was impelled to attend 
to uglines s and the inferior nature, he thought that 
plenty of people, as heretofore , would go on attending 
to beauty. He did not calculate on the fascination of 
im i tation and th e tend ency to sensationalism. For a 
considerable quantity of the fiction of the day is not 
made on any theory of realism, but on the instinct to 
produce something that, regardless of appealing to a de
praved t as te, will sell •.. The pure$t realism cannot stand a 
universal running into the ground .ilS 
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Another laughed at Zola's "def eat", pointed a reason for his "fail-

ure": 

.. . f.m.11e Zola, the industrious exploiter of the degeneracy 
of contemporary France, has now completed his edifice, built 
of such crumbling material. .. M. Zola lacks one of th_e in
dispensable qualities of a creator of the first rank. He 
lacks humor. The presence of'this, even in a slight degree, 
would have saved him from some ludicrous positions.116 

These critics accused realism even of the failure to achieve real-

ism: 

... The ins and outs of French politics in connection with the 
Dreyfuss case are baffling enough, but the most surprising 
thing about the whole matter is the apparent likelihood 
that M. Zola will be vindicated.' To the readers · of his 
books he would seem of al l people the least likely to see 
thinEs in their actual relations; for how can the dweller 
in such a rickety stage-world as his retain any grasp on 
the world of fact! 117 

11511Editor's Study", Harper 's, 85 , p. 477 (~ug., 1892) 
l~~"Editor's Study", Harper's, 96, _p, 694 (1.~ay , 1898) 
11 °Chronicle r-i.nd Comment" , _['oojc,na n, B, p. 202 ( ~ov., 1898) 
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This was written in 1898 , as the century _rounded the controver

sy to its own close. It is, as criticism, both direct and self

contained, but the critical a ssault on realism was not always so. 

After years of a silence that was almost sullen, when it began to 

9.:}.eak. in 1874 r it had been with the self-confidence of the unknow

ing. From t hat date through the next ten years the critical con

demnation of realism was almo'St naive in its complacency. During this 

period the reaction a~ainst realism was largely physiological, and 

the epithets hurled were marked with violence. The first of the 

realistic novelists to receive unfavorable comment had been Thomas 

Hardy, in 1874, with his "unpleasant" Desperate Remed~es. In the 

same year Turgenev's Spring Floods was placed on a higher level b_y 

one critic. Even Turgenev, however, was soundly reproved for Virgin 

Soil in 1877 and for Smoke in 1880. But it was Zola who tried the -- ---,-
critical patience most sorely in these early years. In 1877 a re

viewer of L'Assommoir heaped his disgust upon it. Another sought to 

bury it deeper in 1879. And Nana, in 1880, left the a.dverse critics 

exhausted. During these opening years, too, the br"ief essays of the 

Contributor's Clµb of the Atlantic -Monthly began to familiarize them

selves with the controversy. An indignant "Concerning Realism" 

appeared a~ong th~m in 1878, and a scornful discussion of "Zola, 

Flaubert, and company'' in 1881. In ·1882 a critic noticed that real

ism had spread to American fiction in the work of Howells; so he rushed 

vigorously to ·the attack. In this year, too, the gently insistent 

voice of Robert Louis Stevenson began its attack in "A Gossip on Ro-
• I 
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mance". The next year it spoke again in "A Note on Realism", with 

a prophetic antagonism . In 1884 , when !.1A Humble Remonstrance" ap

peared, it was pointed at Henry James and William Dean Howells, de

cisively , if a little sadly. The discussion of realism~§.. art 

made a small noise in this early period, for in 1883 Charles Dudley 

:varner berated modern fiction for "its truth to nature". F'or the most 

part, however, the criticism of these years was naive in its rather 

' indefinit.e zeal and scattering in its excited attack. 

It was l eft for the next ten years, 1885 to 1895, to look to 

the artistic transgressions of realism. These years brought a self

consciousness to the attack on realism that forbade the sweeping con

demnation of the first assault . Realism, the antagonis_tic critics 

recognized in these years, was a· movement of startling· signifi

cance, and it must be neither indiscriminately assaulted nor ob

stinately ignored.. So, in th'.Q .?QJ.lghness, for the first years of this 

middle period , they turned their attention back to the beginnings 

of realism. Adverse criticism of Balzac appeared again and again 

in 1886 and 1887. In these years, too, the critics decided that 
, 

realism was foreign to the "sunny, American temperament". 1885 be-

rated Ed Howe for his"gloomy" Story .Qf a Country Town, and 1887 

attacked the "hopeless fatalism" of Tolstoi ' s War and Peace. But 

the questions centering about reaiism as art fired the most words 

of the middle· years. In 1887 the Contributor's C:).ub denounced a·s 7 

bad art "Realism for Realism 's Sake". In the same year, Arlo Bates 

wrote his all-inclusive "Realism and the Art of ·Fiction,'' bringing 

., 
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the most powerful of all the argument to bear upon the artistic vio

lations of realism. In 1888 the Contributor's Club continued this 

line of attack . Dy this year the critical attack was fully aware of 

itself and began to look introspectively into the beginnings of real

ism in American fiction. This year brought the critical denunciation 

of Charles Br ockden Brown, thettrealist of appearance". .For the next 

years, the attack was centered on the raoral effects of realism in 

f iction . Agnes Repplier wrote "Fiction in the Pulpit" in 1889, and 

Charles Dudley '!arner fired twice in 1891, with"The Responsibilities 

of Writers" and "Realism of Women" . The next year, 1892, raised the 

cry that r ealism had failed. It echoed well into 1894, when a crit

icism of "A Dumas of the Hour .. held forth its arms to the ret urn of 

romance . 

The last five years of the controversy repeated the embrace. 

Yet there was a final sadness in the adverse criticism of the years 

f rom 1895 to 1900, and it was evident that the controversy must die 

with the century. · The critics looked around with a fin de si~cle 

clairvoyance, an<l o.n .all sides of the controversy they saw weari

ness and decay: _ 

••• The term fin de si'ecle has come to be one of unmitigated · 
reproach. Whatsoever things are weary, whatsoever things 
are corrupt, whatsoever things are (or .used. to be) unmen
tionable in polite society , are all grouped under these 
hard-working words • .. The anxious question arises whether 
the hour that begins a hundred new years will mark a stage 
of progress or only an imaginary line. Will t here be all 
sorts of·dewy beginnings in literature, and will Paris, 
ever equal to the occasion, produce some matutinal 
phrase that shall drive out this hateful vesper term of 
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ennui and disease! .,llS 

In these last years some of the critics who had lost enthusiasm for 

welcoming romance began to view with dismay the "inroads of pessimism11 • 

1Jost of the critics, however, softened the edge of their attack and 

dulled the fire of it in the smoke of the inevitable truce between 

the factions. 

The attack on realism, then, had been long and arduous, and re

markably complex. It had taken the forms of denunciatory reviews of 

individual realistic novels , general criticisms of the r ealistic theory, 

critical attacks on the defenders of realism, and criticism of the in

fluences that brought realism into fiction. The methods of criticism 

were varied. A few of the critici chose to attack the realists direct

ly, enumerating their offenses and ignoring their relieving values. 

Other critics preferred an indirect condemnation of realism, wherein 

they heaped excessive praise on romanticism and relegated to realism 

the slight and negative virtues. The great majority of the critics, 

however , adopted the conciliatory met~od of condemnation. Criticisms 

of this type arrange themselve·s in five classes: The first' class ap

proved of realism as a movement but disapproved oi certain realistic 

writers ; another class reversed the method and approved of certain 

realistic writers while censuring the movement; ·a third group found 

no fault with the realistic ideal but saw no good in such realistic 

118 · . C. T. Copeland, "Robert Louis Stevenson 11 , At. Mo ., 75, p. 537 
(April, 1895) . 
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devices as local color, contrast, and dialect; other critics made no 

attack upon foreign r ealism but decried i mpatiently the. native imi

tation; a fifth group employed the method of contrasting various 

realistic writers, to the eulogy of some and the aspersion of others. 

~atever their method of attack, the judgments they pronounced on 

rea lism were compounded into seven final shapes. The first labeled 

realism as personally offensive, with its more vio lent opposers call

ing it disgusting and indecent, and the more det ached naming it un

pleasant. Other ct'itics condemned realism as a half- truth, which ig

nored the part of life that wa s pleasant and exaggerated the harsher 

realities. A large group of critics attacked realism on the ground 

of artistic incompetence, berating it for its photographic distortion 

which precluded selection, its ladk of unity of design, its neglect 

of the creative power of the imagination , and its tend ency to aes

thetic trickery . This question of the artistic imperfection of real

ism, however , was of no concern to many critics, whose only quarrel 

with realism was that it was to them obvious and dull . More serious 

critics shook their heads dubiously as they pronounced realism im

moral and demoralizing . Then critics placed on realism the responsi

bility of the national li_fe , and the sixth judgment against realism 

called it unpatri6tic . ~t last the later critics, in ret r ospection 

and prophecy , pronounced realism impotent to fulfill its pro_mis_es . 

In these pronouncements the critical attack on realism had 

passed through all the stages from a na'ive scorn that either ignored 

realism or misinterpreted its meaning , to a knowing scorn that sum-

,, 



marized all realistic fiction into a formula: 

. .. Given an active affinity (male) and a passive affinity 
(female). The active affinity has a positive value, but 
in the presence of the pa s sive affinity it loses all estima
tion of this value, and believes the value of the passive 
affinity to be inestimabl e . The passive affinity has no 
value, and knows it , but ·is able to attract the active 
affinity by an ingenuous display of vacuity of value . 
When he is drawn within the limits of her attraction his 
condition is hopeless, and a fusion (marriage) is inevitable . 
Should another passive affinity of greater vacuity be pre
sent, the active af f inity is a lost quantity , for if1i~e 
vacui~y does not absorb his value , another one will . 
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This attitude of supercilious mockery was reinforced as an attack by 

the Puritanical guardianship of mor[,. lity .and redo ubled by the con-

t empt of the protectors of art . It beat a steady fire a~ainst the 

unyielding march of realism , for .which the auxiliary critics went to 

prepare a way . And this way , in the face of fire , they beat at last 

into smoothness. 

• I 

119 " ditor ' s Drawer", Harper ' s , 74, p. 831 (May , 1887) 
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Chapter III 

'IHE CRITICAL DEFENSE OF REALISM IN AMERICA 

As paradoxical as the movement it sought to protect, the defense 

of realism began earlier than the attack . Before the enemies of real

ism were well aware of the movement , its allies were apprehending the 

attack upon it. They were able to gain this advantage in time perhaps 

because the opposition saw no reason to attack a development whic_h, 

unnoticed , portended no danger. Again, the defensive critics, antici

pative as are all scouts for the causes fostered by radicals, may have 

found Balzac and Flaubert and 'l'olstoi before their -opponents,--may 

have created in their imaginations enemies where none as yet actually 

existed . Perhaps it was only that the rousing strength of the new 

movement at first made its followers bold and its opponents appre

hensively reserved. '.'hatever the cause, the defense declared itself 

early in 1873 and grew unchallenged for at least a year. It is evi

dent that these early preparat ions , if they did nothing else, built 

rnoral strength for the defensive, For when the attackers rose .in the fury 

of their disgust, they found themselves beating against an unaccount-

able assurance. The defense never doubted itself. It had the zeal 

of a crusade, with the clear sight of shackles for art to be avoided,md 
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an artistic fait n to be vindicated . The defensive critics remained 

to the end more conscious of the battle, laying bare weaknesses of 

t he ari ument of the enerny and developing a subtlety of expression 

that was new to criticQl warfare . It was beca use they were the first 

to hold the field that they later claimed po~s ession of it . It was 

because this early foundation was so well laid that in later years 

these critics acquired such def ensive skill that t hey were able nbt 

only to confuse certain arEuments of their opponents but to antici

pate others . It was for this reason , too , that they could shape 

those arguments to for ~, and presenting them first, overthrow op

posing leaders whose arguments were as yet not well formulated . 

Early in its development , therefore , the defense was characterized 

by a procedure more logical than the attack ever adopted . Its aim 

was premeditated and direct . The d et' ense , accordingly , seldom 

needed to repeat its victories . 

From the beginning the defense was the stronger . ),1uch of its 

strength lay in firm organization of its principles , as opposed to 

mere unorganized protest . Rut the defensive critics did not under

estimate the strength of their opp~nents . They matched their own 

strength against it carefully , knowing that in waste lay their 

failure . For indeed they were outnumbered from the first , and 

their strength was necessarily that of intensity. Before the ~on

troversy had ended , however , the defense of realism had outreached 

itself , assuming the importance of a movement within a movement , 

absorbing the color and heat and calm of the outer design . Indeed , 
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the vindication of realism became itself realistic, from immediate 

association, and moved much nearer realism than the denunciation -ever 

moved away from it . To the ag3ressive critics, the defens e was 

little more than a target for thP-ir rhetoric . But the def ensive 

cr itics recognized the attack as part of the movement of realism, 

and an inevitable force in the modification of that movement. If 

they attempted in one direction to lift realism above the accusations 

of indece_ncy and immorality, of lack of art and of faithlessness to 

truth, they tried also to keep it from becoming the pulp of confused 

purposes that the combined injunctions of the aggressive critics 

might have made of it. Moving in both directions, they nevertheless 

stopped short of contradiction of the purposes they uph_eld. Therein 

they differ fro m the aggressive eritics, who, in their.haste to con

found the defense, sometimes confused their own arguments. 

The defense and the attack were likewise different in their ap

proach to the controversy . While the attack spent itself on French 

realism, particularly on_ the off ens es of Zola, the defense labored 

long to establish Russian realism as a greater truth and a deeper life. 

Turgenev, who enjoyed the first great ~uropean reputation of all the 

Russian realists, attracted American criticism also. Even Henry 

James , who seldom recognized any critical attitude but his own, des

cended to the refutation of the critics who condemned Turgenev: 

••• the manner in which Turgenev worked will always seem the 
most fruitful. It has the immense recommendation that in 
relation to any human occurrence it begins , as it were, fur
ther back . It lies in its power to tell us the most about 



men and women. Of course it will but slenderly satisfy those 
numerous readers among whom the answer to this would be, "Hang 
it, we d~n•t care a straw about men and women: we want a good 
story!"1 O 
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To all American critics of the defense, Russian realistic fiction was 

the most powerful in penetration of the inner consciousness. While 

their opponents were blusteringly washing their hands of the unclean

liness of realism as exemplified by Zola , these critics were quietly 

concerned .with "the might of ••• literary truth, v1hich is also spiri

tual truth, that has made the Russians so great in fiction, so potent 
121 

to move the heart or the conscience". While aggressive critics 

stalked the French realists for their audacious indecency, the defen

sive critics were learning a new definition of the courage of coward-
122 . 

ic e from Tolstoi'd ~...!:. and Peace~ French realism reeks with the 
123 

r epulsive, said Thomas Sargent Perry; the Russian writers fascinate 
124 

with the magic of truth, said Harriet Waters Preston , While the at-

tack approached the French frontier with loathing, the defense built 

fortifications of appreciation within the boundaries of the realism 

of Russia, 

Thus, hurling their main str,ength against the French, the ag

gressive critics marched in mass to the controversy, but the defen-

' sive critics trained leaders among thems elves . Far more than the 

12011 Ivan Turgenev" At. ~, 53, p. 52, (Jan., -1884) 
121 11 Editor's Study'', 'Tfarper's, 72, p. 810 (April, 1886) 
122"Editor's Study", Harper's, 74, p . 987 (May, 1887) 
12311 Zol ' L t N l" 124 as as ove ,_!L ifo ., 45, pp. 693-695 (May, 1880) 

''The Spell of the Russian Writers", .,At • ..MQ., 60, p. 201 
(Aug., 1887) 
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attack , the defense .of realism conqerned itself with personalities . 

In terms of influence, perhaps the greatest of these was William 

Dean Howells, who knew how to turn all critical attitudes to the ad

vantage of his ovm. He took up the romantic desire of "a yarn for 

the yarn 's sake", turned it around in his hands, and made those who 

had held it ashamed that they had been subservient to so childish a 

desire . He accomplished this by the shrewd play of the current 

yearning after "progress" against the occasional backward glances 

at melodramatic fiction . He made the "progress" of realism triumph, 

too , and romance seem a decadent movement: 

••• The reversions or counter-currents in the general tendency 
of a time are very curious, and are worth tolerant study . 
They are always to be found; perhaps they form the exception 
that establishes the rule; at least they distinguish it . 
'T'hey give us performances having an archaic charm by which, 
by~and-by, things captivate for reasons unconnected with 
their inherent beauty . They become quaint, and this is rea
son enough for liking them, for returning to them , and in · 
art for trying to do them again . But I confess that I like 
better to go forward than to go backward , and it is saying 
very little to say that I value more such a novel as Mr. 
James ' s Tragic ~use than all the romantic attempts since 
Hawthorne . I call Mr . James a novelist because there is yet 
no name for the literary kind he has invented , and so none 
for the inventor . The fatuity of the story merely as a 
story is so ,i1 ething that must early impress the story- tell er 
who does not 1 ive in the ston.e age of fiction and criticism. 
To spin a yarn for the yarn ' s sake , that is an ideal worthy 
of a nineteenth-century Englishman, doting in forgetfulness 
of the English masters and grovelling in i gnorance of the 
Continental masters; but whomly impossible to an American of 
Mr . Henry James ' s modernity. To him i-t must seem like the 
lies swapped between men after the ladies have left the table 
and they are sinking deeper and deeper into their cups· and · 
growing dimmer and dimmer behind their cigars. To such a 
mind as his the story could never have value except as a 
means; it could not exist for him as an end; it could be used 
only illustratively; it could be the frame , not possibly the 
picture . But in the mean time the kind of thing he wished to 
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to do, and began to do, and has always done, amid a stupid 
clamor, which still lasts, that it was not a story, had to be 
called a novel; and the wretched victim of the novel habit ••• 
who wished neither to perceive nor to reflect, but only to be 
a cted upon by plot and inc.ident, was lost in an endless troubl e 
a bout it. Here was a thine; called a novel, written with ex
traordinary charm; interesting by the vigor and vivacity 'I_Vith 
which phases and situations and persons were handled in it; 
inviting him to the intimacy o_f characters divined with creative 
insight; making him witness motives and emotions and experiences 
of the finest import; and then suddenly requiring him to be man 
enough to cope with the que~tion itself; not solving it f or him 
by marriage or a murder, and not spoon-victualling him with a 
moral minced small and then thinned with milk and water, and 
familiarly flavored with sentimentality or religiosity. I can 
imagine the sort of shame with which such a writ er as Mr. James, 
so original and so clear-sighted, may sometimes have been 
tempted by the outcry of the nurslings of fabl e , to give them 
of the diet on which they had been pampered to imbecility; or 
to call toget125 his characters for-a sort of round-up in the 
last chapter. 

In like manner Mr. Howells turned the self-conscious .American op

timism into a condition propitious to the reception of r ealism. He 

agreed with his opponents that America was new, and optimistic; . and 

lacking in tradition, but he saw this fact as a preface to the accep

tance of realism. Let England, he enjoined, be bound in the dungeon 

of tradition; let America breathe the vigo rous air . -

••• the American who chooses to enjoy his birthright to the 
full, lives in a world wholly different from the Englishman's, 
and speaks (too often through his nose) another language: he 
breathes a rarefied and nimble air full of shining possibilities 
and radiant promises whic h the fog-and-soot-clogged lungs of 
those less favored islanders struggle-in vain to fill themselves 
with . But he ought to be modest in his advantage, and patient 
with the coughing and sputtering of his cousin who complains of 
finding himself in an exhausted receiver on plunging into one 
of our novels. To be quite just to the poor fellow , I have had 

125criticism ~nd Fiction , pp . 118-120 



some such experience as that myself in the atmosphere of some 
of our more attenuated romances. 

Yet every nov: and than I read a book with perfect comfort 
and much exhilaration, whose scenes the average Englishman 
would gasp in. Nothing happens; that is, nobody murders or de
bauches anybody else; there is .no arson or pillage of any sort; 
there is not a ghost, or a ravening beast, or a hair-breadth 
escape, or a shipwreck, or a monster of self-sacrifice, or a 
lady five thousand years old, in the whole course of the story; 
"no promenade , no band of music, nossing!" as Mr. Du ~aurier's 
Frenchman said of the meet for a fox-hunt. Yet it is all alive 
with the keenest interest for those who enjoy the study of in
dividual traits and general cf~gitions as they make themselves 
known to American experience. 
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In this way he led his followers where he would , and guided the course 

of realism in America away from servile imitation. He led it always 

toward the "simple, natural, and honest".· His enemies flayed his doc

trine; his followers obeyed it; and his influence on the reception of 

realism in America encircled all opinions. 

Henry James had an influence as potent, though less wide . As a 
I 

critic of realism he was occupied more with its meaning and less 

with the interpretation of that meaning. Mo re than any of the other 

critics he turned the critical light inward to the spiritual forces 

Jn:o-ttvat1.~ t~ early realists, comparing their purposes with their 

deviations therefrom. The paradox of the possibilities and limita

tions of Balzac arrested him: 

••• No painter ever saw his general matter nearly as much as 
a whole . Why is it then that·we hover about him,if we are 
real Balzacians , not with cheerful chatt'er, but with a co·n
sideration deeper in i:J;s reach than any mere moralizing! 

126Ibid., pp. 126-127 



The reason is largely that if you wish with absolute i1mnacu..lat e 
virtue to look at your matter as a whole and yet remain a 
theme for cheerful chatter, you must be careful to take some 
quantity that will not hug you to death. Balzac's active in
tention was •• • e. beast with a hundred claws, and the spectacle 
is in the hugging process of which, as energy against energy, 
the beast was capable. Its victim died of the process at 
fifty, and if what. we see in the long gallery in which it is 
mirrored is not the def eat , but. the admirable resistance, we 
none the less never lose the sense that the fighter is shut 
up with his fate . He has locked himself in--it is doubtless 
his own ·fault--and thrown the key away . Jost cof all perhaps 
the impression comes •. from the so formidable concrete nature 
of his plastic stuff. Vben we work in the open, as it were, 
our material is not classed and catalogued, so that we have 
at hand a hundred ways of ding loose, superficial, disin
genuous, and yet passing, to our no small profit, for re
markable. Balzac had no "open"; he held that the great.._ 
central normal and fruitful country of his birth and race, 
overarched with its infinite social complexity, yielded a 
sufficiency of earth and sea and sky . '.'l e seem to see as 
his catastrope that the sky, all the same, came down on him.127 
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Henry James's was a more direct response to the attack than that of 

William Dean Howells, since his analysis penetrated realism in France, 

where the enemy besieged it. In the end, however, his influence on 

the changing evaluation 9f realism in America was markedly less than 

that of Howells, perhaps because he couched his criticism in obscurity, 

perhaps because he made no effort to integrate European realism with 

American fiction. 

Henry James was the international personality amon8 the Amer

ican critics -of the defense. Hamlin Garland was the inflexible 

nationalist. He pushed realism toward the American frontier and led 

it as far into American life as his "trails" penetrated . He sought 

l27Notes on Novelists with Some Other Notes , pp. 126-127 -.- --
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to devise 11 a literature , not of books , but of life". Life to him 

meant American life , and that in turn meant the enersized life of the 

interior: 

.. . henceforth, when men of the Old World speak of America, 
they will not think of Boston and New York and Philadelphia ; 
they will mean Chicago and the Mississippi Valley . .. The school 
of book- poets . .. is losing power . The rise of Chicago as a 
literary and art center is a question only of time and of a 
very short time . . . Henceforth St . Louis, and Minneapoli_~s and 
a dozen more interior cities are to be r•ckoned with . 

He tried to educate the popular imagination above imitations of Eng

lish life slipped insecurely into conventionalized American settings • 

. . . About 1885 , at the time when I be6an to write of the 
Middle West •• . so f ar as the pages of the liter~ry m~ga
zines of that year wer e concerned, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
and Iowa did not exist . Not a 9icture, not a sine;le s tory 
or poem , not even a r efer ence to these states could I dis
cover in ten thousand pa3es of print .. . Englarui was depicted-, 
ind '!".lal e~itine and Egyi,t, but not one word of the prairies 
of Illinois or the hills and lake;; of Wisconsin c.ould I 
find . 

1''hy was this! The cause is simple : The Eastern 
readers of thes e magazines were not interested in descrip
tions of the monotonous mid- West . They were eager for the 
pla ins of Araby and the Vale of Cashmere , but the prairies 
of Iowa held no allurement . Cairo caused a deep stir in 
the r eader ' s imagination, but, Chicago was a bore . 129 · 

He called himself a "veri tist ", . and hammered the facts of his cTi t 

ic ism into his fiction . 

Stephen Crane ham11ered nothing into his fi ction and let · his 

theories of critieism disturb him very little . Th,y were a guide 

i~~Crumbling Idols , p . 180 
Roadside Heetin~, pp . 119- 120 

,, 
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for himself and never a gi f t to a public to whom he spoke not much of 

any theory . Nevertheles s , this public had power to inflame him , with 

it s pl acid acceptance of the novels of domest ic s entiment. ..In 1894 

he was enraged by Hrs . Frances Hodgson Burnett ' s LitJ~ _Lorq, Fauntle

!.2.;L, and encountering two small boys who had been tricked out by t heir 

mothers in imitation o~ Reginald Birch ' ~ too faithful illustrat ions, 

in long curls and lace collars, he coolly gave the suffer ers money to 

have t heir hair cut ... Crane caref ully told his alarmed hostess what he 
130 

thought of Lord Fauntleroy. " He was the only Am erican critic of the 

controversy whos e criticism flowed in ac~ion rather than words . In

d eed , it was all but lost amon~ the floods of verbiage . Nevertheless, 

it wa s viril e and stirring . It attack ed romanticism wherever Cr-ane 

f ound it . "143 Twenty '.Ib ird Street ••• h eard his grunt of disgust over 

the lame conclus ion of ~I.a rk Twain ' s masterpiece . Didn ' t the genius 

know any bett er: A baby could have improved the end of Huckleberry 
131 

~ ! '.Ibe boys stopped being boys and were dolls ." He voiced his 

critical opinions incidentally , as if he cared not at all where 

. they fell or what happened to them. Of his 1Jlaggie , .!!_ Girl tl ill 

streets, he remarked casually to one of his cor respondents : 

I had no . other purpose in writing Maggie than to sho~v people 
to peopl~ as they seem to me . If that. be evil , make t he most 
of it . 132 

130 Thomas Be er , _st ephen Crane, pp. 111- 112 
131 Ibid . , p . 113 
132 Ibid., p. 141 



But wherever these opinions, barbed with realism, fell, they stung , 

and Crane ' s critical influence on the controversy was a matter of 

these stings . 
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Frl Howe felt the need, as Crane never did, of justif ying his 

realism to its opponents . He had a naive way of thinking that if he 

could only convince them of its reality , they must accept it . Not 

seeing that it was reality which they rejected as dull , immoral, art

less, and unpatriotic , he repeated his efforts to make them like it 

simply by naming it real • . In the preface to his Story Q.f. .!! Country 

TowE._, he attempted thus to show that his -characters were steadily 

repeated in reality : 

•.• I meet Jo Errings every day and frequently lead them up to 
denounce their particular Clinton Blagg; I have known several 
John ~estlocks , and I am afraid that Ma.teal Shepherds a.re more 
numerous than is desirable. I have known troops of Mrs . John 
'::fest locks, for in the country where I was brought up all the 
women were pale , timid, and overworked; I hope that Agnes 
Deming can be duplicated in every community , and I believe 
that Big Adams are everywhere; but I must confess that I never 
knew but one Little Bigs , though his wife may be seen hurrying 
out of the way , should you decide to look for her, in ever y 
third or fourth house. 

For the most part , Howe quietly regarded realism as being , like na

ture , above human opinion of any sort • . 

Frank Norris defended it in essence though he denied it in 

name . He quarreled with it pointedly as long as it called ·its.elf 

real.ism, but , perversely naming it romanticism as he had named 

Zola a romanticist , he carried its banner among the protesting: 

"'Vhat!" I hear you say, " look for Romance- -the lady of the 



silken robes and golden crown ••• among the vicious ruffians, 
male and femaie, of Allen street and Mulberry Bend?" I tell 
you she is there, and to your shame be it said you will not 
know her in those surroundings. You, the aristocrats, who 
demand the fine linen and the purple in your fiction; you, 
the sensitive, the delicate, who will associate with your 
Romance only so long as she wears a silken gown. You will 
not follow her to the slums, for you believe that Romance 
should only a.muse and entertain you, singing you sweet sone;s 
and touching the harp of silver strings with rosy-tipped fin
gers . If haply she should call to you from the squalor of a 
dive or the awful degradation of a disorderly house, crying: 
"Look, listen! 'Ihis , too, is life. These, too, are my 
children'' ••• Should she call thus you would avert your eyes 
and you would answer, "C ome from there, Romance . Your place 
is not there!" And you w0·1ld make of her a harlequin, a 
tumbler , a sword-dancer ••. 133 
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To the end of it Frank Norris followed the controversy, writing his 

novels and preaching his criticism. And for all his denial of his 

affinity with the realistic movement , he remained the most resolute 

American naturalist of the school of Zola • .Apparently in oppo~ition 

to the criticism of Howells , whom he called "respectable as a church 
134 

and proper as a deacon", tti's ·criticism fitted ironically and neatly 

into its sermonizing place in the defense . 

It was this orderly juxtaposition of arguments that determined 

much of the strength of the defense of realism. It had developed 

far from the " unorganized hovil" that a rlovelist of 1828 had uttered 

in revolt against the tendency toward imitation in American fiction. 

Vehemently he had cried, 

1~3!h~ Responsibilities .Q.f.~he Novelist and other Literary 
Essays , p . 218 

134.ibis!.., p. 215 

., 



"I do not , and I hope to God ••• that I never shall write what 
is now worshiped under the na me of classical English . It is 
no natural language; it never was , it never will be , spoken 
alive or 1g~d on this earth , and therefore ought never to be 
written. 11 
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Mo re coherent were the later pleas for naturalness , more subtle of 

organization , more cognizant of the strength of humor in any cause . 

Indeed , this str ength of humor upheld the defensive critics 

where an 9utraged di gnity would have let them fall . Instead of 

declaring themselves guiltless and building a wall of justification 

around their criticisms , they turned in a counter- attack on those 

who besie~ed them. In a discussion ostensibly of Russian criticism, 

they accused their American opponents of immaturity and.willful 

blindness : 

The Russian criticism of 1836 was in fact as immature as much 
American criticism of 1886. It did not wish to see men and 
things in fiction as they really are : it wished. io see them 
as the romanc ers had always believed they were . 13 

Throughout the controversy the defense of realism followed the at

tack, walking in its footsteps , thoroughly familiar with it . Wil

liam Dean Howells tracked the old - school critics to quarters they 

did not lik e to · ovm . He chided them that their truth was the out

worn truth of another day : 

135 
, qu.oted by '} .. r• !.:at'hro,1;> r·· ·. ••~.a rly American Novelists", 

-l: ~~ •3? 1, , ~ 413 \ ·. ~rii 18/6 1 

Editor ' s Study" , Harper ' s , 72 , p. 810 (April , 1886 ) 
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•.• they are apt to be young peopl e, and young peopl e are nec es
sarily con servative in tneir tastes and theor i es . They have the 
tast es and theories of their instructors, who perhaps caught the 
truth of their day, but whose routine life has been alien to any 
other truth •••• Till these younger critics have learned to think 
as well as to write for themselves they wi ll persist in heaving 
a sigh , more and more perfunctory, fo r t he truth as it was in Sir 
'.I'al ter , and as it was in Dickens and in Hawthorne. Presently 
a ll will have been changed; they will have seen the new truth 
in larger and larger degree; and when it1g9all have become the 
old truth, they will perhaps see it all . 

Worse than this prejudice, he said in another attack on his oppo

nents, is the i gnorance that condemns writers for knowing more t han 

critics about their work--i gnorance that will not educate itself 

above its prejudices • 

• . • Our crHicism is disabled by the unwillingness of the critic 
to learn from an author , and his readiness to mistrust him. A 
writer passes his whole life in fitting himself for a certain 
kind of performance; the critic does not ask why , or whether 
t he performance is good or bad , but · if he does not like the kind , 
he instructs the writer to go off and do some other sort of 
t hing--usually the sort th t'nas b1;9n done already ~ and done suf
ficiently . If he could once understand that a man who has 
written the book he dislikes, probably .knows infinitely more 
about its kind and his own fitness for doing it than any one 
else , the critic might learn something , and might help the reader 
to learn ; but by putting himself in a false position , a position 
of superiority , he is o-f no use . He ought , in the first place , 
to cast prayerfully about for humility , and especially to be
seech the powers to preserve him from the sterility of arrogance 
and t he deadness of contempt , for out of thes e nothing can pro
ceed . He is not to suppose that . an author has committed a.ri of
fence against him by writing the kind of book he does not like; 
he will be far more prof it ably employed on behalf of the reader 
in finding out whether they had better not both like it . Let 
him conceive of an author as not in any wise on trial" be'f ore 
h~m , but as a reflection of this ~r that aspect of ~ife , and he 
will not be tempted to browbeat him or bully him. 13 

137Howells , .2.E.· cit . , pp . 27- 28 
138 Jb"d 2 -__L., PP • 7- 28 

,, 
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1t was as if with these judgments William Dean Howells meant to startle 

the critics into a recognition of the new truth. At last, calling 

them parasites, he swept his whole tribe from the sense of their own 

importance: 

.•. I would have my fellow-critics consider what they are really 
in the world for. It is not, apparently, for· a great deal, be
cause their only excuse for being is that somebody el se has been . 
The critic exists because the author first existed . If books 
failed to appear, the critic must disappear, like the poor aphis 
or the lowly caterpillar in the absence of vegetation. These 
insects may both suppose that they have something to do with •.. 
creation •.• but a very little reasoning ought to convinc e alike 
aphis, cat erpillar, and critic that they are mistaken. 'I'he 
critic--to drop the others--must perceive, if he will question 
himself more carefully , that his office is mainly to ascertain 
facts and traits of literature, not to invent or denounce them; 
to discover D~inciples , not to establish them; to report, not 
to c~eate. 13 J • · 

Others of the defense jotned the counter-attack of Howells. One of 

them taunted the enemy for their lack of vision: 

••• How oft en as we rer.d the sharp censure of realism in literary 
art , a cen~ure which is based upon the fact that the artist holds 
the mirror up to the nature which we see, but which was not seen 
by other times; how often, as the cd:iisdainful commentator an
nounces that he cannot see in a retired colonel, in a young 
mnn~fncturer, in a working- gi rl, in a brisk village, in a station
house , in a hotel, the places and passions and characters that 
ennoble human life and dignify human nature-- do we ~ot recall 
the familiar. story of Turner saying to the lady who surveyed his 

· picture and declared she could see nothing like it in nature;
"Probably, madam , but don't yo.u wish you could? 11140 

These laconic thrusts of the defensive critics, however, were at best 

139· 
_Ibid_., PP · 37-38 

140 11Editor's Easy Chair", HarDer's, 78, p. 982 (May, 1889) 
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only devices borrowed from the attack and turned upon it . A form of 

their own invention consisted of a rather epic introspection, review

ing the controversy over realism as a panorama of conflicting ideas . 

One of thes e pictured the enco~nter between Howells and James on one 

sid e and the enemies of realism on the other: 

.•. J r . Howells must be disposed to swenr that he will never 
do 1.noth er eood-natured thine;. Some months ago he wrote a 
paper ·upon Mr . Henry Jame s, giving in a most friendly and 
pleasant manner his estirnate of that gentleman ' s t alent and 
work , and naturally expressin6 some vi ews upon fictitious 
writing in general, with casual comments upon some famous 
story-tellers. Th e paper was written in the most quiet 
tone, but it has raised an uproar. Indeed, noth ing that Mr . 
Howells has ever written has caused such co:mnotion. He has 
be en accused of depreciating plots in stories because he has 
no invention, and of decryine; u; re1:1.t na .-nes that he may exalt 
little men . He is charged with uttering a count erfeit theorj 
of novel-writing to enrich his own reputation and that of Mr . 
Jamss. In fact , these two excellent and inoffensive writers 
are represented as a pair of acco,.iplished liter1:1.ry "cracksm~n" 
who are bent upon breaking into the inner treasury of Fame, 
and carrying of f her choicest prizes for themselves. 141 

Another noted ,nore specifically the conflicting theories of the novel: 

•• . The critic who likes to classify everything as to its 
genre and its era must be puzzled to determine what the 
mode rn school of fiction is •. : rJ e try to separate novels in
to classes--the romantic, the naturalistic, the realistic, 
the sentimental, the historic, the aomestic--and we say that 
at a part icular time or in one age the tendency is to this 
or that class . Some critics believe that the novel is con
stantly developing, and that it has an · ideal standard, toward 
whi ch it is moving. All agree that its object is to depict 
life, and many think that this object is being realized in 
our da.y14~nd that most previous ficti on is false in its at
tlitude . . 

141 "Editor's Easy Chair", Harper ' s, 66, p . 791 (April, 1883) 
142"Edi tor's Study", Harper 's, 95, p. 961 (Nov., 1897) 
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To supplement these partial hietories of the conflict over realism 

actual histories of realism were written by the defensive critics 

and colored always by their opinions of realism, its beginnin ,3 s and 

its pro~ress . 
143 

q. P. Lathrop wrote one such work as early as 1874 . 

The !:asy Chair of Harper ' s .summarized in 1881 the change whereby the 

novel ~a1ttt- to have "a distinctive significance , quite different from 

the rorno.nce and the stirring sto;y . 11144 This form of the defense was 

the l 0 nst t11orough of all the forms, presentinES , as it did, historical 

fact in the light of opinion , 

Opinion ·was more subtly interfused , however, into another form 

which the defense took . This embodied the articles of general theory . 

Here the realistic critic s laid the e;roundwork of their defense . " Amer

ican art , to be endurine; and worthy ," said Hamlin Garland in the pre

face to his Crum_pling IdolJ!L "must be original and creative , not imi

tative •.• I do not advocate an exchange of masters, but a freedom from 

masters . I defend the right of the modern to create in the image of 

life and not in the image of any master , living or dead." Howells , 

too, set forth his theory of the reali stic purpose in terms as de

finitive: 

•.• The time is coming, I hope , when e13:ch n_ew author , each 
new artist , will be considered, not in his proport ion to 
a ny other writer or artist , but in his relation to the hu
man nature , known to us all , whic_h it_ is his privilege, his 
high duty , to interpret . 145 

14311The ~Jo vel and its Future", At.. l!o.., 34 , p . 313 ff . (Sept ., 1874) 
144QQ:. cit., 63, p . G:~6 (Oct ., 1881) 
l1t. - . --5~ cit_., p . 8-
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The leaders among the defensive critics answered the call of the 

••high duty" in novels of their own, substantiating their theories to a 

broader publi c . .,/illiam Dean Howells crystallized 11is "reticent real

ism" in A !'.fodern Instc:i.nce (1881), The Ri~..Q.f Silas Lapham (1685) , In

~ Summer (1886), and! Hazard 91. New Fortunes (1890) , Henry James 

wove his conception of the truth into the intricacies of such "int er

national" novels as Th~ American., (1877) , The Europeans (1878) , and 

Daisy .1iller(l878) . Hamlin Garland was less successful in the inter

pretation of his theories , and in spite of such novels as Jason Jj:jiwards 

(1 898) and -~-°~ .2.f. Dutcher ' s Coolly (1899) his theory rounds his auto

biographical works much more co mpletely . Stephen Crane , on t he other 

hand, was always concerned more ,. ith the theory concret_ely transcribed 

than with its abstract repo r t . His Red Badge _Qi Courage ( 1895) spoke 

more surely of the reali stic t heo ry than ~wice as many of his w6rds th~ 

directly described it co uld have done . Ed Howe, too, built nis Story 

Qi§:. Country Town(l883) around his brief arguments for realism , and 

Frank Norris began a naturalistic epic of the West so broad in its form, 

so minute in its detail, that he died with the work unfinished. 

Embodying thus in themselves the creative forces that molded real

ism, they gave another form of ~he defense a challenging aspect ~ Not 

willing to profit by the weak atte.mpt of tl'1e attack to rout these forces, 
. . 

they fell u,on the opposite tendencies, that operated against realism. 

Stephen Crane , for exam2le , quarreled patiently with the visual con

ventions that made grass alwa,ys green and skies always blue, whatever 

the nature of the light upo n t hem . " ' Will,' he would ask his brother, 
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'i sn't that cloud green? ••• But they wouldn't believe it if I put it in 

a book . 1111 46 illiam Dean Howells was conc erned more abstractly with 

the detrimental influence of archaic attitudes on r ealism. Of the 

English he said : 

• . . it r eally seems as if it were their criticism that was to 
blame .. . not, indeed, for the perfo rmance of this writer or that , 
for criticism can never affect the actuRl doing of a thine; but 
for the esteem in which this writer or that is held through 
the pe'rpetuation of false ideals. 147 

In another direction he took his cue from the sclentists who, all 

around him , were underuiining various superstitions which impeded their 

progress . He attacked the superstition of genius , which , he believed , 

bred awe where there should have been candid examination of truth . 

• . . the whole beiief ih "genius" seems _ to me rather a mis
chievous superstition , and if not mischievous always , still 
always a superstition. From the account of those who talk 
about it , "genius'' appears to be the attribute of a very potent 
and admirable prodigy which God has created out of the com-
mon for the astonishment and confusion of the re£t of us poor 
humnr1 beings . But do they really _believe it! n·o they mean 
anything more or less than the Mastery Which comes to any 
man according to his powers and dili~ence in any direction! 
If not, 'why not have an end of the superstition which t1as 
caused our race to go on so long writing and reading of the 
difference oetween talent and genius? It is within the mem-
ory of middle-aged men that i;he Maelst rom existed in the be- 
lief of the geographers , but we now get on perfectly well 
without it; and why should we still suffer under the notion 
of "genius" which keeps so many ·poor little authorlin~s · trem
bling in question whether they have it, or have only "taleftt 11 ! 148 

146Th B ·t 
147 oma~ eer, .2.12.· .21:.,_., 

..9.£:.. cit. ,· p . 75 
148Ibid ., pp . 87-88 

p . 138 
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Like most negations , this form of the defense had nothing rnore than 

possible power to destroy certain st r ongholds of the enemy which con

vention had well fortified . 

The forms of the defens e were never more .than hollow store

houses except as the methods of the defense enlivened them. The 

simpl est of these method s was that of definition , whereby the crit

ics established their stand i n the controversy. 1:vn en William Dean 

Howells defined realism ns "not hing more and nothing less t han the 

truthful treatment of material»l49, he was trying to clear the de

fense of obscurity of purposes. He made a definition also of the pur

poses of his reticent realism • 

• . ; Generally, people now call a sp~de an agricultural imple
ment; they have not grown decent without having also grown a 
little squeamish, but they have grown comparatively decent;· 
there is no doubt about t hat. They requir e of a novelist 
whom they respect unquestionable proof of his seriousness, if 
he proposes to deal with certain 1Jhases of Ufe; they re
quire a sort of scientific decpru:n. He c,:tn no longer expect 
to be received on the grQund .of entertainment only; he as
sumes a higher function , somethine; li~e that of a physician 
or a priest, and they expect him to be bound by laws as 
sacred as t hose of such professions; they hold him solemnly 
pledged not to betray them o~ abuse their confidence • .. I 
justify them in this view not only because I hate w.hat i's 
cheap and meretricious, and hold in peculiar loathing the 
cant of the critics who require " passion" as so.nething in 
it self ad miiable anddesirable in a novel , but bec ~use I 
prize fidelity in .the historian of fee-line; . and charact er . 
'fost of these critics who demand "nassion" would seem to 

. " lt>O have no conception of any passion but one. 

A method of ·definition more peculiarly defensive Wds that which drew 

146rbid. ,p . 73 
15 Ibid ., :?P · 154-156 
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realism away from other impulses in fiction with which it had become 

confused in the public min1i. '"orking in this way, '; . P. Lathrop 

sought to mark the difference between realism and literalism : 

•. • It is important clearly to grasp the difference between 
realism and that which is mer~ly literalism ••• Reali_sm sets 
itself at work to consider characttrs. artd events which are 
apparently the most ordin~ry and uninteresting, in order to 
extract from these their i full value and true meaning. It 
would .apprehend in all particulars the connection between 
the familar and the extraordinary , and the seen and the un
seen of human nature . Beneath the deceptive cloak of out
wardly uneventful days , it detects and end eavors to trace 
the outlines ()f the spirits that are hiddendhere; to mea
sure the changes in th err growth , to -watch the _symptoms of 
:noral decay or regeneration, to fathom their histories of 
passipnute or intellectual problems . In short , realism re
veals . 1'/here we thought nothing worthy of notice , :i,t shows 
everything to be rife with significance ••• Excessive. regard 
for the appearance of realnes~ in or for itself , seen in the 
labored and frequently tiresome imitations of imperfect . 
articulation ••• is only occasionally essential to art i stic 
representation . ':Jhen carri ed to•J far; it makes a wr iter a 
copyist , an imitator,--merely a reporter of life . 151 

1hen Howells employed the method to discriminate between realism and 

idealism: 

.•• The young writer who attem~ts to report the phase and 
carriage of ev "" ry- day life, who tries to tell just how he has 
heard men talk and seen them look , is made to feel guilty 
of something.low and unworthy by the stupic people who would 
like to have him show how Shakespeare ' s men talked and 
looked, or Scott ' s, or Thackeray's, or ·Balzac ' s , or Hawthorne's, 
or Dickens ' s; he is instructed .to idealize his personag~s , . 
that is, to take the life- likeness out of them , and put the 
book- likeness into them . He is approached in the spirit of 
the wretched pedantry into which learning , much or little, 

1511 . P. Lathrop , "The Novel and Its Future" , At . Mo. , 34 ,p . 321 
(Sept . , 1874) . 



alway s decays when it withdraws itself and stands apart from 
experience in an attitude of ima,_; ined superiority , and which 
would say with the same confidence to the scientists: "I see 
that you are looking at a grassho pper there which you have 
found in the grass , and I suppose you intend to describe it. 
Now don ' t waste your ti~e and sin against culture in that 
way . I 've got a gras shop_Jer here , which has been evelved 
at considerable pains and expense out of the grasshopper in 
3eneral; i n fact , it's a type. It 's made up of wire and 
card-board, very pr ettily painted in a conventional tint, 
and it's perfectly indestructible . It isn ' t very much like 
a real grasshopper , but it ' s a great deal nic er , and it's 
s erved to r epr esent the noti on of a grass no ip er ever since 
man emerged from barbarism. You may say that · it ' s artificial; 
but t hen it ' s ideal, too; and what you want to do is to cul
tivate the ideal . You'll find the books full of my kind 
of grasshopper , and scare ely a trace of yours in any of t hem. 
The t oing that you are pro1JOsin~ to d"sO is commonplace; but if 
you say that it isn ' t commonplace, for the very r eason thRt 
it hasn ' t been done before, you 'l l have to ad,nit that it ' s 
photographic." ..• I hope the time is coming when not -only the 
artist , but the common, aver~ge man , who always "has the · 
standard of the arts in his power ", will have also the courage 
to apply it , and will reject the ideal Grasshopper wherever 
he finds it , in science, in literature, in art , because it . 
is not "simple, natu~!l, and honest" , · because it is not like 
a real gr asshopper. 1 
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In the calm before an encounter t 11is method might occupy the de

fen se , but it was inadequate before the onslaught of the attackers who 

came hurling accusations in a· noble frenzy . Here , too, the defense met 

them calmly, taking up the weapon of contradiction and testing its. use . 

At first they handled it diffidently, as if the accusations were al

most too insignificant for th eir r~ga rd. In gentle mockery , they 

called to the aggressive critics _ to see how muddled was their reason

ing. Mildly _contemptuous that the attackers had called realism im

moral and inartistic, one of the defenders established that convention-

152 
Q.E_. cit ., pp . 10-12 
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al morality was meaningless to art, which was concerned wi th the in

ner truth, and that realism was inartistic only in t he bourgeois 

conce pt ion of that term: 

.. . The ~oral value of a book is measured by the amount of 
truth whi c~ it contains ; its artistic value depends on the 
distinctness of the lines and on the clearness of the im
J.J ress i on: for the artist the nude, for the bourgeois the 
draping; for the naturalist and m1:u1 of science the fact,-
the .f e.ct pure and simple; w)i.i.le disguises and circumlocu- · 
tions are the delight of those who reproach nature for 
being ugly and common, of tho se who, not daring to lo ok 
rea~itie10~n the fuce, admire app ear ances and enjoy il
lusions . · 

Even William Dean Howells took time to observe that the stern guard

ians of "a:Ft II must come to a clearer understanding of its meaning , . ' ' . 

where they would find that the commonplace was as worthy of art as 

"the bizarre, the heroic"; 

• •• The talent that is robust enough to front the every-day 
world and catch the charm of . its work-worn , care-worn , brave, 
kindly face, need not fear the encounter, though it seems• 
terrible to the sort nurtured in the superstition of the ro
mantic , the bizarre, the heroic, the distin~uished, as the 
things alone worthy of ·painting or carving or writing . The 
arts must become democratict and then we shal l have the ex
pression of America in art; and the reproach which Mr . Ar
nold was half right in making us shall have no justice in it 
any lon~er_; we shall lie_,d istinguished .. 1 54 · 

This careless use of the weapon of contradiction was Rasily. _turned 

against the accusation that realism was unpatriotic . \;here a 

shielding patriotism stands against truth, the defense maintained, 

• 153 lie Reclus , "Edmond 
(Fe b. 41878) . 

15 ~ cit ., p. 139 

and Jules Goncourt 0 , At • .JQ..:., 41, p. 184 

•I 
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the cauee of patriotism, whi ch is out of character in fiction, must 

yield : 

• •• This little sketch (Daisy Miller) was received with an ad
mission of its undeniable skill, but with a good deal of pro
test against what was called its exaggeration or misrepre
sentation , and of indignat ion with what was described as the 
will ingness of the author to malign his own country-women, 
or, if driven from this point, his disposition to choose 
disagreeable instead of a greeable forms of American char
acter: . But the truth is that Daisy Miller is neither an ex
aggeration nor misrepresentation, and the sole legitimate 
ques tion is whether she is exceptional or chara cteristic •• • 
It seems to be a little quest ionabl e that the characters 
wh ich . r . James and Mr. Howells sketch are characteristi
cally American . They a,.70 figures which we all irrmediately 
recognize , not as exceptional, but as fairly representative 
of their class •• • 155 

Under this polite firing the attackers were made to fe~l inconse

quent . Ev en their disgust at the 0 indecency" of realism was but 

trivial to the defenders . Elie Reclus, writing in the Atlantic 

1!.onthly, thought their disgust was silly and unimportant : 

••• The Goncourts have been reproached for their frankness 
and for the minuteness with which they depict things which 
are coarse , unwholesome,. or painful , not hesitating to use 
the plain name for the plain ~bing . For our part , we ap
prove of the physiology which the Doctors Robin and Ouimus 
have taught them; we approve eiven of this crudity of detail, 
for , in books destined to become monuments of contemporary · 
history , accuracy is of far more importance than elegant 
prudery . 156 

1~h ile this manner of contrad iction might disturb the attack for 

a time, it lacked the authorit a;iv~ force of direct contradiction. The 

155"F.ditor' s Easy Chair", _Harp9r ' s , 63, p. 627 (Oct. , 1881) 
156.QR. cit ., p. 1H4 

•I 
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defense learned early not only to deny the charges against realism, 

but to establish in their own arguments the opposite of those charges. 

To confute the accusation that realism was offensive, one of them 

spoke of ••the charm, the sweetness, the tenderness~ of one of Thomas 

Hardy's realistic novels, callins it "a very pretty story".157 An

other asserted that "the Goncourts are at the same time delicate and 

realist io" •158 

For those who attacked realism on the ground that it told only . 

half the truth, the defense built somethin~ better than denial. Tol

stoi tells the truth as no man ever dared, wrote a novelist-soldier 

to the editor of Harper 's: 

••• "You do right to ·praise To lstoi. Something that you wrote 
a while ago sent me to his War and Peace ••• Let me tell you 
that nobody but he has written the whole truth about war and 
battle . I tried, and I told all I dared, and perhaps all I 
could. Put there was one thing I did not dare tell, lest the 
world infer that I was naturally a coward, and so could not 
know the feelings of a brave man. I actually did not dare 
state the extreme horror of battle, and the anguish with 
which the bravest soldiers struggle through i t. 159 

'..lowells 'J speaking of the "vert:i.cal breadth" of realism, added his 

word to this refutation of the accusation that realism told at best 

only a narrow truth : 

••• In one sense it is as broad as life, for each man ·is ·a 
mi crocosm, and the writer who is able to acquaint us inti-

157 "Recent Literature", At . Mo.,32, p. 501 (Oc t ., 1873) 
l58_lie Rec~us, Q.12.• cit., p. 185 
l59 ttditor 's Study 11 ,l1arper's, 74, p. 987 (May, 1887) 

,, 



mutely with half a dozen people, or the conditions of a 
neighborhood or a class,has ~one something which cannot in 
any bad sense be call~d narrow: his breadth is vertical in
stead of lateral, that is all ; and this depth is more de
sirable than hori~ontal expansion in a civilization like 
ours , where the differences are not of classes, but of types, 
and not of types either so much as of characters.160 
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These crit'ic-s gave even more attention to the vindication of 

the artistic character of realism. One of them exerted himself to 

trace the principles of art in realism as far as Balzac , who defined 

them in terms of his opinions arret efes: 

••• Balzac laid down the law, that the modern novelist must 
possess des opinions arr~&es: that , in our phrase, he must 
have "views". But nothing is more dangerous to the fiction 
writer than views which are '.based upon prejudice •. It is · 
immaterial whether he supports himself with social tradi
tion or common-sense, religious authority or unfettered 
theory : none of them will justify prejudice. These ''views'.' 
should be the result of perfectly impartial observation of 
character, resembling somewhat the immovable, inclosing 
heavens of the oli6fstronomy , which contained the sphere 
and atmosphere ••• 

The same critic explained artistic style in realistic writers as a 

translation of the meaning of the fact: 

••• From a stable and enduring quality of view, springs 
style , including not only phraseology, but the character 
of an author's observation, likewise. Thackeray, George 
Eliot , Hawthorne, Balzac, Tur.genev , possess distinct · 
points of view, from which to contemplate the revolving 
world . Pausing at some standpoint of ideal perception, 
they let the variety of life pass under their eyes, and 

16o:u2 .. . c.,it •. , ·,- 142 
16Jit - . uathrop, ..Q2.• cit., p. 318 

., 
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translat~ its meanings into the new language of thei r new 
genius . 1 2 

On more than its- language, said another voice, rests the claim of 

fiction to artistic integrity: 

••• fiction is now a finer art than it has ever been hither
to, and more nearly meets the requirements of the infallible 
standard . We have hopes of r eal usefulness in it , becfg~e 
it is at last building on the only sure foundation •• : 
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Although not all the defend ers were willing to recognize that nature 

was "the only sure foundation'', one of the bitterest enemies of this 

contention conceded to the great realistic novels an artistic per-

f ection of form: 

••• '\'hat ever else may be said of the class of novels of whi ch 
the public seems tired, it is certain that a great proportion 
of them have high literary quality , and . arg wrought with 
literary conscientiousness and knowledge . 1 4 

That a critic of the opposite camp should support the defense in one 

particular is significant of. the strength of the defense at this 

point . 

The protest against the accusation of dullness in realism, how

ever, was neither as widely nor as definitely ar gued - A man cannot 

be easily convinced ot either objective or personal interest 1nherent 

in that which is to him uninteresting. William Dean Howells ' s doc -

162 
163Ibid., p. 318 

"ditor ' s Study", Harper's, 76, p. 320 (Jan . , 1888) 
164" ditor ' s study", Harper ' s 1 89 , p. 797 (Oct., 1894) 
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trine of the interest in the commonplace was accepted or rejected, 

accordin~ to the preconceived tastes of the debaters , and rarely ar

gued . G. P. Lathrop found in Turgenev 's r ealism the attraction of 

the f anciful: 

... Of all eminently realistic novelists, Turgenev is, I imagine, 
the most vigorous, acute, and delicate. A little livelier play 
of fancy, he might, indeed, allow himself , without injury. 
~hat · he is capable of it, certain rare touches seem to indicate. 
Speaking of a dandy, in Dirnitri Roudine , he says: "He tried to 
give himself airs , as if he we r e not a human being, but his 
own .statue, erected by national subscription." For fre shness , 
airiness, and gen~~l sarcasm , this ~quals the best flights of 
Dickens 's fancy . 1 

More decisive was the refutation of the charge of immorality. A 

critic established that "Mad-™ Bovary; is one impassioned cry of the 

austerest morality. 11166 Another of the _rare super la ti ves of the de

fense pointed to r ealism as the most moral of influences in fiction: 

... it is almost imposs ible to dissociate a moral from the 
greatest and most universal works . .. it is not easy to de
scribe human life or to delineate human character without 
leaving a moral behind . . The more faithful the touch, the 
more incisive the moral .. ,167 

These criticisms came after many years of the attack had leveled the 

defensive sa.tire . .irrto a serious denial of the charge. But in 1878 the 

defensive critics had ila.ughed at the accusation that realism·was im

moral and demoralizing. One critic played with the sug6estion that 

fiction be excluded from libtaries: 

165 
.Q:Q.. cit., 

166"Editor's 
167"Ed"t ' 1 or s 

p. · 321 
Study", Harper's, 78, ~- 983 (May, 1889) 
Ee.sy Chair", Harper 's, 78, p. 981 (May, 1889 ) 



••• The 3enial lnost of i'hackeray must certainly have re
r.:1onstro..t ed with the r;entleman who recommended at the Lon
don conference of librarians that works of fiction should 
not be admitted to free public libraries ••. 168 
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This tone of raillery sounded in all the replies to the critics 

whJ had declared realicm unpatriotic . One defending critic hinted , 

in derisive vein , that in writing Dais.¥_ !{iller Henry James vms mo

tivated by an ideal higher than the enthusiastic nationalism with 

which his enemies attacked it: 

••. If the innumerable drawing- room juries which last summer 
held t!r . Henry James guilty of malie;ning the American youne 
woman abroad in Daisy Miller have now read his International 
Ep isode, they have probably acquitted him of any deep- seated 
malice against his young country- women . They have. suspected , 
perhaps, that an artist with. an eye so true and a touch so fine 
ha~ no other purpose in his wo rk than fidelity to nature, and 
that nature, not he, is responsible for the consequences ... If 
Daisy ~Ailler is at once reco gnized, it is because the· portrait 
is good , not because the painter is malicious . •• The r;o rk is 
so faithful that every one who has seen her knows her , and as 
h~r n~me is, in a limited sense , le3ion , the fidelity of the 
portrait troubles those who wish that their country-women were 
not so often judged by the unfortunate impression produced by 
the actual Daisy Miller . 16~ 

The editor of Scribner ' s was scornful of the prediction that realism 

could noL take root in ~nerica because its pessimism was directly 

opposed to the optimism of the American temperament: 

••• the complaint is frequ~ntly heard vthat the literature of 
today is tainted with pessimism through and through . More
over , a~peals begin to be addressed to it to purge itself, and 

16811Editor ' s Easy Chair", Harper's, 57, p. 302 (July , 1878) 
169 11~ditor ' s Easy Chair'', Harper ' s, 58, p. 782 (April, 1879) ,, 



strive to become cheerful, more_.llke the literature of 
other times ••• If it be anything more than leaving the read
er uncomfortable that the charge of pessimism, as common
ly laid against current literature , comprises , I am unable 
to discover on what it is grounded ••• It would be well for 
the people who are so sensitive to all exce sses of gravity 
to remember that no other part of literature has proved so 
perishable as the fun .170 
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Besides, suggested a contributor to the Allantic Monthly , the Amer

ican may ·perceive reality above differences in temper ament : 

••• (Turgenev's Liz~ is--life; nothing more , nothing less ; 
and though life altogether foreisn to our own , yet unmis
takably real •• 171 

It was in the end this unmistakable reality to which the de

fense fastened its faith . Tt was by reason of this quality , dis

cernible through the diver gene ies of lan_guage and temperament ,. 

that the defense felt no despair at the end of the century when 

the cries , . "Realism has failed ! Realism cannot fulfil Lits. pr~

mises ! 11 rose on the embattled air . Realism , they ret urned ~ranquJl.Ly, 

}:las already fulfilled its p~omiseo; with the differences among the 

novelists whom it encompasses, realism fulfill s itself in various 

ways : 

••• we are in a position to recognize the general community 
of aims in such masters as Hawthorne , George Eliot , Thackeray , 
and Turgenev . All these are leaders in the best dramatic 
novel writing , and their example opposes itself, by its very 
nature ,• to the practices of Hugo , Dickens , Reade ,and Bulwer . 

17011The Point of View'', Scribner ' s , XII , pp . 659- 660 (Nov . ,1892) 
17,111Recent Literature", At . Mo ., 31 ,,, p.- 239 (Feb . , 1873) 
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Among themselves, they of course di f fer in respect to quali- · 
ty and degree of realism , and as to their feeling for pure 
beauty . Ve have seen the positive char acter of Hawthorne ' s 
ideal tendency ; that of the rest is more negative ••• Hawthorne, 
though thoroughly objective in his rendering , sustains through
out a resonant undertone of poetic revery; George Eliot and 
~alzac mingle analytical discourse and philosophic suggestion 
with the action •• the latter, however , being by far the less 
diffuse , and having an easy grace in analysis which our great 
English- woman lacks . Thackeray , in his t urn , takes the part 
of a grumbling and evil- predicting chorus ; and Turgenev claims 
littLe more than the right to introduce his persons , and 
tersely to explain the periods " supposed to have elapsed" . 
There is fair room for choice among these several modifica
tions of method . 172 

With its direct refutation of charges , this method of contra

diction accomplished an effective resistance to violenc~. The de

fense held the attack in check by counteracting its movements . The 

result was largely negat~vti, however, tearing down accusa-

tions and rebuilding esteem only slowly . · It broke the hold of the 

attack , but it did little more . 

A more subtle manner of contradiction forced the attack to 

retreat beyond its own complacency. It recognized both the attack 

on r ealism and. the romanticism which the attack upheld. It gave the 

attack a place in the controversy and romanticism a place in fi ction , 

but so small and mean were the corners to which it assigned them that 

t hey had little chance to shine t~ere. Adopting this method 9f con

tradiction, n!illiam Dean Howells sharpened a~d refined it .. Romanticism, 

he said in t his vein , he.s a meaning for us-- 11 when we are sick or when 

17" "'Lathrop , ..£2!_ cit ., p. 322 



we are silly": 

. .. if people find pleasure in havinG their blood curdled for 
the sake of havine it uncurdled again at the end of the book, 
I would not interfere with their amusement , though I do not 
desire it. There is a certain demand in primitive natures 
for the kind of fiction that does this, and the author of it 
is usually very proud of it . 'I'he kind of novels he likes, 
and likes to write, are intended to take· his reader ' s mind, 
or what that reader would probably call his mind, off him-
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self; they make one foq~et life and all its ca.res and duties; 
they are not in the least like the novels which make you think 
of these, and shame you into at least wishing to be a helpfuler 
and whole s omer creature than you are . No sordid details of 
verity here , if you pl ease; no wretched being humbly and 
weakly strug ~ling to do right and to be true , suffering for 
his follies and his sins, tasting joy only throu~h the 
mortification of self, and in the help of others; nothing of all 
this, but a great , whirling splendor of peril and ~chiever11ent, 
a wild scene of heroic adventure and of e~otional .ground atid 
lofty tumbling, with a stage "picture" at tne fall of the 
c~rtain, and all the good characters in a row, their left handA 
pressed upon their hearts, and kis0ing their right hands to the 
e.udience ••. In a world which loves the spectacular drama ana. the 
practically bloodless sports of the moder~ amphitheatre the 
author of this sort of fiction has his place , and we must not 
seek to destroy him because he fancies himself in the first 
place •.• The world often likes to forget itself, and he brings 
on his heroes, his goblins , his feats, his hair-breadth escapes , 
his imminent deadly breaches, and the poor , foo1~~h , childish · 
old world renews the excitements of its nonage . 

Fine was the line that divided this method from the more open con

demnation of romanticism. In this the defense again followed the attack , 

criticizing romanticism for offenses that·the attack had noted against 

realism. Retaliation against the critics wno had named realism immoral 

consisted in repeating this same accusation in regard to romanticism. 

173 
Op . c it • , pp . 10 5-107 
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The greatest immorality in fiction , 11{illiam Dean Howells believed , is 

failure to depict the truth of natural law . For this reason he called 

the romantic Scott false and immoral : 

•.• young people ••• oue;ht to be inst r ucted how false and mistaken 
he often is , with his mediaeval ideals , his blind Jacobitism, 
his intense devotion to a r istocracy and royalty ; his a c quiescence 
in the division of men into noble and ignoble , pat ric ian and 174 
:,l ":'beir-i..r,i., sovereign and subject•, as if it were the law of God • •• 

It is the romantic striving for effect that pr oduc es this f alsity , de

cided Henry James , who then said of Flauber t : 

•.• To be intensely definite and perfectly positive , to know so 
v,ell what he meant that he could at ever y point strikingly and 
conclusively verify it , was tne first of his needs ••. In adp.ition 
to being thus synthetically final he could be strange and sad 

175 and terrible ••. 

But with Flaubert and the other realists the effect was always inci

dental to truth ; and from that fact the defensive critics drew a 

weapon to pierc e romanticism. 

'Ihey drew another to confound the critic s who called realism in

artistic . It is romantid..sm , said the defenders , which is really the 

inartistic movement . G. P. Lathrop rushed upon Victor Hugo , whom he 

called a poor ·artist , with his disree;ard of the Balzacian principles 

of artistic realism, his " extravagant style", his "desire to ai r h i s 

enthusiasm" : 

••• in Tictor Hugo we find an altoeether s i ngular wr i t er, capable 
of genui ne 9pinions arr~t ~es , and yet abounding in vagaries , and 

174Tb ·ct 22 l 7 ~~-• ' p • 
Ibid ., p. 99 
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indulging an unlimited taste for the sensational-picturesque, 
which compel us to call him theatrical and a mannerist. Here 
is an author of undeniable genius , a great romantic dramatist, 
a delicate lyrist, exceptionally noble in his aims, and com
~rehending the value of an objective treatment of character; 
who at times delights us wiLh sim~le and exquisite observation; 
yet who, for the most part , strays wholly from the ways of na
ture in. his effects , and is ·wholly extravagant in style ••• 
~ugo 's desire to air his enthusiasm and to expand in mystic 7 
revery furnishes another example of philosoIJhY injuring art. 1 6 

The censorship of art in the interests of morality was a condemnatory 

device which the enemies of the realistic novelists had often· used 

against them. This type of condemnation the defenders of realism re

turned in kind, striking romanticism in the most vulnerable point 

of any movement in fiction. 

They condemned it for another reason, moreover--one that the at

tackers had never used against realism. They charged it with artifi

ciality and pretense; they spoke of the romantic novelists as "'in

fants crying in the night' for the moon: not of course the real .moon, 

all uncomfortably cratered over with extinct volcanoes, and unpleasant

ly cold, but the ideal moon , the toy moon of the poets, the si1very orb 
177 

of the love-sick swain" . But since their criticism was in effect a 

defense of realism rather than an attack on romanticism, these critics 

concerned themselves less with the deficiencies of romanticism and 

more with the detrimental influences which those deficienyie9 held 

over realism. One critic showed how.the tendency toward artificiality 

and sentimentality in the old romantic masters contaminated the younger 

realistic writers: 

i;~Q:e_ . .£_it., pp. 319-320 ,, 
''Edit or's Study", !jarper's, 81, p. 318 
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•• . If we take one of the best of these new fictions of ours, like 
''.iss Murfree's Prophet .Q.f_ the Great Smoky 1-Aountain, we shall hardly 
find it inferior in method or manner to -l,he best of t he new fictions 
anywhere; it is, in fact, a charming eff ect of literary skill work
ing simply a.nd naturally I and marred only here and there by the 
traditions of the bad school we were all brought up in. It is well 
to call things by their names , even if they are spades, and when .11:iss 
:'.,!urfree, ha.vine; arrived at a thrilling , triumphant moment with her 
lovers, breaks bounds and tells us that the "wild winds whirled 
around the great Smoky ~vlountain, and the wor_ld was given over to the 
clo1..~ds and night , and the rain splashed with a dreary sound dovm the 
eaves of the house", we know whom sh e learned that poor business of-
who the great master was, t nat , having done a fine thing, abandoned 
himself to hysterical emotionality over it, or what people call "sym
pathy with his characters", and presently wandered off into a waste 
of hollow and sounding verbiage . V: e have some fear also that 
Dickens , with his Victor Hugoish martyr of a Sidney Carton, was not 
wholly absent when the end of ~Ji ss Murf ree ' s Prophet was i magined , 
though Srobably enough he was not present to the author ' s conscio us-
n ess .17 . 

The defensive critics turned with ease from this cond emna.t ion of 

the romanticists to a eulogy of the realists . In strange contrast to 

their op--Jonents ' excessive and oratorical praise of the romanticists, 

the defensive critics phrased their praise of ' the individual realists 

in the most terse of their utterin.gs . In a single sentence one of them 

raised a realistic novelist to the greatest height : 

•• • A new n_ovel by Geop79 Eliot is a story by the great est· of 
living .story- tellers . 

Another gave more fullness to his praise of her: 

••• '.}e o·rge Eliot has not less e..ccuracy _of observation , and her 

178 
179''Edrtor's 5:tudy 11 ·1 "Har-ber's, , 72 1 p:· 322 .(Jan~ i886) 
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-skill .- ot: detail ,without weariness , the detail which only 
gr eat power can master •.• is as remarkable as Miss Austen ' s •• 
Th e welding of small parts , the exquisite finish which springs 
from it, the sens e that the story is not told , but tells it 
self , as when a shrewd eye watch es a romance in real life • •. 180 

Then someon'3, fearing a negl ect that was not long i mmin ent, called 

a t t ention to Thomas Hardy : 

••• I emphatically agree ••• that Thomas Hardy does not re
ceive from contemporary criticism the attention which is 
his due . 181 

A third gave his laconic recognition to the American realists : 

••• Th e two finest observers. , with the most delicately 
trained and skillful hands to portray what they see ••• are 
'~r . Howells and ~.1r . Henry James , Jun ••• 182 

George Frederic Parsons lauded Balzac for the greatest r eality in 

fiction : 

••• Balzac wa s a physiologist in a very literal sense . It 
was his business to set_ down what he saw , not what he would 
have liked to see . Had he pursued any other course than 
that which he followed so persistently and to such aston
ishing lengths , it would not have been possible for Taine 
to say , as he did , that Balzac, with Shakespeare and Sai nt.
Simon , is the greatest magazine of documents on human na
ture the world po ssesses . He is much_ more than that ••• What 
reinforces and_ gives solidity and permanence to his work is 
the penetration ••• of all his writing with that genuine 
human feeling , human passion , and se~se of human weakness 
which lend to his creations a reality and a life such as 
v1ill be sought in vain , outside of his pages, in the litera-

l 8011Editor ' s a.sy Chair" , Haruer ' s , 72 , p. 322 (J an. , 1886) i8111Contributor ' s Club", At . Mo., 44, p. 572 (Nov ., ,1879) , 
8211Editor ' s Easy Chair " , Harper ' s , ,63 , p. 627 (Sept ., 1881) 

. ' 
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ture of fiction: 183 

)J ot even the yo unger and less skilled "realists!'were neglected . 

l1sually the critics gently commended their inclinations toward real

ism, and soundly chided them for their oc~asional vesti8es of ro

manticism. One Margaret Kent evoked a typi cal review ~ 

•• • The temper of the book is romantic , but many of its phases 
are naturalistically studied: the women figures are very well 
done; the men figures are such as women draw , except always 
the handsome , boyish scamp-husban,d : he is a triumph . The lover 
is a doctor, of the masterful speci~s prevalent in novels ever 
since Charles Reade invented it . He is not new , and neither, 
qu ite, is Mrs . Kent ' s dragon , the old artist whom she lives 
with ••• ·ve have some suspicion that if the burden of trudition 
had not been upon the autho~-- if she had not been enslaved to 
the theatre- goer's ideal that a story -should " end up" well--
so skillful an artist , so fine a student of human nature , 
might have given us a conclusion more in keeping with what she 
must know of lif e . 184 

Zola, also , whom the attackers flayed unmercifuliy, the defenders 

found "virile and pure" in his La Di bacle , which they called "the 

most complet e exposition ever made of the rottenness of the empire 

of Hapol,eon IH , the braggadocio ,of the French, and the imbecility 

of the wh ole imperial entournage . 0185 And at least one observant 

critic saw t_he ·strength in Crane ' s neglected Maggie : A Girl tl the 

Streets: 

••• The copy which came into the writer's poss.essi,wi was addressed 
to the Rev\ Thomas Dixon a few months ago, before the author 

------
184 

"Honore de Balzac" , At . Mo, , 57 , p . 850 (June, 1886) 
1840Editor ' s Study" , Harper ~s , 72 , p. 810 (April , 1886) 
185"Editor ' s Study", Harper ' s, 85 , p~ 802 (Sept ., 1892) 



went '"est on a journalistic trip to Nebraska , and has these 
words written across the cover: ~rt is inevitable that this 
bo Jk will greatly shock you, but continu e, pray, with great 
courage to the end, for it tries to show that environment is 
a tremendous thing in this world , and often shapes lives 
regardlessly . If one could prove that theory, one would make 
room in Heaven for all sorts of souls (notably an occasional 
street girl) who are not confidently expected to be there by 
many excellent people~ ••. The realism of his Maggie is that of 
daring and terrible directness which in its iconoclasm is the 
very characteristic of rugged undisciplined strength in a 
youth. of genius . 186 
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Henry James penetrated deeper in his praise. He weighed the 

realistic method on various scales, considered it from many angles. 

His analysis was a method peculiarly his own, marking a new variety 

in the critical methods of defense. He looked into Balzac and re

corded· his perception of the monumental character, the "extra

ordinary breadth" of his realism: 

••• His landscapes, his "local colour" • •• thick in his pages 
at a time when it was to be found in his pages almost a
lone ••• his towns, his streets , his houses , his Saumers , 
Angoulemes, Guerandes, his great prose Turner- views of the 
land of the Loire, his rooms, shops,interiors,details of 
domest icity and traffic , are a short list of the terms in
to which .he saw the real as,a clamouring to be rendered 
and into which he Tendered it with unequalled author ity . 
It would be doubtless more to the point to make our profit 
of this consummation than to try to reconstruct a Balzac 
planted more in the open ••• A born son of Tau~aine , it must 
be said , he pict'ures his province , on every pretext and 
occasion, with filial passion and extraordinary breadth. 187 

Henry James delved also into ·the realism of Flaubert in ·{adame Bpvary, 

calling it a "caged" tr.uth, and explaining why : 

i~~"StephDn Crane", Bookman , I , p. 229 ( ~ay , 1895) 
~ cit. , PP• 119-120 '' 
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••• Madame. J3ovary has a perfection that not only stamps it, 
but that makes it stand almost alone; it holds itself with 
such a supreme unapproachabl e assurance as both excites and 
defies jud~~ent . For it deals not in the least, as to un
ap :,roachab.li.li~ y ,with tnings exalted or refined; it only confers 
on its sufficiently vul ga r elements of exhibition a final un
surpassable for m~ The form is in itself as interesting, as 
active, as much of the es s ence of the idea, and yet so close 
is its fit and so inseparable its life that we ca tch it at 
no :!w:rlfrlt on any errand of its own .. . A pretty young wo ;:ian 
wno lives, socially and mo rally speaking, in a hole , and who 
is ignorant, foolish, flimsy , unhappy, takes a pair of lovers 
by whom she is successively deserted; in the midst of the 
bewilderment of which , giving up her husband and her child, 
letting everything go , she sinks deeper into duplicity, debt, 
despair, and arrives on the spot , on the small scene itself 
of her poor depraviti es , at a pitiful• tragic end. In especial 
she does these things while remaining absorbed in romantic 
intention and vision, and she remains absorbed in ro ,nantic in
tention and vision while fairly rolling in the dust . That is 
the triumph of th':l book as th-e triumph stand s , that .Emma inter
ests us by the nature of her consciousness and the play of her 
mind, thanks to the r eality and )eauty with which those sources 
are invested. It is not only that they reJresent her state; 
t hey are so true, so observed and felt, and especially so s~own , 
that they repre sent the state, actual or potent{al , ot all per
sons like her, persons romantically determined. Then her set
ting, the medium in which she strugJles, beco ~es in its way as 
important, becomes eminent with the eminence of art; the tiny 
world in which she flutters, is hung out in space for heri and 
her com?anions in captivity there are as. true as herself. 88 

Henry James's analysis of the realistic method held Zola ' s work to be 

consistent and intense: 

... It is a singular sight enough this of a producer of il
lusions whose interest for us i's so independent of our pleq._
sure or at least of our complacency-- who touches us deep
ly even while he most "puts us off", who makes us care for 
his ugliness and yet himself at the same time pitilessly 
(pitiless1y, that is, for~) makes a mock of it, who fills 
us with a sense of the rich which is none the less never the 
rare. Gervaise, the most immediately "felt", I cannot but 

188Ibid., pp . 81- 82 
,, 
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think, of all his characters, is a lame washerwoman , loose 
and gluttonous, without will , without any principle of co
hesion, the sport of every wind that assaults her exposed 
life, and who, rolling fro m one gross mistake to another, 
finds her end in misery , drink , and despair . But her ca
reer, as presented , has fairly the largeness that , through
out the chronicle, we feel as epic , antl the intensity of 
her creator ' s vision of it ~nd of the dense sor did life 
hanging abopt it is one of the great things the Lodern 
novel has been able to do. It has done nothing wore completely 
constitutive and of a tone so rich and full and sustai ned . 
The tone of L' Assomrnoir is, for eere "keeping up" , unsur
passable , a vast deep steady tide on which every object re
presented is triumphantly borne . It never shrinks nor flows 
thin, and nothing for an instant dro ps, dips or catches; the 
high- water mar k of sincerMY I of the genial I a.s I have called 
it , is unfailingly kept . 

Yet Henry James was never sure that realism as the last of. the 

century found it was a fixed perfection or that the earli er and half

romantic clamberings toward realism were without value . Many cr itics , 

however , believed this, and fell upon the pre- r ealistic novelists 

with almost as much force as they saved for the rorna.ncers . Indeed , to 

these critics , it was a grer,ter sin to have aspired to realism and 

failed than to have walked th_e path of r omanticism, unknowing. G. P. 

Lathrop berated Reade ' s artificiality of the st ~g e , with its "farci

cally inclined talk": 

. . . we find the conversation . .. mod eled on t~e raJ id dialogues 
of brilliant comedy . Mabel Vane, in Per; Woffington , e:x;cla,i .ns 
to Triplet , "And you a poet ! " "From an epitaph to an epic , 
madam," he answers . Her very next words, "A painter , too !" 
ne meets-with: "From a house fr ont to an historical coopo
sition , ma ' am." 

At other tir!1es , as in Love Me Little_, Love :fo Lonr, , 

189 Ibid ., pp . 55-56 ,, 



and later novels, we find Reade lost in the ma.re of multi
~udinous com·aonplace, apparently trying to reproduce life 
beyond all possibility of mistake , b9 letting loose upon 
us a flow of indiscriminate gabble . 1 O 
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P.ulwer ' s M.Y. Novel also received the scathing abuse of G. P. Lathrop 

for its theatrical trickery: 

•• • One ha s but to look through the conversations in !£l.. Novel, 
Bu lwer ' s most careful attempt at a reproduction of real life , 
to see how unshrinkinily he could dilute the pungent currents 
of nature with the flattest of liquids from the conventional 
theatrical tap . Much of' the dialogue is given in the same 
form as if written for the stage . But· in attempting, at the 
same time , to remain true to the aspect of common life , the 
autho r ha s been overcome by a disastrous inclination simply 
to imitate appearances; and the double desire to do this , and 
to be effective in the style ~f the stage, has resolved in · 
something at once deplorablr, dull and intolerably conven-
t i onai. 19'1 

This critic found even Jane Austen narrow and superficial , and the 

other "novelists of manners'' more limited than she : 

••• From positive views otherwise founded than upon patient 
and placid insight, spring the swarms of pamphleteering 
tales which are the bane of the fictionistts art in our 
time; and , in the domain of more genuine creation , they 
lead to the narrowness and limitations of Jane Austen, 
Miss Edgeworth, and Anthony Trollope . It is true , we should 
suffer irrep~rable loss if obliged to surrender Miss Austen 
and Miss Edgeworth .,. rJhat should we do , without the well
molded · gelatinous "forms 0 of amiability·, the excellent 
Potted Proprieties with which they have supplied us! -- . 
wholesome confections which it is to be hoped may regale 
many a generation to come. And yet, despite their charms, 
and that slow, sleepy spell which Trqllope knows so well 
how to exercise, we cannot but think that writers treating 
human nature in this way are like placer- miners, who, it 

---- --
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is granted, may extract every grain of gold from their field 
of operation~,but only by working in superficial deJosits, .• 
'hese , truly, are the "novelistf99f manners ", for they never 
get below the crust of society. 2 
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Other critics turned from the mere recounting of the pitfalls 

that the precursors of realism had encountered, to the charting of a 

course W!l=reby these dangers might be avoided . They accepted this 

role of advisor to the realists of their own day with a fluent solem

nity that urged r ealism hopefully onward . William Dean Howells early 

warned the realists against the dangers o"f affectation and artificial

ity . 

.. . let fiction cease to lie about lif~; let it portray men and 
women as they are, actuated by the :10tiYes and the pas;.;;ions in 
the measure we all know; let it leave off paintine dolls and 
working them by springs and wires; let it show the different 
interests in their true proportions; let it forbear to preach 
pride and revenge, folly and insanity, egotism and prejudice, 
but frankly own these for what they are, in whatever figures 
and occasions they appear; let it not put on fine liter~ry 
airs; let it speak the dialect, the lan~uage , that most Amer
icans know--the language of the unaffected people everywhere-
and there can be no doubt of an unlimited future, not only of 
delightfulness but of usefulness, for it.193 

Later he spoke directly to the novelists , with the advice : 

... Do not trouble yourselves about standards or ideals; but 
try to be faithful and natural : remember that tl1ere is no 
grAFltness , no beauty, which does not come from truth, .to vv 

your own knowledge of things; and keep on working , even if 
your work is not lonp; remembered . 194 

192 
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Another critic had protested early in the controversy that realism 

should not restrict itself to the portrayal of the darker aspects 

of life, lest the world soon weary of its morbid draughts : 

••• I think we are ready for something less medicinal than 
these magic potions--these bitter brews from sad experience , 
and deep undeluded thought- - with which the novelists , in 
these latter and greater days of their dynasty, 0 have come 
to treat us . 195 

The Ea sy Chair of Harper 's, however, believed that the nature of 

realism, whether dark or light, was subor:dinate to another princi-

ple : 

••• The rule for every artist, wpether of the pencil· or the 
nen, is always the same--learn to obsef~g , observe closely , 
and reproduce faithfully what you see . 

~ight years later Harper ' s published the same advice from a letter 

of Lowell to Mrs. Stowe: 

•• •JMy advice is to follow your own instincts--to stick to 
nature , and to avoid what. people commonly call the "Ideal", 
for that , _e.nd beauty, and pa~hos, and success , all lie in 
the simply natural. ·11e all preach it, from 1'fordsworth down; 
a.nd we all , from 1''ord sworth down , don't practice it. Don ' t 
J feel it every day in this weary edi to.rial mill of mine, that 
there are te·n thousand people who can write "ideal" things 
for one who can see , and feel , and reproduce nature and char
acter !. Ten thousand, did I say? Nay , ten million . What 
made Shakespeare so great! Nothing but eyes and- - faith ·in · 
th 1119'/ em . . . 

This method of administering advice, which the defense used sparingly, 

----
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was always vaguely contrad i ctory within it :;, elf and psychologically un

sound, pe rhaps, in that,if it were allowed to assume an air of patron

(.>_ge, it defea. ted its own :rnrpose in the antagonism it aroused . This 

wa.s nt the same time the ~ost helpful and the most dangerous of thAe 

methods of the defense, for it was the mo st personal . 

Jt was be.lane ed, ho v,ever, by the last of the rnethuds, wherein 

the critics r Fs Lrained themselves t o an objective def en se of the 

r e1ilistic move:nent . One of the earliest criticisms of this type 

defined t he import of r eal ism as an explination of the experience of 

man: 

... It is, wit nout doubt , an essential to the best drHmatic 
novel-writing; though in the hands of different authors its 
.nanif ;;;s tations ,nust, of course , vary greatly ... But the ne- . 
ces s ity for it is more radical. As ~he painter will study 
anatomy, in order to gain a better structural idea of the 
human form, so the novelist will inv estigate the f unctions 
of all those complicated i mpul ses , euotions, and impression s 
which we experience from hour to hour ... and by which our 
actions and chij§acters are continually controlled, modified, 
or explained . 1 

\ s the attack g~ew in violence, tne impartial detachment of this kind 

of criticism began to disdppear, and the method of objective inalysis 

slipped into one of the other meth6ds, whic_h checked the attack and 

built for the defense a strength that was great by r ight of. in-tensity 

rather than mass . 

These methods ¢:aobined to !establish certain working hypotheses 

for the defense , determining the grounds upon which realism merited 

198Lathrop, ~ cit., p. 321 
•I 
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def ending . The highest of -~ the principles clambered after truth , and 

never faltered from that height. It saw realism as a mirror of life , 

which embodies the only certain truth, and a consequent mirroL of 

beauty- - if beauty be truth . '!Jilliam Dean r10wells made truth a touch

stone in judging fiction, a.nd so defined truthfulness as to exclude 

from the gategories of "great" and "beautil.ul" al.L except realistic 

novels: 

••• '"'e must ask o~rsel ves before we ask anything else , Io it 
true? --true to the motives , the impul s es, the principles 
that shape the life of actual men and women! This truth , 
which nee essarily includes the highest artistry-- this truth 
given, the book cannot be wicked and cannot be weak ; and 
without it all graces of styie a.nd feats of inventi.on ctfld 
cunning of construction are so many superfluities of naugh
tiness~ •• In the whole rang e gf fiction we know of no true 
picture of life--that is, of ,tUman na_ture--which is not 
also a masterpiece of literature , full of divine and na
tural beauty . It maJ hiive no touch or tint of this special 
civilization o~ of that; i L ha~ better hav e this local 
color well ascertained; but the truth is deeper and fin er 
than a s pect s , and if the bo ok is true to what 11Jen and 
women know of one another 's souls ii9~ill be true enough, 
and it will be ~reat and beautiful. · 

This knowledge of the nature of nan is the only truth, the Easy Chair 

ectablished in 1881. Then r ealism, the Chair proceeded, being _the 

truthful representaLion of things as they are, must concern itself 

with char acter, escaping the a rtific es of plot : 

... a goo.d story may be compar at ively free from plot . 
Thackeray's are the most striking illus trations, and a 
mone; our own writers those of Henry James , Jun . , and 
Ho~ells . In all of them the main interest is the de-

100 
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velopment of character. Thackenq' s are studies of society; 
the yoi..mt:,;er men 's, studies of individuals; and t he universal 
pl ea.sure which such st ,v·i --, ~ive shows that 2tJ,e reader of to
day is satisfied withou t an elaborate plot . 

The second prono unce~ent pr oceeded fro~ this point to declare 

realism the only thorou8h manner of depicting -nod ern life , which , in 

its incre_r.sing complexity , reveu. led it self only to the method of sci

entific observation and experimentation . This hypothesis pointed to · 

t he ad van tag'3s of objective analysis in portraying the real. The po

t ency of the truth of Turgenev, said a critic in the Atlantic 'fonthly , 

is t he author ' s impersonal ~')resentation of it , his refusal to intrude 

betwe en the reader and the trutht 

. .. This author never calls on you to admire how well he does 
a t hing; he only :nakes you wonder at the trut h and value of 
the thing when it is done . He seems the most self-forgetful 
of the story- telling tribe, and he is no more enamored of his 
creations than of himself; he pets none of them; he upbraids 
none; you like them or hat~ them for what they are; it does 
not seem to be his affair . Ol · 

Yet r ealism has more than t~e scientific advantage of objectiv

ity , the defensive critics asserted: It has the charm of naturalness 

to wh ich we turn eagerly af ter the . stiffly conventional pages of the 

repetitive romanticists . For the ·d efense , rowanticism was no mo re 

than a series of artificial and outworn lit erary devices , wh ereas 

realism moved in the simple honesty of nature . One critic co mmended 

Thomas Herdy for his nat uralnes s of style: 

~ ·~----

~gf4arper ' s , 63, p. 146 (June, 1881~, 
"Recent Literature", At . 12..:._, 31 , , . 239 (Feb ., 187 3) 



..• Thanks no doubt to hi s training in anot he r profes sion 
(¥r. Hardy wa s an architect), his first sense of people is 
apparently not a literary s ens e , but something very much 
more natural. He studies t heir exterior gr aphically, and 
aeals ¼ith t heir souls a s we do with those of our neighbors, 
only perhaps a little mor e mercif ully. This abs enc e of 
literosity ... acounts for an occasional bluntne s s of phra se, 
whi ch we hav e sometimes felt i n '-.1r. Hardy's work ... His 
natural met hod gives us in this story (The Mayor .Qi Caster
brid ae country folk as verita ble as those in Far from the 
~r.adding; Crowd, or Und sr the Gr eenwood Tree, never ironically 
or sentimentally handled, but left to make their own im
pr ess ion, among scenes and in surroundings portrayed as 
sympathetically and unconventionally as themselves. In 
fa ct, his landsc apes are no ,.'.lore co1nposed than his figures, 
and share evenly with t e~ the cha rm .of his trea tment~ no 
one except Tur~enev giv~s a fact or trait of nature with 
a ~ore living fre shness. 202 
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As furt he r proof of this hypothesis, anot her indicated the living 

words of the Goncourt, who disregarded conventional phrasine to bring 

a naturalness to their portrait of the truth: 

.•• Wit h them, words are not merely color and sound, they 
live . .. in· analysis as in description, they have broken 
the outline of the conventional novel in chapters, with 
it s continuous story, in order to indicate ... this or that 
revealing moment; this or. that significant attitude or 
accident or. sensation. For th..e placid tradi ti~Bs of 
French prose they have had but little re5pect. 3 

Of this disregard of the "placid traditions" of romanticism, 

the def end ers of realism made a fourth working principle. _San~ly 

it recognized that these "placid traditions"were growths out of 

truth, e.nd therefore not entirely false. Their falsity, tais hy-

----
202"! ditor's 5tudy", Harper's, 73, p. 962 (Nov., 1886) 
203 · 
' _\rth ur Ezymons, "The Decadent vtov~ment in Literature", 

.!iarper' s, 87, ~. 160 (Nov. , 1893 ) 
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pothesis stated , was less their deceptiveness than their incomplete

ness. From this point the de fensive logic led to realism as a neces

sary sup _? lement to romanticism, which ,false· in its way , told only 

half the truth . Romance, '"illiam Dean Howells contended, was at 

worst the lowest artificiality and at best the truth in its "puerile 

primitive , and savage" form : to revel in it excessively , to the ex

clusion of realism ,was an act of debauchery • 

• • • They ( those who read the "romances of no-man's land") have 
joined the "unthinking multitude", pe·rhaps because they are 
tired of thin~ing , and expect to find relaxation in feeling-
feeling crudely, grossly , merely . For once in a way there is 
no great harm in this; perhaps no harm at all . It is perfect
ly natural; let them have their innocent debauch. But let us 
distinguish , for our own sake and guidance , between the differ
ent kind of things that please the same kind of people~ between 
the thin~s that please them habitually and those that pleas~ 
them oco.a:sionally; bet.ween the pleasures that edify them and 
those that amuse them. Otherwise we shall be in danger of 
becoming p 0 rmanent ly part of the "unthinking multitude", and 
of remainin~ puerile , primit ive, savage . rye shall be so in 
moods and at mo ,·aents ; but let us ·not fancy that those are high 
mo~ds or fortunate moments. If they are harmless, that is the 
most that can be said for the~ . They are ~Bises from which we 
can perhaps go forward more _vigorously ••• 

In another place, more clearly than this, he held romanticism to be the 

half-truth which realism rounded to entirety . 

••. The romantic spirit worshipped genius, worshipped heroi_sm , 
but at its best , in such a man as Victor Hugo, this spirit 
recognized the supreme claim of the lowest humanity . Its 
error wa~ to idealize the victims of society , to paint them 
impossibly virtuous and beautiful; but truth; which has suc
ceeded to the highest mission of romance, paints these victims 
as they are, and bids the world consider them not because they 

2040 . 
.!::!.E.:_ cit ., p~. 110-111 
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are beautiful and virtuous, but because they are ugly and vicious , 
cruel, filthy , and not altogether loathsome because the divine 
can never wholly die out of the human . The truth does not find 
these victims among the poor alone, among the hungry, the house
less, the ragged ; but it also finds them ;lmons the rich, cursed 
with the aimlessness, the satiety, the despair of wealth, wasting 
their lives in a fool ' s paradise of shows and semblances , with 
~othin~ ~~gl but the misery that com':ls of insincerity and self
ishness . 

The defensive critics beli eved that people were weary of the "im

possibly virtuous and beautiful", with their shadowy cont our s ,i 

of convention a.nd genrp·11lity . A fifth . Lroup justified the exis-

tence of realism qu i te simply--as a natural rush of supply to de,nand . 

!s life became a revolvin g complexity of det ai l u,on detail , realistic 

fiction bee, me increasinGlY t11e inost a.cr,urate record of life. This 

hypothesis showed r , alisrn as the answer t.o the dema nd for concr et eness 

in fi ct ion . "One reason for its value is t hat it supplies .. . visual 

dis tinctness . 11206 By the end of the century, even the attackers rec

ogni zed , al ways with r eservations , the truth of that judgment . 

By the end of the cent~ry , too, the def ensiv e critics were 

turning to lo ok back upon a wo rk whi ch had been both arduous and con

geni al. It was impossible that .the defense , with its intricacies of 

method and its steadiness of defensive logic, ehould have left its 

mark on none but the enemy at which it aimed . Vhen the critics be

gan checkine; t heir purposes against r esults , they found a chan15e not 

0 nly in the charact er rof"f ietion ~ but also in the att i tude of the 

------
~05 · 
2;6~., pp . 185- 186 

Lathrop , .QJ?.:.. cit ., p. 321 
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reading publ ic--a change that surprised them , though they had ef

fected it . However loudly people might cl arnor fo r the retur n of r o

manticism , they would never tolerate the sent i ment ality and att i fi 

c iali ty of the old romantics . The defense noted t his as a victory • 

. . . "Sir Charl es '1randison" and "Pamela " have sli ght, interest 
for a generation who have known what life meant to "Adam 
Bed et• and "Anna Kar ~hina" ; but the dif f1:rence- between t he 
earlier and later novelists is not so great as the difference 
between our ancestors and ourselves . ·t1e no longer weep over 
the misfortunes of romantic gentlemen and the misery of love
lorn ladies of high degree; life haq become so earnest 
through our new consciousnE:ss of the com11unity of sufferin,_; 
amon__; all men that we are no lon:;er touched by the old co.nven
t ional devices of the novelists. The great novels of c.oday 
are so pervaded by life .. . that they often seem mor~ r9al t~ 
us than the experie.nces through which v,e actually' pass . ·ve 
accept nothing as ar~ )fhich does not first convince us of 
its reality as life. O 

The defense noted also its influence on the yJune;er American writers . 

Haroer ' s pa~e of 11RecentJi'i6tiorlt bore evidence of it : 

•.. me will not say t~ey are all good , 6r that any of them 
is v,holly good; but we find in nearly every one of them a 
dispositiQn to regard our life without the literary glasses 
so long thought desirable, and to see chara-cter, not as. it 
i~ in 2?Jt11er fi ction , but as it n.boums outside 6f all fic 
tion. 

From tnis new school of writers , molded u:_ion the opinions of the de

fensive critics, people began to expect the long heralded American 

Hovel, for their conception of it had. chan3ed to a realistic defini-

207Hamilton '.''right Mabie , "Fiction as a Literary Formt•, Scrib
~r_'._.§.~ V, p . 622 ('1ay, 1889) 

,.,os.QE. cit . , 72, p . 321 (Jan. , 1886'' 
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tion: 

... It seems to be understood t•1at the Amer ic an novel , wnich 
n~s bean so long an~iously expect~d , is gr~uually arrivin~ , 
nJt, ind,.eed , in the 1)recise forill which may have been anti
cipated, but in its esnent ial substance . .. the v✓0 rd nov 6l 
has co.:ie to (r!leanJ .. . th e l)i c ture of charact er under certain 
artificial cond ition s called society, ~f9human nature as 
affected by traditional sJc i al usa3es . u 
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An English study of the A. nerican novel, which Yowells quo t ed in his 

Criticism aiid Ficti o1!_ , revealed su:umn.rily this chun,.;e : 

... "The \meric •n noveli si~ is distinguished fo r the intellec
tua l grip which he has ob his cha racters ... He penet r aLes 
below the crust, and he recognizes no nec ess ity of the crust 
to anticipa te what is beneath . .. He utterly dis cardq heroi cs;· 
he often discards anythine like a plot ... His story )roper is 
often no more than a natural ~rediCR~ent ... It is no stage 
vi ew we have of his charact ers , but one behind the scenes ... 
TJe are brought into conta ct wit h no strained virtues, illum.ined 
by strained li8hts Uf>On strr-tined heights of situation ••. Wh en
ever he appeals to the emotions it would seem to be with an 
ap Jeal to the intel!F=ict too .. . Everywhere in his pa.Jes we corne 
&cross acquaint ances undisguised ... The natur alness , witn the 
ev,:ry-:..ay ot n0sphere which surrounds i t, is one great chann of 
t he \mer ic an novel. .. It is throuzhout exarninat iv e , discursory, 
even more-- quizzical. ts · c ,mn.cters are underj0inc, at t he 
hrrnds of the author, calm, interPst9a observation ... He is 
n ever caught identifyin g hims~l f with t hem ; he must preserve 
in,artiality at all costs •. . but • .. the touch of na~ijp e is al~ 
ways felt , t•1e fe ,ling of kinship a l ways foll ows . 

G. "' Lathrop s'lV! the influ~nce of .the defense of realism on the wan

ner in which men think of men, as a change £rom the conception of 

the individual and his class to a broader knowledge of hurnanit , which 

· woul d wit h time extend itself . 

2 J9o-d ·t , 
2(1() • 1 ~r s 

12.• _5:1 t, l 

-;-"'syCh-.i:r 0 , H,r;:,er ' .§_ , ,63 , •:i . o?,6 ( '3ep~ ., 1881) 
pp . 12~~1 %3 
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. .. .... 'hen we have become aware of th e gre<1t number of points in 
whi ch human beings are nearly identical; of the real coinci
dence of gr ~at peo ple and l ittle people , in minute traits no l es s 
than in fund ament al characteristics; when , in fine, we p Pr -
c eive the incredible resemblances of 1nen ; then we shall best be 
able justly to es.timate t heir equally astounding differences . 
The level of humanity is like that of the ocean; but each con
stituent part i cle rejoices in its own ato 1uic being , and all have 
a chance to cr est the highest waves , if wind and moon should 
conspire favorably, . The instantaneous ~~&to graph is nec essary 
to de.P.ict this ocean and its move ;nents. 

William Dean Howells proved that the 11 inst antaneous photographs" were 

being rnade in profusion as a re sult of th.e steady encouragement of 

the defense . He saw that the vic toriou s defenders had g8.ined the 

wo rld for realism, and · t hat r ealism had already united it s provinces : 

... The whole field of human experience was nev er so nearly covered 
by imaginative literature in any age a.s in this; and American 
life especially is getting represented with unexam~Jl ed fuln ess . 
It is true that no one writer , no one book , repr esents it, for 
tha t is not poss ible; ou r social and polit ical decentralization 
forbids this, and may forever for bid it. But a 8reat number 
of very good writers are ... striving to make ea.ch part of the 
country e nd each ~:ihase of our civilization known to al l the 
other J~tts; and t heir work is not narrow in any feeble or 
vicious sense . The world- was once ve r y little, and it is now 
very large ... A mi>vement in literrl. ture like that which the 
world is now witnessing ca nnot be helped; and we could no mo re 
turn back and be of the litera ry fashions of any age before 
trd s t;1an we_ could t urn b2i~ and be of its social, economical, 
and polit~cal condit ions . 

The victory was t heirs. · 'l'here was no tracine of steps back· to•' battle 

with the still murmuring voice s of the attack . It. was not , indeed , 

one of the "co nplete victories", for t nere a re none . The c,rnse which 

;~lp-ill,, p . 322 
_iID2_ . 2it., pp . 143-145 

,, 
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they had defended must yield in part to the contentions of the op

posing yoices . Nevertheless, realism had invaded America to remain 

there . The defense had won . But the fighting had been difficult 

and long . 

The defense, it is true, had come earlier to the scene of the 

fray and confronted their assailants with the anticipation of their 

arguments and the calm logic of the first comer . And the defense 

had remained more conscious of the controversy : The strength of the 

defense lay not in numerical might but in concentration of energy, 

and the defenders knew it . For this reason they had not under

valued the importance of their op_ponents, and their rec.ognition of 

the attack as a natural nnd inevitable part of the movem~nt of real

ism, as a force to modify realism, was a precaution which contri

buted to their victory . In rec<i>gnizing the attack , however , the de

fense had moved away from it : 1.liere the attack had concerned itself 

with belaboring French realism, and :9articularly with shouting in 

the face of Zola , the defense had turned quietly to the realism of 

Russia , and r ejo iced there . The defense, too , drew the greater num

ber of distinguished names , for it counted among its critics Wil liam 

Dean Howells , Henry James, Hamlin Garland, ·stephen Crane, Ed Howe, 

and Frank Norris . The attack had Robert Louis St ephMson and 

Charles Dudl.ey Varner , but few others ,to compete v1ith these in fame . 

The defense had diverged also from the attack in its tendency toward 

finer organization : All the arguments of the defense fitted together 

in such radiation of purpose that even t~e opposition within them 
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worked to unity of form. The weakness of the attack had been spas

modic fury of approach; the strength of this organization of the de

fense was a play of mild satirical hU'llor over the arguments_of its 

opponents . These defensive arguments were cast in the forms of 

count er attacks on thea.ggiressive critics, panoramic views of the 

struggle, brief histories of realism, articles of 8eneral theory, 

novels to illustrate theories, and destructive criticisms of the forces 

that worked against realism. More varied and complex were the methods 

of criticism within the forms . 'I'he defense sought to vindicate real

ism by definiEg it absolutely and in relation to literalism and 

idealism; by developing methods. of contradiction which declared the 

accusations ©f .the attack to be insignificant and false, and which 

relegated them to a minor place in the controversy ; by condemning 

romanticism as artificial and false; artd by eulogizing the individ

ual realists; by analyzing the realistic method, by off ering critical 

advice to the realists; and by objectively defending the r ealist ic 

movement . These methods all moved toward a defense of realism on 

bases which established it as a mirrorc IDf the truth of life, as a 

scientific method of interpretirig a science-ordered world, as a 

natural m~nner of presentation, a~ a necessary supplement of roman

ticism, and as the answer to the demand for concreteness in fiction . 

All these hypotheses had been at work throughout the controversy, but 

a deepening of the critical perception came with years, and 1892 re

porded a defensive criticism so . keenly o:bser.van:t _that ·. 9nly .proj,orlged 

cont ention could have sharnened it: . ., 



••• The artist who has made the illustrations of the rural 
scenes in Tess tl _the rr• rbervilles has in one picture put 
the milkmaid on the wrong side of the cow. '1 e are sure 
that this could not have been done with the approval of Hr. 
Hardy , and equally sure that it was not done with the ap
proval of the cow, who in this situation would have kicked 
over the milk-pail; but unfortunately the illustration im
parts an air of cockneyism to the surrounding pages of 
text, and a slight shade of susp icion arises that we have 
here a literary milkm~id , 213at least one created for a 
literary or moral purpose . 
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The defensive critics had prepared the way down which realism marched 

absolutely into America : they could speak of it now with critical 

impartiality . Both factions moved toward a recognition of realism 

as a movement power ful enough in _its sound forms to amend fiction 

and in its corrupt forms , to mar it . Both factions noted its in

evitable influence on the future of American fiction and its ma~i

fest mark on the past . Even the returning "romanticism" was formed 

on definitely realistic lines . On the strength of the critical de

fense , over the cries of the critical attack , realism had taken 

America. 

21311Editor•s Study", Harper ' s , 85 , p., 152 (June, 1892) 
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